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PREFACE
The primary goal of this investigation was to identify
any correlations between the freeze/thaw cycles of lakes and
regional weather variations. To meet this objective ERTS-1
imagery of central Canada and north-central United States
were examined on a seasonal basis. The ice conditions of
certain major ice-survey lakes were noted using standard
photo interpretation techniques, the observations recorded on
magnetic tape, and base maps used to draw the position of the
lake freeze/thaw transition zone. Weather data, as available
from the U.S. Weather Service and the Atmospheric Environment
Service of Canada were compared with the transition zone migra-
tion patterns to determine any correlations.
Comparisons for the 1972 freeze season produced the
following correlations:
* Polar continental cyclones originate within
and/or travel along the trend of the transition
zone.
* Polar continental anticyclones fail to cross the
transition zone.
* Polar outbreak anticyclones pass through the
transition zone without undergoing any apparent
change.
A complementary analysis of various meteorological parameters
indicated that storm centers associated with the transition
zone underwent significant intensification expressed by a
deepening of the pressure trough and increased precipitation
outside the zone.
The influence of regional climate on the transition
zone was indicated by the consistent northwest-southeast
trend of the zone regardless of season, suggesting that
latent and sensible heat transfer are the dominant processes
controlling both lake freezing and thawing. This conclusion
was supported by a comparative study of daily running mean
air temperature (RMT) for 18 Canadian weather stations and
the movements of the freeze/thaw transition zone. The results
demonstrated that transition zone boundaries could be approxi-
mated by an appropriate choice of RMT averaging interval.
Hence a predictive model was formulated for estimating the
arrival and departure of the transition zone:
* Freeze Season - "deep" lakes freeze when the
40-day RMT reaches the freezing temperature
(00 C), and "shallow" lakes freeze when the
10-day RMT reaches the freezing temperature;
* Thaw Season - "deep" lakes thaw (breakup) when
the 40-day RMT reaches the temperature of maxi-
mum water density (40C), and "shallow" lakes
thaw when the 10-day RMT reaches the temperature
of maximum water density.
"Deep" and "shallow" lakes are greater than and less than
6 meters in mean depth respectively.
In the strictest sense the results of this investigation
are applicable only to the 1972 ice year. Although some
corroborative data are available from studies by other investi-
gators, the general applicability of several of the findings
remains open to question until confirmed by additional studies.
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SECTION 1.0
INTRODUCTION
This report is a comprehensive review of all work
performed under contract number NAS 5-21761 since the incep-
tion of the project in May 1972. Only principal highlights
of the effort are reported here; supplemental details on
various topics can be obtained by consulting previous project
reports as referenced throughout this document.
1.1 OBJECTIVES
The principal goal of this investigation was to apply
ERTS-1 imagery to the study of the interdependence of lake
ice and climate in central North America. This goal is
manifest by a number of interrelated objectives:
1. Perform a lake ice survey.
2. Map the migration of the lake transition zone
during the course of an ice year.
3. Correlate the transition zone and its movements
with regional climatic factors.
4. Develop a technique for predicting the
freezing and thawing of lakes.
5. Estimate the mean depths of lakes on the basis
of their freezing sequence.
To some extent each of these objectives has been satisfied,
although not always with the result that had originally been
envisioned [1].
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A description of the tasks undertaken to achieve the
above objectives and the outcome of those tasks comprises




This section provides a summary of the work performed
along with the methods employed to accomplish that work.
2.1 TEST SITE
The test site selected for this investigation comprises
the whole of central North America north of 400 N latitude
(Figure 1). Included within the site are nine states and
five provinces covering a total area of approximately 1.16
million square miles or roughly 13% of the United States and
45% of Canada.
The dotted lines in Figure 1 represent the approximate
ground tracks of the ERTS-1 satellite on its descending (or
data collection) orbital node. The numbers associated with
each ground track identify one day of the satellite's 18-day
coverage cycle. As the map indicates, complete coverage of
the test site requires the full 18-day cycle.
The test site was chosen not only for its large number
of lakes, the exact total of which is unknown, but also for
its relatively level topography and low elevation. Hence
variations in the freezing and thawing of lakes due to
altitudinal or topographic effects are minimized.
Protected by high mountain ranges on the west the
site's climate is virtually of a continental variety with
hot, dry summers and cold, wet winters. The fairly uniform,
predictable climate over most of the study area enabled lake-
climate interactions to be interpreted as variances from the
general climatic pattern.
3
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In order to provide the basis for a lake ice survey,
an initial task of this project was to identify and select
survey lakes. "Survey lakes" are those waterbodies within the
test site whose ice conditions were monitored using ERTS-1
imagery. A screening process was adopted whereby all avail-
able lakes were tested against either of two criteria:
* Availability of morphometric data,
* Availability of freeze/thaw information.
Morphometric data was defined as surface area, mean depth,
and maximum depth, whereas freeze/thaw information was taken
to include any historic and/or up-to-date freezing and
thawing dates.
A number of potential or candidate survey lakes were
found in the open literature [2,3,4,5,6]. In addition,
responsible government officials at the state/province and
federal levels were contacted for assistance. The Atmospheric
Environment Service of Canada was particularly helpful in
supplying recent freeze/thaw information from their own rather
extensive lake ice survey.
Using the aforementioned criteria as a basis, a total
of 411 candidate lakes were identified. Of this number only
65 percent or 268 lakes were finally chosen as survey lakes.
In order to be selected each survey lake had to be located and
positively identified on base maps consisting of Operational
Navigation Charts (ONC), scale 1:1,000,000. This requirement
eliminated nearly all lakes with surface areas less than about
2 square kilometers. Inaccurate or nonexistent location data
were also a critical factor in the selection process.
5
The geographical distribution of all candidate and
survey lakes is shown in Table 1. As reflected by the table,
Wisconsin proved to be the best source of data. Surprisingly,
information about the lakes of Michigan and Minnesota was
extremely limited. Aside from Wisconsin, few readily accessible
sources of limnological information concerning United States
lakes seem to exist. On the whole, Canadian lakes are better
documented, although here too the availability of information
required for this study was limited in relation to the total
number of lakes.
As the investigation progressed, more survey lakes were
added in order to fill gaps in the geographic coverage of the
lake ice survey. Eventually, a total of 357 lakes were included.
2.2.2 Lake Identification Code
Survey lakes were distinguished on the base maps by
means of a lake identification code unique to each lake. The
code consists of six characters, aabbbc, where aa is state or
province reference number, bbb is a lake sequence number for
a given state or province, and c is a data descriptor indi-
cating the type of information available for a given lake.
The meanings of valid identification symbols are given in
Table 2. As an example, consider the identification code
040332. According to Table 2 this study lake is located in
Manitoba (MAN) and is the 33rd lake from Manitoba to be
catalogued. In addition, the data descriptor code, 2, indi-
cates that both morphometric information and updated freeze/
thaw dates are available for lake 040332.
Thus, an identification code number exists for each
lake used in the investigation. Note that new lakes may be
added by the assignment of a number, and even lakes without
6
Table 1. Geographical Breakdown of Candidate
Lakes and Survey Lakes Selected for use
in the Lake Ice Investigation
Candidate Survey
Country State/Province Lakes Lakes






UNITED Illinois 15 10





North Dakota 6 5





Table 2. Lake Identification Code (aabbbc),
Allowable Symbols and Their Definition
Location Code (aa)
Code State/Province Symbol











12 North Dakota NDA
13 South Dakota SDA
14 Wisconsin WIS
Sequence Number Code (bbb)
Allowable range: 001-999
Data Descriptor Code (c)
Updateda Historicb
Freeze/Thaw Freeze/Thaw






aAs applied in the code "updated" means including the 1971
ice year.
b"Historic" means up to, but not including, the 1971 ice year.
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morphometric and/or freeze/thaw data may be included by
using the descriptor code 0. Those 357 lakes employed in
this investigation as survey lakes are listed in Appendix A
along with their identification codes.
2.2.3 Data Base Record
As indicated in a previous section, pre-selected
survey lakes were required to meet one of two criteria:
(1) their morphometry must be known and/or (2) their freezing
and thawing history must be known. The complete data base
record of morphometry and icing history on all 268 pre-selected
survey lakes is presented in Appendix B. To the author's know-
ledge this record represents the largest and most comprehen-
sive data set of its type ever collected for North American
lakes. Lake Mendota (Wisconsin) has the longest icing history,
107 ice years, beginning in 1852-53. Several other Wisconsin
lakes also have long records, but these are exceptional. On
the whole the data are spotty at best, and, with the exception
of those Canadian lakes for which the Atmospheric Environment
Service of Canada makes ice observations, the record is hardly
up-to-date.
2.3 METEOROLOGICAL DATA ACQUISITION
Supporting meteorological data were acquired from the
following subscription publications:
* Daily Weather Maps (Weekly Series) (U.S.)
* Monthly Climatological Data (U.S.)
* Monthly Record of Meteorological Observations
(Canada)
9
In addition, arrangements were made with the Meteorology
Branch, Goddard Space Flight Center, to receive on loan
North American Surface Charts (1200Z), published four times
daily by the U.S. Department of Commerce. These charts proved
invaluable for tracing the movement of air masses across the
continent, an essential effort of this investigation to gauge
lake ice and climate interdependence.
Surface charts were excellent media for observing
highly transient weather patterns on a continental scale,
but they were hardly adequate for examining subtle climatolo-
gical variations at a regional level. For this purpose, a
detailed meteorological record was required. To provide such
a record, a region of the test site (i.e., Manitoba and
western Ontario) was selected, because of the large data
volume, and a subset of all weather stations within that
region was identified. The 18 stations comprising the subset
are displayed in Figure 2. Meteorological data in the form
of daily extremes in air temperature were compiled for each
station from the "Monthly Record of Meteorological Observa-
tions," and loaded into a magnetic tape file. The final data
record spanned the ice years 1961, 1963, and 1972, those
years for which transition zone observations were available.
The application of this data is discussed in a latter section
of this report.
2.4 ERTS IMAGERY PROCESSING
The Standing Order for this investigation specified one
copy (9.5 in, positive, b/w transparency, each band) of all
imagery taken over the test site regardless of cloud cover.
Given the size of the test site, this translates into a pro-
digious quantity of imagery (-20,000 transparencies) over a
complete ice year. Obviously, a well-organized handling proce-
dure was required to assure that all imagery were processed
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The key to a workable imagery handling system is a
simple but accurate procedure for recording the imagery prior
to filing. Swath dates can be recorded on an image log, but
this supplies no information about areal coverage. For swath
coverage a ground track map, such as that shown in Figure 3,
was used. As indicated previously, the dotted lines on the
map represent approximate ERTS-1 orbital traces, and the num-
bers indicate orbit days of the 18-day cycle. For this
investigation cycle 1, day 1 was arbitrarily chosen as
6 August 1972. As an example of how the map is utilized,
suppose a swath of imagery is received for 11 August 1972.
The table at the bottom of the map indicates that this date
corresponds to orbit day 6 of cycle 1 (see Figure 3). The
geographical centerpoints of the first and last scenes of the
swath may then be located on the map and plotted on orbit day 6.
The above recording procedure proved to be fast, accu-
rate, and sufficient to meet the needs of this investigation.
The system provided an easy means of obtaining a quick inven-
tory of all imagery on file. The entire inventory covered by
this report is presented in Appendix C. Those swaths in which
ice observations were made are also differentiated.
In order to expedite the extraction of freeze/thaw
information from the ERTS-1 imagery, a Lake Observation Data
Sheet (LODS) was devised. As Figure 4 shows, the LODS consists
of 9 variable fields:
1. DATE. The date on which the scene was taken.
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FIGURE 4. LAKE OBSERVATION DATA SHEET
2. IMAGE. Image number. For example, if the ERTS
image identification number is E-1004-16360-3,
the image number would be the last 4 digits of the
exposure time or 6360. The image number in con-
junction with the date is sufficient to uniquely
identify every scene used in this investigation.
3. LAKE NAME. Name of the lake in 16 digits or less.
4. ID CODE. Survey lake identification code in 6
digits or less.
5. LAT. Geographical latitude of lake. (Format:
ddmm, where dd = degrees; mm = minutes).
6. LONG. Geographical longitude of lake. (Format:
dddmm, where ddd = degrees; mm = minutes).
7. S/P. State/province in which lake is located.
(Format: aaa, where aaa = 3 letter state/
province abbreviation; see Table 2.)
8. OBS CODE. Lake observation code. Details are
provided in Table 3.
9. COMMENTS. Any subjective comments relative to
the observation or image in 27 digits or less.
When making a lake freeze/thaw observation from an
image, the analyst first located the lake on the annotated
ONC maps. This task was relatively easy since the imagery
and the maps are approximately equivalent in scale. If the
lake was a survey lake, that is, if the map was annotated with
the lake identification number, the analyst simply made an
entry on the LODS. To be valid this entry need only contain
the date, image number, lake ID code, and observation code.
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Table 3. Lake Observation Code
FREEZE/THAW CODES
FORMAT: abcc
where a = Cloud Type Indicator
A: No clouds in vicinity of lake
C: Cirrus - High level (20,000 feet
ice crystals giving the appear-
ance of a fine veil. Will be
regarded as transparent.
F: Fog - Very low level coverage;
resembles Stratus.
L: Multiple cloud layers.
S: Stratus - Solid deck of low level
clouds; smooth in appearance.
Q: Cumulus - Convective, low level
clouds; appear puffy
b = Cloud Cover Fraction,
0-9: Lake free of cloud cover or shadows
to lake 90% cloud covered.
N: Lake completely obscured by clouds;
no ice state determination possible.
cc = Ice Cover Percentage
00-10: Percentage ice over - To range from
lake completely ice free (00) to
lake completely ice covered (10).
blank: No observation.
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Should there be no entry on the ONC map, the analyst
could create one by assigning a lake identification code,
annotating the map, and filling in all information on the
LODS exclusive of comments. Realize that any survey lake
'entering the system in this manner had an identification
number ending in 0.
In addition to the above data gathering procedure,
which may be described as discrete point observation, the
analyst had the option to graphically record his interpreta-
tions on a map. This mode of data representation was extremely
useful for directly monitoring freeze/thaw transition zone
variations in time and space.
2.5 ERTS IMAGERY ANALYSIS
2.5.1 Lake Ice Observation
Straightforward manual photo interpretation was the
method chosen for making lake ice observations. A qualita-
tive comparison of 9.5 inch, bulk transparencies and 9.5 inch
bulk prints revealed that either imagery format would be
adequate for identifying the presence of ice. However, the
superior resolution of the transparencies enabled smaller,
finer features, such as fracture patterns, to be detected
more readily. Consequently, transparencies were used through-
out the analysis. Other than a light table and lens, the
imagery were interpreted 'i.thout the aid of-special viewing
devices, but, owing to the nature of the observation, this
was not considered a drawback.
The primary observational objective of this investiga-
tion was to identify ice on the surface of any lakes appearing
in an ERTS scene. Due to the high reflectivity of ice as
opposed to water over that portion of the spectrum covered by
17
the ERTS sensors, an observation of ice state could generally
be made without difficulty. Notable exceptions to this state-
ment occurred when highly transparent "new ice" was formed
on-a lake or when water flooded the surface of partially
thawed lake ice. In both of these cases any determination
of lake ice condition at the scale of the ERTS imagery was
highly suspect.
Any band of the ERTS multispectral scanner (MSS) would
suffice for an initial estimation of the presence or absence
of lake ice in a given scene. However, for more detailed,
lake-by-lake observations one or more bands proved more use-
ful than others. The relative utility of the various MSS
spectral bands for detecting lake ice is suggested by the
following table:
MSS Band Spectral Range Lake Ice
Number (microns) Detectability
4 0.5 - 0.6 fair to poor
5 0.6 - 0.7 good to very good
6 0.7 - 0.8 good
7 0.8 - 1.1 good
The "green" band (4) was subject to atmospheric interference
such as backscatter, and its signal tended to be attenuated
by clouds. The "red" band (5) exhibited fair cloud penetration
with proportionally less atmospheric interference. This band
could "see" several .meters into most natural waters, which
occasionally enabled flooded ice surfaces to be discerned.
Despite a high reflectivity for ice which often obscured sur-
face features, band 5 was regarded as the optimum band for
viewing lake ice. This judgement was corroborated by
Barnes [7] from a study of sea ice. The "infrared" bands
(6 & 7) were equally useful for lake ice viewing. Band 7
displayed the best cloud penetration of any band, however, the
waveband could penetrate only a few millimeters into water.
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Consequently, many flooded ice surfaces were undetectable
in band 7. On the other hand, the lower reflectance of ice
in the infrared enabled many ice features (e.g., fracture
patterns, floes, leads) to be noted.
In summary, either band 5 or band 7 would be satis-
factory for determining lake ice state during the freezing
season. However, during the thawing season when considerable
flooding takes place, band 5 is preferred (see Plates 1 and 2)
2.5.2 Survey Lake Observations
During the 1972 freeze season (Aug 24-Dec 16) over 1300
individual ice state observations of major survey lakes were
made from ERTS-1 imagery. Almost an identical number were
made during the 1973 thaw season (Mar 5-June 30).
Despite the large number of observations in absolute
terms, when one considers that there were 357 study lakes, the
number of ice state observations per lake over the entire 1972
ice year averaged less than eight. Thus, during the freeze
season, for example, the ice state of any given lake could be
determined only on about 3-4 different occasions. In reality,
these few opportunities are quite reasonable, since the whole
ice year was covered in approximately ten 18-day ERTS cycles
(Appendix C); the maximum number of viewing opportunities for
any lake, allowing for sidelap, would be about 20. Hence,
40 percent of all opportunities to observe survey lakes during
the 1972 ice year were successful.
2.5.3 Problems of Analysis
Four problem areas associated with the ERTS system






To a variable extent each problem area hampered the survey.
The question of cloud cover is a fundamental one, since
the phenomenon being observed is dynamic and possibly related
to enhanced cloudiness. Without doubt opaque cloud cover
interfered with observations of lake ice condition. In some
cases, when the clouding was of a high altitude, broken cirrus
variety, an estimation of ice state was possible, but for the
most part clouding resulted in gaps and uncertainties in the
observation record. The problem was most acute during the
1972 freeze season, the November of which proved to be the
cloudiest on record [8]. Cloud cover was much less extensive
and pervasive during the 1973 thaw season.
Due to the resolution limits of ERTS imagery, there
was a practical minimum lake size beyond which reliable esti-
mation of surface characteristics by visual means became
virtually impossible. This lower bound was estimated at about
2 square kilometers, or approximately the area of identifiable
lakes on the ONC charts. Consequently, all lakes smaller than
2km 2 were effectively eliminated from the lake ice survey.
This does not mean to infer that such lakes were undetectable;
water bodies only a few acres in size can be distinguished on
ERTS imagery [9]. However, detectability of ice cover during
the critical freezing or thawing period becomes extremely
uncertain for such small lakes.
Natural surface reflectance served as both an aid
and deterrent in observing ice conditions. For instance, a
partially ice-covered lake was indistinguishable from a
sediment-laden, ice-free lake because of their similar reflec-
tive properties. Unless the ice was strongly reflecting, as
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in the case with fresh snow cover, or the ice-water boundary
was sharply defined.and angular, the ice condition of the
lake could not be determined. During the thaw season decaying
ice appeared to reflect more strongly in all ERTS bands than
freshly formed ice characteristic of the freeze season. This
was probably due to the multiple reflecting surfaces of ice
crystals in such ice as opposed to the relative transparency
of new ice. On the whole, variable reflectance was less of
an interpretation problem during the thaw season, although a
fair number of uncertain observations were recorded throughout
the ice year (see Plates 3 and 4).
A final, critical problem in viewing the ice condition
of individual lakes proved to be the timeliness of satellite
coverage. The freezing and thawing of lakes, except for the
very largest ones (e.g., Great Slave, Manitoba), tend to be
highly transient natural phenomena. Ice can appear or dis-
appear from a lake surface in a matter of a few days or, on
occasion, in a few hours if meteorological conditions are
favorable [10]. With its 18-day repeat cycle ERTS was inade-
quate as a tool for observing the behavior of lakes during
their abbreviated freezing and thawing periods. The satellite
was most likely not to be over the right place at the right
time. In the absence of ground truth (i.e., field and
meteorological data) the freezing and thawing dates of parti-
cular lakes cannot be accurately determined solely from ERTS.
2.5.4 Transition Zone Observations
Although individual lake observations did not meet
original expectations, transition zone observations largely
exceeded those expectations (see Plates 3-5).
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ERTS swaths in which the transition zone could be
discerned are indicated in Appendix C. A signficant fraction
of all available swaths contained useful information about
the transition zone. The compilation and'interpretation of




3.1 FREEZE SEASON - AUTUMN 1972
The freeze portion of the 1972 ice year required
approximately 100 days (i.e., early September to early
December). During that time the ERTS-1 covered the test
site in five 18-day cycles. For the first time the behavior
of the lake freeze transition zone could be documented over
extensive spans of space and time.
3.1.1 Transition Zone Migration
A great deal of the incentive for this study resulted
from an aerial lake ice survey by Ragotzkie and McFadden [11].
One of the principal results of that work was the verification
of a transition zone (TZ), called the lake freezing zone, south
of which all lakes are open (ice-free) and north of which all
lakes are closed (frozen over). The lake freezing zone reflects
the role morphometric factors play in the freezing of lakes.
Shallow lakes have less heat to give up to the atmosphere in
comparison with deep lakes. Therefore, shallow lakes respond
more readily to weather perturbations and freeze over sooner
than deep lakes. As a result, Ragotzkie and McFadden referred
to the northern boundary of the transition zone as the "deep
lake freeze line" and the southern boundary as the "shallow
lake freeze line." For purposes of this report, however, the
two boundaries will be called, simply, the northern transition
zone boundary (NTZ) and the southern transition zone boundary
(STZ) respectively.
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Observations of the transition zone by ERTS-1 during
the month of October 1972 are summarized in Figure 5. The
early October TZ (A, Figure 5) exhibited a complexity not
obvious in subsequent observations. Although the NTZ lay about
75 km to the south, a small area of lakes just to the southeast
of Bathurst Inlet was completely ice free. This anomalous lake
group apparently freezes later than other lakes in the vicinity;
the cause may be due to the moderating influence of unfrozen
saltwater Bathurst Inlet.
The influence of a large, open water body was also
evident near Great Slave Lake. Early October weather records
show that stations on or near the lakeshore had minimum
temperatures ranging 3 to 100 F higher than another station at
the same latitude about 100 miles to the west. The ERTS
imagery agreed with these data by showing a large area of open
lakes in the pocket formed by North Arm and MacLeod Bay,
whereas all lakes immediately west of Great Slave were frozen
over.
By October 18 (B, Figure 5) the NTZ had moved about 480
km to the south, implying a migration rate of almost 100 km/day,
assuming, of course, that the transition zone boundaries are
longitudinally invariant. Such an assumption is not justifiable;
this point will be discussed more fully in a subsequent section.
Only the STZ was visible on the mid-October imagery
(C, Figure 5), and even this boundary was very uncertain due
to the considerable cloud cover. However, the interpretation
was included because this represented the only TZ observation
from the extreme eastern portion of the test site for the month
of October.
Although November 1972 has been characterized as the
cloudiest November on record [8], the transition zone was
visible on three separate occasions (Figure 6).
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FIGURE 6. LAKE FREEZE TRANSITION ZONE BOUNDARIES FOR NOVEMBER 1972.
A. 05 NOV 72 - 06 NOV 72
B. 13 NOV 72- 15 NOV 72
C. 28 NOV 72- 01 DEC72 26
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The early November TZ (A, Figure 6) represented a marked
discontinuity in the southward moving trend prevalent throughout
October. In this case the NTZ was located just north of Reindeer
Lake or roughly 350 km north of the previously sighted TZ posi-
tion. Since this was not a period of above normal temperatures,
the obvious conclusion must be that the transition zone varied
latitudinally as a function of longitude.
By late November the TZ had extended well south into
the United States (C, Figure 6), although the NTZ had migrated
only about 200 km since the previous sighting. A migration
rate of only 15 km/day is inferred from this observation. This
value is probably realistic since it was derived from over-
lapping transition zones. The late November imagery represent
the longest, most continuous, cloud-free view of the transition
zone for the entire freeze season.
The first of December 1972 marked the beginning of a
14 day cold period during which the daily average temperature
was consistently below zero in the TZ area. Weather stations
in north-central United States and south-central Canada recorded
their lowest temperature readings ever for this period [8]. The
intense cold was sufficient to effectively obliterate the
transition zone. Observations during the month of December
revealed a small number of open lakes and reservoirs scattered
over the United States portion of the test site, but these
were assumed anomalous.
3.1.2 Comparison With Ground Truth
Due to the size of the test site and the logistics
involved, a ground truth support program was not instituted
for this study. However, the exact freeze dates of numerous
Canadian lakes were acquired from the Field Meteorological
Systems Branch, Atmospheric Environment Service of Canada.
These dates were more than adequate for checking against
transition zone observations.
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The freeze dates of the ground truth lakes are super-
posed on the ERTS-derived transition zone locations in Figures
7 and 8. If transition zones are located properly, freeze
dates north of the zone should precede the period of observa-
tion, whereas freeze dates south of the zone should post-date
the observation period. An examination of Figures 7 and 8
reveals that the above criteria are satisfied in every case
except two.
The first exception is Meadow Lake (030454) (Figure
7) whose October 8 freeze date was 12 days earlier than the
previous recorded early freeze for this lake. A possibility
exists that the Meadow Lake freeze date was incorrectly
reported. The other exception is Island Lake (040414) (Figure
8) with a November 15 freeze date. This date was 12 days
earlier than the lake's only other recorded freeze date, but
the annual variation in freezing times can often exceed that
amount. In this case the freeze date and imagery interpretation
may both have been correct. This is because the satellite pass
(Appendix C) on which both Island Lake and the transition zone
were recorded took place on November 15, Island Lake's freeze
date. Hence, on November 15 the transition zone could well have
migrated south of Island Lake, as the interpretation indicates.
Other than the minor exceptions just discussed, the
agreement between transition zone positions, determined solely
from ERTS imagery, and lake freeze dates, based on ground
observations, is excellent.
3.1.3 Comparison with Previous Studies
The only work comparable to this investigation was
that of Ragotzkie and McFadden [11]. Many of the findings
of this earlier study were combined into a later, more compre-
hensive report by McFadden [12]. The combined work contained
observational data from two ice years, 1961 and 1963. Since the
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TZ mapped by McFadden during these years lay within the
designated test site for this study, similar data sets from
each study were compared.
During 1961, Ragotzkie and McFadden were able to
observe the transition zone on three separate occasions:
(1) October 24-26, (2) November 3-5, and (3) November 7-10.
The positions of the zone on the first two of these occasions
are shown in Figure 9, along with positions determined by this
investigation at comparable times during the freeze season.
Considerable overlap exists between McFadden's zones labeled
1 and 2 and that labeled B from this study, suggesting that
1961 and 1972 had quite similar freeze seasons.
A rather different situation prevailed in 1963 with
which the 1972 comparisons for October are made in Figure 10
and for November in Figure 11. Both of these figures show
that at similar times the TZ remained farther north in 1963
than in 1972. This discrepancy is particularly striking for
the October 18 data. Whereas the 1961 and 1972 freeze seasons
experienced equivalent weather (i.e., mean monthly temperature
for October: 4-8 0 F below normal), the 1963 freeze season
experienced appreciably warmer weather at equivalent times
(i.e., mean monthly temperature for October: 4-100 F above
normal).
Despite the large difference in October mean air tem-
perature between 1963 and 1972 (i.e., 8-180F), the transition
zones for those two years differed by only 2-3 degrees of
latitude (Figure 10). These results suggest that the freezing
of lakes is relatively insensitive to short-term (< 1 month)
climatic variations.
The comparative results also indicate a longitudinal
dependence of TZ position as well as the obvious latitudinal
.one. McFadden's observations and those made during this
study (Figures 9-11) exhibit a definite northwesterly trend
31
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for the transition zone in general and the NTZ in particular.
This trend breaks down only for the region south of Lake
Manitoba. The northwestern direction for the NTZ was readily
apparent from the ERTS imagery even though satellite coverage
shifts westward on a daily basis, and continued freezing would
tend to move the NTZ southward.
The unidirectional orientation of the transition zone
over much of the continent can only be attributed to the pre-
vailing autumn climate of the region. This orientation agrees
with the general trend of weather systems during the autumn
months (see next section). Similarly, the tree line follows
the same northwest-southeast bearing. The fact that both of
these phenomena independently exhibit the same orientation
lends credence to the proposition that general climatology
rather than latitude controls the overall trend of the transi-
tion zone, and temporal perturbations on that climatology are
responsible for any variations in the migratory behavior of
the zone.
3.1.4 Comparison With Weather Systems
As stated previously, a primary objective of this
investigation was to identify any correlations between the
freeze/thaw cycles of lakes and regional weather variations.
The ultimate goal of such an effort would be to establish,
verify, and explain any interrelationships which may exist.
Consequently, a major effort was made to compare the transi-
tion zone as observed from ERTS imagery with both local and
regional weather data.
Cyclonic and anticyclonic activity was examined in
detail for the month of October 1972 using North American
Surface Charts (1200Z GMT) compiled by the U.S. Weather
Service. The daily position of each pressure center was
marked on a base map over a period of several days, enabling
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the temporal variation of each weather system to be defined.
Migration patterns for the period October 6 through October 15
are shown in Figure 12; the observed position of the TZ for
that period is also shown. Nearly all pressure centers exhibit
the general northwest to southeast motion over the test site
that is typical for the time of year. Cyclonic activity pre-
dominated in the northern portion of the test site for the
first half of the month. Although a polar continental (pC)
high did form in Alaska on October 8, the system adopted a
southerly heading and skirted the lakes region of central
Canada. During the period the transition zone, especially in
the vicinity of Great Slave Lake, appeared to act as a source
area or area of intensification for upper latitude cyclones
(Figure 12).
The motion of weather systems for the period October
15 through October 18 is displayed in Figure 13. This short
period was dominated by an intense polar-outbreak high which
moved southward across central Canada bringing very cold
temperatures to the test site.
A return to more typical pressure center migration
patterns is shown in Figure 14 which covers the period October
18 through October 24. During this time, apparently no major
weather system traversed the transition zone, although a large
pC high followed a path closely paralleling the estimated NTZ
for the period.
The end of October (October 24-November 1) was
meteorologically complex (Figure 15). Every major pressure
system displayed an abrupt shift in its direction of motion
from southeast to southwest before resuming a normal migration
pattern. During the period another pC high paralleled the NTZ,
but seemingly the pressure center always remained north of the
transition zone (Figure 15). On the other hand, an upper
latitude cyclone passed through the zone in the same fashion
as similar cyclones had earlier in the month (Figure 12).
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FIGURE 12. MOVEMENT OF AIR MASSES IN CENTRAL NORTH AMERICA BETWEEN 06 OCT 72 AND 15 OCT 72.

















FIGURE 13. MOVEMENT OF AIR MASSES IN CENTRAL NORTH AMERICA BETWEEN 15 OCT 72 AND 18 OCT 72.
(H = High Pressure Mass; L = Low Pressure Mass; Subscript Indicates Day of Month; Observed Transition Zone Indicated)
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The motion of pressure centers within the study area
for the period October 31 through November 4 is depicted in
Figure 16. A polar continental anticyclone passed north of
the transition zone, the pressure center having moved along
the northern transition zone boundary.
The period November 10 through November 18 shown in
Figure 17 represents a more complex situation. During this
time an anticyclonic system moved obliquely across the transi-
tion zone, but the movement was sporadic and irregular. There
remains some question as to the type of anticyclone repre-
sented since weather data for the week prior to November 10
were missing. Doubtless a polar continental anticyclone
did cross central Canada on November 15-16 (Figure 17).
However, this system moved through southern Alberta and
Saskatchewan, well to the west of areas characterized by
large populations of lakes.
The final case for comparison covers the period
November 23 through December 6 (Figure 18). During this
period the transition zone ceased to exist as a well defined
region of frozen-unfrozen lakes and became instead scattered
clusters of open or partly open lakes surrounded by com-
pletely frozen lakes. The rapid breakdown of the transition
zone can probably be attributed to the exceptionally cold
temperatures that characterized this particular time. The
weather systems traced in Figure 18 are characteristic of
extreme conditions, especially the very large polar cyclone
centered over Hudson Bay. This system brought the coldest
temperatures for November to south-central Canada and north-
central United States [8].
The comparison between the freeze transition zone as
determined from ERTS and the movement of pressure centers
(Figures 12-18) has produced some remarkable consistencies:
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(H = High Pressure Mass; L = Low Pressure Mass; Subscript Indicates Day of Month; Observed Transition Zones Indicated)
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* Many polar continental cyclones originate in
and/or travel along the trend of the transition
zone.
* Polar continental anticyclones fail to cross
the transition zone.
* Polar outbreak anticyclones pass directly across
the transition zone without undergoing any
apparent change.
These findings are wholly in accord with intuitive expectations
regarding the ability of the transition zone to influence
regional weather conditions. Namely, that as a source of
relatively abundant heat and water vapor resulting from
vigorous pre-freeze lake cooling, the transition zone would
tend to strengthen cyclonic systems and weaken anticyclonic
systems. During the 1972 freeze season the transition zone
was not only the favored migration route for upper-latitude
continental cyclones, but in no instance did polar continental
anticyclones traverse the zone.
At this juncture it must be emphasized that the pressure
centers plotted in Figures 12-18 do not reflect the total areal
extent of these air masses. Certainly large portions of
polar continental highs did cover the transition zone. Be that
as it may, the consistencies of air-mass movements relative
to the transition zone do suggest a strong interdependence, at
least for the 1972 freeze season.
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3.1.5 Comparison With Meteorological Data
Besides influencing the paths of weather systems across
central North America, the transition zone may modify or other-
wise affect the magnitude and distribution of important climato-
logical parameters such as temperature and wind vector.
Intuitively the transition zone represents a region of con-
siderable convective turbulence, greater than average cloud
cover, and above normal temperatures and precipitation. These
conditions are a consequence of the flux of large quantities of
heat and water vapor from rapidly cooling lake surfaces to the
lower atmosphere; they should be amenable to testing by local
and regional weather data, as discussed below.
3.1.5.1 Pressure (Intensification)
An analysis of the low pressure system traversing the
transition zone during the period October 6-8 (Figure 12)
shows that the system underwent considerable intensification.
The system's minimum pressure decreased by 20 mb while in
transit over the TZ [13]. Precipitation associated with this
storm showed a definite increase with time: the maximum
amounts were found in northwest Ontario, immediately south of
the TZ. The transition zone could have played a role in the
deepening of this storm and in the increased precipitation,
but the proximity of Hudson Bay (Figure 12) may have been the
predominant factor.
The influence of Hudson Bay can be inferred by the
observed pressure intensification of all low pressure systems
shown in Figure 12. Table 4 gives the pressure center minimum
for each of these systems as a function of time. As previously
described, pressure system 1 attained a 20 mb drop while
migrating along the transition zone. Pressure system 2, which
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Table 4. Cyclonic intensification through the transition
zone for early October 1972 (see Figure 12).
(Pressure center minima given in millibars; data
taken from [13].)
Low Pressure System
Date 1 2* 3 4
October 6 999 --- --- ---
7 992 --- --- ---
8 979 1007
9 967 994 --- ---
10 972 1001 ---
11 --- 994
12 --- --- 1007
13 --- 1005
14 --- --- 996 1014
15 --- --- 995 1003
Pressure system 2 is assumed to pass south of the transition
zone.
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remained south of the TZ while crossing central North America,
actually weakened on October 10; however, after crossing Hudson
Bay the system reintensified by 7 mb. Pressure system 3
traveled rapidly through the TZ without undergoing any apparent
change; after crossing Hudson Bay the system had intensified
by 9 mb. Pressure system 4, which remained entirely within
the transition zone, intensified by 11 mb.
An examination of cyclonic systems for the remainder of
October and November revealed a similar intensification pattern:
(a) those systems moving along the TZ intensified by about 10
mb, (b) crossing Hudson Bay produced an intensification of about
10 mb or less, and (c) low pressure systems outside the TZ
experienced erratic pressure changes with net decreases of less
than 10 mb. On the basis of these results, the transition zone
apparently influenced cyclonic intensification as well as direc-
tion of flow.
Anticyclonic intensification offered a less consistent
picture for the 1972 freeze season. Several polar continental
highs whose centers passed just to the north of the TZ actually
intensified (i.e., increased maximum pressure). No systematic
variations in pressure change were observed in any of the
anticyclones whose movements were tracked.
3.1.5.2 Precipitation and Dew Point
In order to estimate the transition zone's effect on
precipitation, weather data from meteorological stations were
combined and averaged over relatively small time intervals.
Nine stations were selected at random for each averaging inter-
val: 3 north of the TZ, 3 within the TZ, and 3 south of the TZ.
Averaging intervals were chosen to coincide with known positions
of the transition zone, leading to small gaps in the record.
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Consistent trends in precipitation were not apparent
from the short-term averaged data; however, the grand average
showed that somewhat less precipitation was recorded in the
transition zone (0.20 in) as opposed to areas both north
(0.28 in) and south (0.25 in). This result is in agreement
with the previous intensification studies which suggested
that the TZ served as a source region for cyclonic storms;
moisture accumulated from lakes within the TZ would be released
outside the zone.
In addition to average precipitation values, time-
averaged dew points and dew point temperature differences were
also calculated for certain weather stations during the month
of October. In almost every case the dew point temperature
differences were smaller north of the transition zone, indi-
cating that this was the region of moister air. However, this
result could well have been an artifact of the data since only
minimum temperature data from the North American Surface Charts
were available to make the calculation. Radiational cooling
effects, especially from snow and ice cover north of the TZ,
would tend to artificially lower the dew point temperature
difference.
3.1.5.3 Cloud Cover
Quantitative records of cloud cover were not available
from the weather data base used in this investigation. How-
ever, some qualitative estimates of clouding can be made from
the ERTS imagery of the study area. ERTS data were collected
for approximately 40% of all possible scenes during the 1972
freeze season. Assuming that cloud cover was the principal
constraint in taking imagery, this estimate gives some indication
of the effect cloud cover can have during the freeze season.
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Scattered views of the freeze transition zone have corroborated
heavy cloud cover over the TZ, especially in the vicinity of
the southern boundary. However estimates of cloud cover per-
centage both within and outside the TZ were not made.
3.1.5.4 Temperature
The relationship of air temperature, particularly
running mean air temperature, to the migration of the transi-
tion is discussed in considerable detail in a later section
of this report.
3.1.5.5 Wind
The predominant surface wind patterns of central Canada
were examined to determine whether there exists a correlation
with TZ location and movement. Monthly prevailing wind directions
during 1972 for selected Canadian stations are depicted in
Figures 19-22. The most consistent feature of these data is
the regular northwesterly wind direction, especially north of
550 N latitude and around Hudson Bay. This trend reflects the
general orientation of the TZ and the flow of air masses
through the region. Similarly the tendency for the transi-
tion zone to assume more of a east-west pattern in western
Ontario is largely corroborated by the wind data. Unfortunately
the resolution of the data in time and space is insufficient to
attempt a comparison with TZ migration trends.
As an aside, two interesting mesoscale meteorological
phenomena are manifest by the wind data. In October (Figure 20)
all four weather stations located on the shores of Great Slave
Lake had offshore prevailing winds. In all liklihood such
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FIGURE 19. PREVAILING WIND DIRECTIONS FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER 
1972.
(ARROWS INDICATE DIRECTION TO WHICH WIND IS BLOWING.)
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FIGURE 20. PREVAILING WIND DIRECTIONS FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER 1972.
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FIGURE 21. PREVAILING WIND DIRECTIONS FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER 1972.
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FIGURE 22. PREVAILING WIND DIRECTIONS FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER 1972.(ARROWS INDICATE DIRECTION TOWHICH WIND IS BLOWING.)
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generated over the lake due to the loss of heat and water
vapor during autumnal mixing of the lake waters. (Recall
that during October the lake served as a source area for
several cyclonic storms (Figure 12).) Secondly, the Uranium
City weather station located near Lake Athabasca experienced
a persistent easterly wind throughout the 1972 freeze season.
This direction was contrary to the prevailing flow at all
other stations in the general vicinity. The Uranium City
station must have been under the influence of some local
factor, such as location relative to nearby terrain features,
that masked the true direction of flow. These examples
demonstrate that care must be taken in deriving generally
valid regional conclusions based upon local meteorological
observations.
3.2 THAW SEASON - SPRING 1973
The break-up portion of the 1972 ice year lasted
approximately 120 days (i.e., mid-March to early July).
During that time the ERTS-1 covered the test site in seven
18-day cycles. The geographical and temporal extent of the
coverage greatly exceeded that for the previous freeze season
(Appendix C), and the record is surely the most comprehensive
of its kind ever obtained for ice surveying purposes.
3.2.1 Transition Zone Migration
The conditions for observing the thaw transition zone
are the inverse of those for the freeze transition zone.
During the thaw season, the smallest lakes accompanied by the
faster flowing sections of most rivers, lose their ice cover
early, whereas the largest lakes tend to retain their ice
for longer periods of time. This is a consequence of more
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rapid solar heating of the water layer below the ice in small,
relatively shallow lakes in comparison to heating of a similar
layer in large, relatively deep lakes. In effect a greater
volume of water must be heated in large lakes before they
begin to thaw.
The northern transition zone boundary (NTZ) is marked
by the trace of an irregular line of open or partially open
lakes. Under thaw conditions these lakes are typically the
smallest ones in the region. Progressing southward, the
percentage of open lakes increases until a point is reached
where all lakes are completely ice free. The line marking the
last lakes possessing a discernable fraction of ice cover
represents the southern transition zone boundary (STZ). In
every case the STZ includes the largest and presumably deepest
lakes in the area.
Many early thaw features not readily apparent from
the visible bands of the ERTS multispectral scanner could
easily be detected with band 7. Such early thaw features
included: loss of snow cover, open fractures, fracture swarms,
shoreline open water, open water at inlets and outlets, and
mottled ice surfaces. Varying gray levels of reflectance
from the ice surface, in contrast to a fairly uniform surface
brightness, were interpreted as indicative of variable ice
thickness, a presumed accompaniment to thawing.
Taken collectively, these features enabled lakes that
were solidly frozen to be discriminated from those that had
begun to show signs of thawing. Unexpectedly, a well-defined
boundary could be drawn separating the two lake ice conditions;
this line of separation was called the ice decay boundary (IDB).
In every case in which both were visible the IDB lay well to
the north of the transition zone. Obviously, the IDB has no
counterpart during the freeze season, since at that time
lakes are either frozen over or they are not.
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The thaw season transition zone was taken as the
smoothed average of previously reported base observations
[14,15]. That is, an average trend of the daily variations
in-the positions of the NTZ and STZ was assumed to represent
the trend of the zone over a period of time.' In such manner,
consecutive day inconsistencies were largely eliminated. An
identical technique was applied to the ice decay boundary
(IDB).
Averaged transition zone boundaries and ice decay
boundaries for the 1973 thaw season are displayed in Figures
23 through 29. Interpolated boundaries are marked by dashes,
and dates mark the approximate time and location of a given
boundary observation. Typically, the outlined transition
zone and IDB increase in age from east to west, but this is
not always the case (e.g., Figure 26).- By quickly scanning
the figures from page to page, a sense of the motion of the
zone can be obtained.
Two or more observations on the same day, separated
by about 1500 miles give an instantaneous view of the transi-
tion zone on a continental scale. This view is readily
apparent in Figures 26-27. These figures confirm a pro-
nounced northwest-southeast trend of the transition zone
independent of any temporal variations. Thus the thaw
transition zone displays a remarkable similarity in orienta-
tion to the freeze transition zone. Apparently, solar
radiation plays less of a role in melting ice than this
investigator had thought, and sensible and latent heat
transfer are the controlling factors.
The transition zone observations from the 1973 thaw
season aptly demonstrate the capability of ERTS to cover
wide-ranging, transient phenomena in both space and time.
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FIGURE 23. LAKE THAW TRANSITION ZONE AND ICE DECAY BOUNDARY (DOTTED)
FOR THE PERIOD MARCH 16 THROUGH APRIL 2, 1973. DATES ON MAP
ORIGINAL PAGE IS INDICATE APPROXIMATE POSITIONS OF BOUNDARIES AT THOSE TIMES.
OF POOR QUALITY 
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FIGURE 24. LAKE THAW TRANSITION ZONE AND ICE DECAY BOUNDARY (DOTTED)
FOR THE PERIOD APRIL 4 THROUGH APRIL 21, 1973. DATES ON MAP
INDICATE APPROXIMATE POSITION OF BOUNDARIES AT THOSE TIMES.
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FOR THE PERIOD APRIL 23 THROUGH MAY 9, 1973. DATES ON MAPS
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INDICATE APPROXIMATE POSITION OF BOUNDARIES AT THOSE TIMES.
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FIGURE 26. LAKE THAW TRANSITION ZONE AND ICE DECAY BOUNDARY (DOTTED)
FOR THE PERIOD MAY 9 THROUGH MAY 18, 1973. DATES ON MAP
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FIGURE 28. LAKE THAW TRANSITION ZONE FOR THE PERIOD JUNE 9 THROUGH
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FIGURE 29. LAKE THAW TRANSITION ZONE FOR THE PERIOD JUNE 27 THROUGH JULY 8, 1973.
DATES ON MAP INDICATE APPROXIMATE POSITIONS OF BOUNDARIES AT THOSE TIMES.
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3.2.2 Comparison With Ground Truth
The observed transition zones were compared with the
exact breakup dates of a number of Canadian lakes in the same
manner as was done for the freeze season. The thaw (breakup)
dates of the ground truth lakes are superposed on the TZ
locations in Figures 30-33. If the transition zones are
located properly, thaw dates north of the zone should post-
date the period of observation, whereas thaw dates south of
the zone should precede the observation period. An examina-
tion of Figures 30-33 reveals that the above criteria are
satisfied in every case but two.
In the first exception Wascana Lake, Saskatchewan
(030464) (Figure 30) has an ice clearing date of March 15,
approximately one month earlier than its historical mean date.
The question of the ice breakup date for Wascana Lake was
taken up with the Field Meteorological Systems Branch of the
Canadian Atmospheric Environment Service, the group responsible
for maintaining the ice record. The early thaw date was con-
firmed and was attributed to exceptionally mild late winter
weather in 1973 [16]. Meteorological records show that tem-
peratures averaged 6-120 F above normal in southern
Saskatchewan for both January and February.
All in all the error in locating the TZ relative to
Wascana Lake is negligible. The important point to note is
that the unusually early thawing of the lakes of southern
Saskatchewan was correctly interpreted from the ERTS imagery;
the result was a transition zone that swung well to the north
in that part of the test site (Figures 23, 24 and 30).
The other exception, Lake Minnewanka, Alberta (020084)
(Figure 32) is an artificial waterbody created by the damming
of a narrow canyon at the base of the Rocky Mountains. Given
its high altitude and the protection of the surrounding
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FIGURE 30. LAKE ICE BREAKUP DATES AS OBSERVED AT GROUND STATIONS AND THE
POSITION OF THE TRANSITION ZONE FOR THE PERIOD APRIL 4 THROUGH APRIL 21, 1973.
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FIGURE 31. LAKE ICE BREAKUP DATES AS OBSERVED AT GROUND STATIONS AND THE
POSITION OF THE TRANSITION ZONE FOR THE PERIOD APRIL 23 THROUGH MAY 9, 1973.
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FIGURE 32. LAKE ICE BREAKUP DATES AS OBSERVED AT GROUND STATIONS AND THE
POSITION OF THE TRANSITION ZONE FOR THE PERIOD MAY 9 THROUGH MAY 18, 1973.
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FIGURE 33. LAKE ICE BREAKUP DATES AS OBSERVED AT GROUND STATIONS AND THE
POSITION OF THE TRANSITION ZONE FOR THE PERIOD MAY 26 THROUGH JUNE 2, 1973.
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mountains, it is not surprising that Lake Minnewanka should
thaw later than nearby lakes in the low flatlands to the east.
In this case the lake is anomalous.
3.2.3 Comparison With Earlier Studies
Comparisons of the location and orientation of transi-
tion zones observed by McFadden [12] in 1963 and 1964 agree
quite well with the 1973 transition zone at similar points in
time. In addition, lake "break-up lines," reported by
Ferguson and Cork [17] from an analysis of weather satellite
imagery taken over the period 1967 through 1970, closely
resemble the STZ ("deep lake thaw line") in general trend and
direction of migration. Both earlier studies confirm the
consistent northwest-southeast orientation of the transition
zone throughout the thaw season.
3.2.4 Comparison With Weather Systems
An attempt to correlate the thaw transition zone with
the movement of dominant air masses proved to be largely
unsuccessful, and a detailed analysis of vernal weather patterns
was not justified. However, a few generalities are instructive.
During March of 1973 the predominant flow of both
cyclones and anticyclones was west to east. In April this
flow was largely diverted to a north to south direction over
the mid-continent, and by May the principal flow direction had
shifted northwest to southwest. Finally, the June trend became
once again west to east. To a first approximation these direc-
tional trends in the flow of upper latitude air masses are
reflected in TZ orientations, allowing for a lag period of
several weeks (see Figures 23-29). Apparently the 1973 thaw
transition zone acted as a passive agent relative to the flow of
air masses, however, its own orientation shifted in response to
that flow.
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These findings are consistent with the supposition
that unlike lake freezing, which can influence weather
patterns through the release of large amounts of heat and
water vapor to the atmosphere, the thawing of lakes should
not be an important factor in regulating weather, as only
the absorption of a fairly small amount of atmospheric
heat is involved.
3.2.5 Comparison With Meteorological Data
Due to a one year delay period in the receipt of
Canadian weather data, a detailed analysis of meteorological
parameters was not attempted. However, air temperature data
from selected weather stations was used in an investigation
of running mean temperature, the subject of the following
section.
3.3 RUNNING MEAN TEMPERATURE STUDY
As one means of examining the interrelationship of
the lake transition zone and regional climate, a task was
begun to determine running mean temperatures for selected
Canadian weather stations. The running mean temperature
(RMT) is simply the mean daily air temperature averaged over
a span of time, usually measured in days. Expressed mathe-





where T is the mean daily air temperature. In effect the
RMTn is an integrator of mean air temperature for the pre-
vious n days. Thus, RMT 30 can be regarded as the mean monthly
temperature, and RMT1 is just another expression for the
daily mean temperature.
By advancing the RMT calculation in successive days,
the variation of integrated mean temperature over a period
of time, such as a season, can be studied. This was the
approach adopted for this investigation.
Of the 18 weather stations whose meteorological
records were used, 11 were located in Manitoba and 7 in
western Ontario (Figure 2). These stations provided reasonably
adequate geographical coverage of the east-central portion of
the test site. The coverage periods were restricted to those
ice years-during which the transition zone was observed (i.e.,
1961, 1963, 1972).
3.3.1 Running Mean Temperature - Freeze Season
McFadden [12] was able to show that lakes whose mean
depths exceed 6 meters freeze over very close to the inter-
section date of the 40-day running mean air temperature
(RMT 40 ) and the freezing temperature of water (320 F). He
further suggested that lakes with mean depths less than 6
meters freeze over at about the time the 3-day running mean
temperature (RMT3) reaches the freezing temperature. A sample
of his results for The Pas weather station during the 1961
freeze season is shown in Figure 34. The agreement between
the observed freeze dates for both shallow and deep lakes and
the intersection dates of the RMT curves with the freezing
temperature is quite good. On the whole, the sample is
typical of the results obtained for all weather stations
used in McFadden's study.
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FIGURE 34. COMPARISON OF FREEZE DATES AND THE 3-DAY AND 40-DAY
RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURES AT THE PAS, MANITOBA FOR 1961.
(FROM McFADDEN [121)
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The possibility of rendering McFadden's findings in
map form rather than in graphical representation, was con-
sidered as a supplemental effort to this investigation. A
map has the inherent quality of adding a 2-dimensional per-
spective to any observation which, in turn, can serve to
enhance spatial features of the observation that otherwise
would remain obscure. The approach adopted here was to plot
the observed location of the transition zone on a map and
compare that with computed RMT n'for weather stations in the
vicinity.
By definition, the "deep-lake freeze line" and the
northern transition zone boundary (NTZ) are identical, as
are the "shallow-lake freeze line" and the southern transition
zone boundary (STZ). Therefore, the deep-lake and shallow-
lake freeze dates observed by McFadden are equivalent to the
passage of the transition zone. This fact justifies a com-
parison of the transition zone and running mean temperature.
A comparison of McFadden's observed transition zone
for the 1961 and 1963 freeze seasons with the calculated
RMT 4 0 and RMT1 0 is presented in Figures 35-38. The 10-day
running mean temperature was chosen because this base period
produced fewer high frequency oscillations than the 3-day
period used by McFadden (Figure 34).
If McFadden's criterion is correct, the NTZ and the
RMT 4 0 freezing temperature isotherm (32°F) should coincide,
as should the STZ and the RMT1 0 freezing temperature isotherm.
A close examination of the 1961 freeze season (Figures 35-37)
reveals that the criterion is indeed met, at least at the
scale of the weather station spacing. In every instance, all
stations to the north of the NTZ have a RMT4 0 less than 320 F,
whereas all stations south of the NTZ exceed 320 F. Similarly,
all stations north of the STZ have a RMT 1 0 less than 320F,
and all stations south of the STZ exceed 32°F. Those stations
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FIGURE 35. COMPARISON OF RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE (RMT)
CALCULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED TRANSITION ZONE
FOR THE PERIOD OCTOBER 24-26, 1961. THE RMT40 FOR
OCT. 25 IS GIVEN BENEATH EACH WEATHER STATION;
RMT10 IS GIVEN IN PARENTHESES. DOTTED LINES REPRE-
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FIGURE 36. COMPARISON OF RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE (RMT)a :
CALCULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED TRANSITION ZONE
FOR THE PERIOD NOVEMBER 3-5, 1961. THE RMT 4 0 FOR
NOV. 4 IS GIVEN BENEATH EACH WEATHER STATION;
RMT 1 0 IS GIVEN IN PARENTHESES. DOTTED LINES REPRE-
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FIGURE 37. COMPARISON OF RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE (RMT)
CALCULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED TRANSITION ZONE
FOR THE PERIOD NOVEMBER 7-10, 1961. THE RMT 4 0 FOR
NOV. 9 IS GIVEN BENEATH EACH WEATHER STATIO N;
RMT 1 0 IS GIVEN IN PARENTHESES. DOTTED LINE REPRE-
























FIGURE 38. COMPARISON OF RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE (RMT)
CALCULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED TRANSITION ZONE
FOR THE PERIODS: (A) NOVEMBER 6, 1963 AND
(B) NOVEMBER 4-10, 1963. THE RMT40 FOR NOV. 6
(ONTARIO) AND NOV. 4-10 (MANITOBA, AVERAGED) IS ,,
GIVEN BENEATH EACH WEATHER STATION; RMT 1 0 IS GIVEN
IN PARENTHESES. o
U /
close to either transition zone boundary (e.g., Lynn Lake
and The Pas in Figure 35) have running mean temperatures
at exactly the freezing temperature. The fit is so good,
that one is tempted to extend the transition zone solely
on the basis of RMT calculations. It should be noted, how-
ever, that McFadden's criterion resulted from his observa-
tions of the transition zone; in large part this accounts
for the goodness of fit.
Despite the simplicity and accuracy of the RMT method
for locating the transition zone in space and time, the com-
putational base period may vary from year to year. For
example, in 1963 (Figure 38) the RMT 4 0 and RMT1 0 defined
the NTZ and STZ much less well than they did in 1961; a
transition zone drawn solely on the basis of RMT 4 0 and
RMT 1 0 would differ considerably from the observed transition
zone for the same period. As has been noted previously,
the 1961 and 1963 freeze seasons differed appreciably in
temperature.
The annual variation in the RMT base period is again
obvious for the results from 1972 (Figures 39-40). As in
the case of 1963, these latest results provide a less than
optimum fit to McFadden's criterion; the transition zone
for mid-November 1972 (Figure 40) is most incongruous of all.
Only a moderate effort is required to adjust the RMT
base period (n) and produce results that better fit each
observed transition zone. Such "tuning" of McFadden's
criterion would only have value if (1) the adjusted RMT
base periodwas applicable over the entire freeze season
and/or (2) a relationship was discovered between the base
period and the general climatology of each freeze season.
That is, the transition zone could be accurately predicted
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FIGURE 39. COMPARISON OF RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE (RMT) (34)
CALCULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED TRANSITION ZONE
FOR THE PERIOD OCTOBER 28-NOVEMBER 1, 1972. THE
AVERAGE RMT 4 0 FOR THE PERIOD IS GIVEN BENEATH EACH
WEATHER STATION; RMT 1 0 IS GIVEN IN PARENTHESES.
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FIGURE 40. COMPARISON OF RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE (RMT)
CALCULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED TRANSITION ZONE
FOR THE PERIOD NOVEMBER 13-15, 1972. THE RMT FOR f :
NOV. 14 IS GIVEN BENEATH EACH WEATHER STATION
RMT10 IS GIVEN IN PARENTHESES._
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An extensive analysis of "tuned" base periods as
seasonally or annually varying functions of regional clima-
tology was not attempted in this investigation. Future
efforts along this line of research are recommended. In the
meantime, McFadden's criterion is an acceptable means of
placing the freeze transition zone.
3.3.2 Running Mean Temperature - Thaw Season
The corollary of McFadden's criterion for the thaw
season states that deep lakes lose their ice cover very close
to the intersection date of the 40-day RMT and the temperature
of maximum water density (40 C/39 0 F), whereas shallow lakes
thaw out at about the time the 3-day running mean temperature
reaches the temperature of maximum water density. In actua-
lity, McFadden uses 5SC as the deicing temperature, but gives
no justification for this selection. The reason the freezing
temperature (00 C/320 F) is not used has to do with the physics
of lake ice melting which largely occurs at the ice-water
interface. Since the process is well understood, it is not
discussed here.
A comparison of a thaw transition zone observation
for 1963 [12], and calculated running mean temperatures is
shown in Figure 41. In addition to the observed TZ, dashed
lines have been added to indicate TZ boundaries based solely
on RMT data. Note that if McFadden's thaw criterion holds,
the NTZ should coincide with the RMT 1 0 390 F isotherm, while
the STZ should coincide with the RMT 40 390 F isotherm. The
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FIGURE 41. COMPARISON OF RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE (RMT) (46
CALCULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED TRANSITION ZONE
FOR MAY 22, 1963. THE RMT 4 0 FOR MAY 22 IS GIVEN
BENEATH EACH STATION; RMT 10 IS GIVEN IN PARENTHESES.
DASHED LINES REPRESENT THE TRANSITION ZONE SUGGESTED
BY THE RMT DATA.
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The real test of McFadden's thaw criterion is the
1973 thaw season, the results for which are shown in Figures
42-45. The break-up dates for lakes located within the TZ
have also been included for comparative purposes. Within the
uncertainty inherent in positioning the transition zone, the
agreement is good. Two obvious exceptions are the stations
Dauphin and Gimli in Figures 42-44. In both these cases the
RMT values were consistently below what they should have been
relative to the location of the transition zone. To a certain
degree this anomaly reflects an unusually cold mid-April in
southern Manitoba (Figure 43), the duration of which was
too brief to radically affect the transition zone. Be that
as it may, the results suggest that the thaw criterion should
be applied with care.
3.3.3 RMT Prediction Method
Despite some minor inconsistencies, the great bulk of
data indicate that the running mean temperature calculation
is a fairly accurate means of predicting the passage of the
lake transition zone during both freezing and thawing periods.
Whats more, if the "deep" lakes of a region are distinguishable
from the "shallow" lakes, the .freezing and thawing dates of
all lakes can be estimated within the accuracy of extended
weather forecasts. The RMT prediction method, embodied in
McFadden's criteria, is a viable means of locating the transi-
tion zone throughout the ice year.
3.4 LAKE MEAN DEPTH EVALUATION
An important limnological objective of this investiga-
tion was to estimate the approximate mean depths of lakes on
the basis of their relative freeze dates. Since lakes freeze
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FIGURE 42. COMPARISON OF RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE (RMT) CALCULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED
TRANSITION ZONE FOR THE PERIOD APRIL 4-10, 1973. THE DOTTED LINE REPRESENTS
APPROXIMATE ICE DECAY BOUNDARY. THE RMT40, AVERAGED OVER THE PERIOD IS GIVEN
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FIGURE 43. COMPARISON OF RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE (RMT) CALCULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED
TRANSITION ZONE FOR THE PERIOD APRIL 23-27, 1973. THE DOTTED LINE REPRESENTS
APPROXIMATE ICE DECAY BOUNDARY. THE DASHED LINES EXTRAPOLATE THE TRANSITION
ZONE TO THE EAST. OPEN CIRCLES MARK LAIKES WHOSE BREAKUP DATES ARE KNOWN.
THE RMT 4 0 AVERAGED OVER THE PERIOD IS GIVEN BENEATH EACH STATION;
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FIGURE 45. COMPARISON OF RUNNING MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE (RMT) CALCULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED
TRANSITION ZONE FOR THE PERIOD MAY 26-29, 1973. THE DASHED LINES REPRESENT
KNOWN EXTRAPOLATIONS OF THE TRANSITION ZONE. OPEN CIRCLES MARK LAKES WHOSE
BREAKUP DATES ARE KNOWN. THE RMT 4 0 AVERAGED OVER THE PERIOD IS GIVEN BENEATH
EACH STATION; RMT 10 IS GIVEN IN PARENTI-IFSES.
lake freeze dates could function as a relative measure of
water mass. The mean depth, defined as lake volume divided
by surface area, can serve as the unit of water mass.
In order to investigate how freezing and thawing
dates vary as a function of mean depth, the historical freez-
ing and thawing data given in Appendix B were collected for
lakes of known morphometry. This information was reduced;
mean freeze and thaw dates were calculated for each lake
with 4 or more observations. Plots of the resultant data
as a function of latitude are shown in Figures 46-47; each
lake is labeled with its mean depth in meters. As expected,
mean freeze dates generally increase as latitude decreases
(Figure 46), while mean thaw dates increase as latitude
increases (Figure 47).
Morphometric dependencies become somewhat more pro-
nounced after isopleths of constant mean depth are drawn.
These demonstrate that a simple linear relationship between
latitude, mean depth, and mean freeze date does not exist,
at least within the accuracy of the available data. However,
longitudinal effects, which are known to occur, as well as
temporal variations, have been largely neglected in this
simplistic analysis.
The influence of mean depth in regulating the freezing
date is nicely demonstrated by a group of Wisconsin lakes
clustered about 430 N latitude (Figure 46). The analogous
tendency for deeper lakes to react more slowly in thawing
than nearby shallow lakes is shown by the same lakes (Figure
47), but the influence is less pronounced. Be that as it may,
the consistencies suggest that a generic relationship between
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FIGURE 46. LAKE MEAN DEPTH VARIATION AS A FUNCTION OF LATITUDE AND MEAN FREEZE DATE.
ONLY LAKES WITH FOUR OR MORE FREEZE OBSERVATIONS USED. NUMBERS ON FIGURE INDI-
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FIGURE 47. LAKE MEAN DEPTH VARIATION AS A FUNCTION LATITUDE AND MEAN THAW DATE.
ONLY LAKE WITH FOUR OR MORE BREAKUP OBSERVATIONS USED. NUMBERS ON FIGURE INDICATE
LAKE MEAN DEPTH; "DEEP" LAKE ISOPLETH DRAWN.
A first step in estimating lake mean depth according to
its freezing and/or thawing date is indicated by the "deep"
lake contour in Figures 46 and 47. As an example, any lake
at 500 N latitude that became ice covered in early November
would be classified as a "shallow" lake. This technique is
admittedly crude, however, if a family of curves can be drawn
relating freeze date to mean depth, the utility of ERTS as a
hydrographic survey tool would be greatly enhanced. Large,
uncharted lake groups might be initially surveyed by satellite




The introduction to this report identified five objec-
tives which this investigation sought to accomplish. On the
basis of the results reported in the previous section, the
extent to which those objectives were fulfilled can now be
addressed.
1. Perform a Lake Ice Survey
The conduct of a lake ice survey was shown to be
impractical using ERTS. That is, the 18-day repeat cycle
of the satellite is too long to permit a meaningful determina-
tion of ice state during the critical freezing and thawing
periods. The viewing of a given lake on a daily basis is
the optimum repeat frequency for performing a lake ice survey.
2. Map the Migration of the Lake Transition Zone
With its large viewing area and synoptic coverage
ERTS was ideally suited to observe the lake transition zone
on a regular, repetitive basis. To the extent permitted by
cloud cover the transition zone was tracked for the entire
1972 ice year. To the author's knowledge this was the first
time that the complete evolution of the transition zone had
been documented in central North America or anywhere else.
3. Correlate the Transition Zone and its Movements
with Regional Climatic Effects
In essence this objective was the heart of the investi-
gation, and a number of noteworthy findings were made. First,
the transition zone for the 1972 ice year was consistently
oriented in a northwest-southeast direction throughout both
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the freeze and thaw seasons regardless of latitude. This
orientation was attributed to the dominant atmospheric flow
patterns over that part of the continent, and it reflected
the influence of regional climate on freezing and thawing
trends in lakes. The unidirectional orientation of the
transition zone has been corroborated by other investigators,
suggesting that it is probably a recurring feature of the
zone.
Conversely the transition zone appeared to influence
the distribution of regional weather patterns, at least
during the freeze season. High pressure centers of polar
continental air failed to cross the transition zone. On
the other hand, low pressure centers tended to originate
in and/or travel along the trend of the transition zone,
and the meteorological evidence suggests that the cyclones
intensified significantly during their tenure in the zone.
Finally, intensely cold anticyclones of arctic origin,
polar outbreak highs, appeared to be totally unaffected by
the transition zone.
Analogous climatic interactions were not apparent
during the thaw season. However, this result is to be
expected if heat and water vapor contributed by the lakes
were principal factors affecting the atmosphere over the
transition zone. Lakes act as heat absorbers after thawing
and would have little capacity to interfere with the flow
of air in their vicinity. On the other hand, before freezing
lakes cool rapidly through the transfer of latent and sensible
heat to the atmosphere. The concentrated releases of large
amounts of heat and water vapor by the numerous lakes of
central Canada were probably responsible for the convective
instability over the transition zone observed by Ragotzkie
and McFadden [11]. These same heat and mass transfer pheno-
mena may also have been responsible for influencing the flow
of air masses relative to the transition zone.
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4. Develop a Technique for Predicting the Freezing
and Thawing of Lakes
The objective had already been achieved in part by
McFadden [12]. This study was able to affirm the applicability
of McFadden's relationships and extend them to predicting the
location of the transition zone solely on the basis of running
mean air temperature (RMT) calculations. A general statement
of the predictive model would be:
* Freeze Season - "deep" lakes freeze when the
40-day RMT reaches the freezing temperature
(00 C), and "shallow" lakes freeze when the
10-day RMT reaches the freezing temperature;
* Thaw Season - "deep" lakes thaw (breakup) when
the 40-day RMT reaches the temperature of maxi-
mum water density (4°C), and "shallow" lakes
thaw when the 10-day RMT reaches the temperature
of maximum water density.
According to McFadden, lakes whose mean depths exceed 6 meters
are "deep", whereas those with mean depths less than 6 meters
are "shallow."
The model was successfully tested against transition
zone observations for the 1961, 1963, and 1972 ice years.
As a result, not only can the freeze and thaw dates of "deep"
and "shallow" lakes be predicted on the basis of weather fore-
casts, but the passage of the transition zone can be estimated
as well. These findings do not eliminate ERTS as a tool for
making lake ice observations; accurate forecasts of air tem-
perature are not possible beyond more than a few days. The
model has greater value as a retrospective means of locating
the transition zone for climatic analyses.
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5. Estimate the Mean Depths of Lakes on the Basis
of their Freezing Sequence
This objective was not achievable because it depended
on a successful conclusion to objective one, the lake ice
survey. Since the exact freezing dates of individual lakes
were indeterminate from the ERTS imagery, correlations with
their mean depths were impossible. However, background infor-
mation on many lakes in the form of freeze/thaw histories and
morphometric data was utilized to derive crude relationships
between average freeze/thaw date, mean depth, and latitude.
The relationships suggest that on the basis of the icing or
breakup date of a certain lake, the mean depth can be esti-
mated. This, in effect, fulfills the stated objective.
In summary, the results of this investigation assert
the value of ERTS as a data collection platform for making
lake ice observations. Granted certain types of observations
(e.g., ice surveys) are best handled in conjunction with an
active ground truth program, but this is typically the case
with most remote sensing applications. The transition zone
observations were made totally without benefit of ground
truth, and their extensive spatial and temporal coverages are
unique to ERTS. The ERTS system has demonstrated a superior
potential for supporting studies dealing with the lake ice




As with any investigation for which some positive
results are achieved, the need or desirability of additional
work becomes evident by the degree of certainty with which
the findings can be stated.
This work has produced some reasonable, yet still
inconclusive, correlations between the lake freeze transition
zone and regional climatology. The correlations are incon-
clusive only in that they strictly apply just to the 1972
freeze season. In order to substantiate that the transition
zone does indeed influence the weather in its vicinity, at
least one other ice year should be examined. The 1973 or
1974 ice years are prime candidates because of the availability
of ERTS coverage.
The interdependence of lake ice and climate should be
manifest by variations in numerous meteorological parameters:
temperature, wind vector, precipitation, barometric pressure,
cloud cover. Thus far only temperature has received what
could be characterized as detailed analytical study. A closer
examination of meteorological parameters and their sensitivity
to the transition zone - beyond what has been attempted here -
is a recommended course of action that would seem to have a
good potential for being fruitful. In particular, the thaw
season should receive the detailed scrutiny which the con-
straints of time and resources prevented during this investiga-
tion.
Should the interactive effects of lake ice and climate
eventually become established and predictable, they would
enable weather forecasts in central North America to be greatly
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PLATES 1 AND 2
Multispectral Scanner (MSS) views of the same ERTS-1
scene taken just south of Reindeer Lake, Saskatchewan on
May 3, 1973. Plate 1 shows the MSS band 7 image; terrestrial
features are subdued, but the open waters of the Reindeer
River are readily apparent. Plate 2 is the identical scene
in MSS band 5; the highly reflective ice-covered surfaces
of the numerous small lakes of the region stand out in this
image. The contrasting images illustrate the value of




















A view of the thaw transition zone in southern
Saskatchewan on March 29, 1973. The South Saskatchewan
River flows from south to north in the right-hand portion
of the scene; the ice-covered reservoir created by the
South Saskatchewan River Dam is well displayed in the lower
right-hand corner, and the City of Saskatoon can just be
discerned in the upper right-hand corner where the river ice
disappears.
Numerous ice-covered, partially ice-covered, and
ice-free lakes can be distinguished in the scene. The
contrasting lake ice conditions are enhanced by a recent
snowfall covering the southern half of the image.
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PLATE 4
A view of the thaw transition zone in southern
Saskatchewan on March 30, 1973. This plate is a consecu-
tive day image of the same scene shown in Plate 3 with
approximately 40% sidelap. Many tiny, ice free lakes are
apparent along the trend of the previous day's snowfall.
A comparison of the two plates reveals that a considerable
amount of snow melting had occurred during the 24-hour
period. Note that the percentage of ice-covered lakes
increases to the north, and that in general only the larger
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PLATE 5
A view of the freeze transition zone in southwestern
Ontario on December 1, 1972. Recently frozen Lake of the
Woods is visible in the bottom-left of the image. The few
ice-free lakes in the bottom half of the scene are quite
apparent in this MSS band 7 image. These lakes comprise









LAKE DI1RECTORY FILE CONTENTS FROM UPDATED TAPE TD5962 --
.LA<E NAME ID CODE S/P- LATITUDE -LONGITUDE-- ------------- -
1 BAKER -.. C10034 .- -..... 6412. -- -53-------
2 UN-NAMED 010054 NWT 6845 10904
3 DOG P3ND 010065 .-- NWT----- 6320 .. .904- ...------------------
4 MISSION 010074 NwT 6320 9043
5 POLICE - 010085 NWT. .....-6320 .-..- -. 9043 ----
6 UN-NAMED 010095 NWT 6912- 11838
7, UN-NAMED (2) 010104 NWT 6.935 .. 1245
8 CONTW3YTO 010114 NWT 6529 11022
9 ENNADAI 010124 .NWT ... 610 10055
10 GREATSLAVE/MCLDU 010134 NWT 6243 10906
11 GREAT3LAVE/CHARL 010144 NWT 6243 .... 1906
12 GREATSLAVE/RESO 010.154 NWT 6111 11341
13 UN-NA ED 010164 NWT -6840 . .974 ... -
14 UN-NAMED 010194 NWT 6839 10144
15 MODULE 010214 NWT 68303 ..--.. 11313
16 BAGNE.L 010224 NWT 6818 8541
17 LAKE 3APRR3 010254 NWT 6826 ... 8939
18 GREAT BEAR 010264 NWT 6605 11802
19 UN-NAMED 010275 NWT .. 6835 .......... 11106 .------.. . . . ..
20 UN-NAMED 010304 NWT 6849 9325
21 FRAME 010324 NWT 6228 1.1427
22 LONG 010334 NWT 6228 11427
23 BR ACKETT 010340 NwT 6523 1252.0
24 STEWART 010350 NWT 6424 12518
25 DARBY 010360 NWT 6749 . .... 9240 ............
26 JACOUES 010370 NWT 6610 12725
27 BFAVEHFI LL 01C380 6248 ... 13422
2C PILOT O-03;0 NWT G0CI
29 PEERLESS 010400 NWT 5640 . 11442
30 BULME! 010410 NWT 6243 12045
31 TROUT 010420 NWT 6035 .... 12110 .....
32 STE THERESE 010430 NWT 6438 12135
33 UNNAMED 010440 NwT 6854-..-. -12110
34 MAUNOIR 010450 NWT 6730 12500
35 BELOT 010460 NWT 6655 12613
36 COLVI.LE 010470 NWT 6710 12600
37 DES BOIS 010480 NV!T ...6650 125 .........................
38 CANSO 010490 NWT 6733 12705
39 AUBRY 010500 NWT 6710 126 00
40 YECTED 010510 NWT 6655 12923
41 LOON 010520 NWT .6637...... 1.2840
42 TAKIYJAK 010530 NWT 6616 11320
43 KAKISA 010540 NWT ... 60.53 ..... 1733
44 TATHLINA 010550 NWT 6033 11730
45 DUFFA.O 010560 NWT .6014 ...11525.
46 MARA 010570 NWT 6525 10900
47 REBECCA 010580 NWT 6433 11622
48 INGPAY 010590 NWT 6417 11606
49 HOTTAH 010600 . NWT ..-.... 505 .11.8.30...
50 KAGLIK 010610 NWT 6926 12952
51 COLD . 020014 ALB 5425 11017
52 ATHABASCA 020044 ALB 5843 11109
53 BEAR 020054 ALB..--. 5511 .. 11853
54 LAC LA BICHE 020064 ALB 5446 '11158
55 LESSER SLAVE . 020074 .. AL .. 5521 . .1 4.59
ORIGINAL PAGE b
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--- LA(E NAME -- -ID CODE- -S/P---LATI-TUDE--LONGITUDE
DEG MIN DEG MIN
56 LAKE MINNEWANKA 020084 ALE 5111 11534
57_ GLENMORE RESERVO 020094 . ALB. 5.106. AIO1 
_
58 NEWEL', 020100 ALB 5026 11157
59 WOLF 020110 ALB. 5441...._ 1058
60 WINEFRED 020120 ALB 5530 11030
61 MOOSE . 020130 ALB .5415 ... 055
62 CHIP 020140 ALB 5340 11525
63 FROBISHER 030011 . SAS...5.61. ... 0 75.
64 JAN 030041 SAS 5455 10255
65 MIRON) 030051 .SAS- .5507- .. .. 10247 .
66 PELICAN 030061 SAS 5509 10300
67 MC INTOSH 030071 .. SAS 5550 10.5Q.0
68 WILDMEST 030101 SAS 5500 13220
69 ANNABEL 030151 SAS .5450 .... .021.3 ..
70 JOHNSON 030181 SAS 5451 10217
71 TYREL 030191 SAS 5453 . 10208
72 CONTACT 030231 SAS 5613 10343
73 WOLLASTON 030351 SAS 5815 10320
74 AMISK 030361 SAS 5433' 10215
75 BIG PETER POND 030371 SAS 5600 .....------10850 -
76 LITTLE PETER PON 030381 SAS 5547 10835
77 ILE A LA CROSSE 030391 SAS .. 5527 .. .10750 .
78 EKAPO 030414 SAS 5023 10235
79 CHURCHILL 030422 SAS .5551 .. L.- 1-0 827
80 CREE 030432 SAS 5721 10650
81 LAC LA RONGE 030442 . SAS .. 5509 1052.0
82 MEADOW 030454 SAS 5407 10926
83 WASCAI A 030464 SAS 5.026 .... 10440
84 BEAVERLODGE 030472 SAS 5934 10829
85 BIG OJILL 030484 SAS 5146. 1412.
87 REINDEER 030501 SAS .. .5720 ...---....... 1022 ........................
88 DEEP BAY 030510 SAS 5625 10300
89 JACKFISH 030520 .SAS 5304 .. 10824
90 CYPRESS 030530 SAS 4929 10930
91 RICHARDS 03C540 SAS. .5910 _ 10710....... ......
92 CANOE 030555 SAS 5510 10815
93 PRIMROSE 030564 SAS . 5455 ........ 10943-..
94 DAVY 030570 SAS 5852 10813
95 BASIN 030580 SAS . 5237 1.0515
96 LAST MOUNTAIN 030590 SAS 5100 10514
97 KOHN 030600 SAS .5916........ 10229
98 GOOD SPIRIT 030610 SAS 5133 1024-0
99 CROOKED 030620 SAS 5036 . .- 1024.5.
100 FARNSWORTH 040014 MAN 5845 9404
101 ATHAP4PUS3<W 040023 MAN 5437 10121
102 LAKE DAUPHIN 040043 MAN 5106 100003
103 SCHIST 040052 MAN 5441 10141
104 LAKE wlNNIDEG C-40082 MAN 5038 9703
105 HEMING 040093 MAN 5453 __ 10 107
106 LYNN 040102 MAN 5652 10104
107 ELDON 040112 MAN 5652 10104
108 LAKE MANITULA 04C123 MAN 5009 9830
109 LITTLE PLAYGREEN 040134 MAN 5359 9750
110 LAKE WAH-TODANAH 040144 MAN 5001 10019
I 11 CLEARWATER . 040152 MAN 5402 1LOJ_
112 GRACE 040164 MAN 5350 10110
113 SETTING 040172 MAN 5455 9838
LA<E NAME ID CODE S/P LATITUDE LONGITUDE-
DEG MIN DEG MIN
114 WINNIPEGOSIS 040183 MAN 5139 9955
115 BRERETON .......... 040193 .... MAN .... 4954 -9435
116 CADDY 040203 MAN 4949 9443
117 FALCON .. .... 040213 MAN .. 4942. .9515 .----..-----------.-
118 WEST HAWK 040223 MAN 4946 9511
119 BARRINGTON . 040233 . MAN --- 5656 ........ 10015.
120 CEDAR 040243 MAN 5316 10009
121 CROSS 040253 MAN .... 5444 . _73 0_ --
122 GOOSE 040263 MAN 5423 10125
123 GRANVILLE 040273 .MAN- ... 561 ..-- ......10030........
124 ROCKY 040303 MAN 5409 10130
125 SOUTH INDIAN 040313 MAN. 5720 ...... 9820.
126 SPLIT 040323 MAN 5613 9617
127 WALKER 040333 MAN 5443 9.........9.700 ...--------
128 WATER-EN 040343 MAN 5207 9935
129 WHEATCROFT 040353 MAN 5649 ..... 10101.
130 WHITE 040373 MAN 5002 9533
131 ZED 040383 MAN 5655 ...... 10124
132 RICE 040394 MAN 5102 9540
133 PE INDEER/BROCHET 040402 . MAN... 5753 ..... 10 14.L.-....----...--
134 ISLAND 040414 MAN 5352 9440
135 MOL SO - 040420 MAN 5413 .... 9650.......
136 FILE 040430 MAN 5453 10023
137 KISKITTOGISU 040440 MAN 5410 . . 9825. ....... ...
138 HERB 040450 MAN 5448 9952
139 AIKEN 040460 MAN ... 5113 9520..............
140 GOD'S 040470 MAN 5443 9408
141 RANDO. PH 050024 ONT 5017 .- .8854
!^2 NYM 05C00 4 nNT &A45 0137
143 PLATEAU 050044 ONT 4845 9137...
144 STEEP ROCK 050054 ONT 4845 9137
145 LAKE KENOGAMISIS 050064 ONT ... 4941.... 8657......................
146 KENOGAMISIS/BART 050074 ONT 4941 8657
147 LAKE 3F THE WOOD 050104 ONT ...4948 .. 9422.
148 ATTAWAPISKAT 050114 ONT 5214 8753
149 PICKLE C50134 ONT 5127 9012
150 RED 050144 ONT 5104 9349
151 PELICAN 050164 ONT 50.07.... .. ... 915.4..
152 BIG TROUT 050174 ONT 5350 8952
153 PICNIC 05C204 ONT . 4836 ..... 8517
154 TOOKENAY 050214 ONT 4836 8517
155 NIDIGON 050250 ONT 4950 ... .8830..
156 ECHOING 050260 ONT 5432 9217
157 LITTLE SAC-11GO. 050270 ONT .... 5410. 9213...
158 SACHIGO 050280 ONT 5349 920,
159 MAGISS C50290 ONT 5258 9140
160 WINDISC 050300 ONT 5236 9135
161 TROUT 050310 ONT 5112 ......9320 .... ..
162 WABIMIEG 050320 ONT 5128 8535
163 PLEDGER 050330 ONT...... 5053.. .... 8343
164 JOG 050340 ONT 5025 8522
165 NAGAGAMI 050350 ONT 4924 .. .500.................
166 WHITE 050360 ONT 4849 8538
167 SANDY BEAC-I 050370 ONT .... 4948.... .. 9222. .
168 SNOWDEN 050380 ONT 4932 9113
169 SYDNEY . .050390 _ ONT._504 .... 942__ _
170 SILVER 050400 ONT 4953 9410
171 SENACHWINE 060041 I.LL '__41LO ..... _8921 _ .__
LAKE NAME -- ID CODE S/P-- LATITUDE---LONGI-TUDE---------
DEG MIN DEG MIN
172 GOOSE 060051 ILL 4114 8923
173 PISTAKEE -.. 060061 .. ILL .. 4223 . .. 81 2.
174 HORSESHOE 060071 ILL 3842 9005
175 CHAUTAUQUA 060081 ILL ...... 4022 ..... 9.000-....--
176 SPRING 060091 ILL 4202 9008.
177 FOX 060101 ILL ... 4225 ... 809..--.--.... .-
178 CALUMET 060111 ILL 4140 9735
179 CL EAR .. 060141.. I LL .... 4025..... 5. ..
180 VERMIL[LION 060151 ILL 4011 8738
181 WAWASEE 070021 IND 4124- ..... 8542
182 WINONA 070031 IND 4113 8550
183 CEDAR 070051 IND 4122 ..... 8726
184 SYRACUSE 070061 IND 4125 8544
185 SPIFIT 080031 . IWA . 4328 ..... 9505 ..
186 MAC BRIDE 080051 IWA 4143 9134
187, CORALVILLE 080061 IWA 4143 .9132....
18R RED ROCK 080071 IwA 4122 9259
189 RATHBUN 080081 I WA 4050 .... 9254
190 CLEAR 080090 IWA 4308 9325
191 STORM 080100 IWA 4237 ......9.513
192 UNION 090071 MCH 4203 8512
193 BEAR 090103 MCH 4445 . 8437....
194 BIG P3RTAGE 090113 MCH 4219 8415
195 FINE 090133 MCH 4227 ..... 5517
196 MUSKEGON 090211 MCH 4314 8618
197 GOGEBIC 090220 MCH .4632. ... 8935.... ...
198 HOUGHTON 090230 MCH 4420 5445
199 HIGGINS 090240 MCH . 4429 . _8445
200 BIG STONE 100031 MIN 4519 9627
201 BUFFALO 100041 MIN 4510 . .. 9..9354. ...
202 SHAGAWA 100051 MEN 4755 9154
203 MILLE LACS 100060 MIN......4615 ........ 9.33 ... ........
204 UPDER RED 100070 MIN 4807 9445
205 LAKE OF THE WOOD 100080 MIN . 4900 9500.
206 WINNIBIGOSHISH 100090 MIN 4727 9410
207 OTTER TAIL 100100 MEN _ 4624 .. 9540
208 ALBERT LEA 100110 MIN 4338 9319
209 NETT 100120 MIN 4.807.... .. . 9.30.7...... .. .......
210 PELICAN 100130 MIN 4804 9255
211 WILD RICE 100140 MIN 4_ 654 9211
212 WACONIA 100150 MIN 4453 9347
213 SWAN 100160 MIN 4418 9415
214 LEECH 100170 MIN 4710 9422
215 HAGEN 110031 NEB . 4220 ........... 9944_ _ .... ......
216 MOON 110041 NEB 4223 10008
217 WILLOW 110051 NEB 4214 ....... 10005.
218 BIG ALKALI 110091 NEB 4238 10037
219 DADS 110111 NEB 4230 10040
220 MARSH 110151 NEB 4230 10030
221 PELICAN 110181 NE8 ... 4232 1...... 1 03 9 .
222 PED DEER 110201 NEB 4234 10029
223 SWAN 110211 NEB 4214 10046
224 TROUT 110221 NE8 4235 10037
225 CRESCENT 110251 _ NEB ..... _41.42..... . 10224..........
226 GOOSE 110261 NED 4147 10227
227 ISLAND _......I.._NEB 4 I AA2O ......
228 GEORGE 110291 NEB 4159 10150
229 SWAN 110311 NED 4143 10230
LA<E NAME ID CODE -S/P --LATITUDE --LONGITUDE -
DEG MIN DEG MIN
230 JOHNSON 110320 NEB 4042 9950
231 MALONEY RES .-... -. 110330.-_. NEB .... _4.1.03 --. _ .0_0.47
232 SWANSON 110340 NEB 4010 10107
233 ASHTABULA 120011-- NDA .. 4710 .. 9800 -.
234 SPIPITWOD3 120021 NDA 4711 9850
235 SAKAKAWEA - 120031 . NDA ... 42735 . 0. 1.25 -.. ..........
236 HEART BUTTE 120051 NDA 4636 10150
237 JAMESTOWN - 120061 .--. NDA . 4656 --.. -9842. .
238 MEDICINE 120071 NDA 4828 10425
239 BIG STONE 130011 .SDA . S...... 518... --- 9628.
240 LAKE HERMAN 130021 SDA 4400 9710
241 LAKE MADISON 130031 SDA .. 4357 ....... 9700- ....
242 LAKE KAMDESKA 130041 SDA 4455 9712
243 LAKE POINSETT 130051 SDA ._ 4434_..-_ 9705 ..
244 LAKE ANDES. 130061 SDA 4309 9830
245 LAKE DAHE 130071 SDA 4428 ..- 10030
246 LAKE SHARP- 130081 SDA 4348 9923
247 FRANCIS. CASE 130091 SDA 4304 .... 9835- ..
248 LEWIS & C_APK 130101 SDA 4251 9730
249 SHADEHILL 130111 SDA . 4545 ... 10213................ ...
250 SWAN 130120 SOA 4518 9952
251 BEAVER DAM 140013 WIS . 4330 . _8852
252 ARBOR VITAE 140023 WIS 4558 8939
253 CAMP 140043 WIS 4232 . . 803
254 CHAIN-O-LAK ES 140053 WIS 4420 8910
255 DEVILS 140073 _ WIS ... 4325 ...... .. 8944 ..
256 GENEVA 140093 WIS 4234 8830
257 ISLAND 140103 WIS 4608 .. 8947 ....
258 KEGONSA 140123 WIS 4258 8915
259 MENDOTA 140153 WIS 4307 892.5
260 MONONA 140183 WIS 4304 8922
.261 NAGAWICKA 140193 WIS ... 4305 ... . 82.3...
262 ROCK 140213 WIS 4305 8854
263 SHELL 140233 WIS. 4544 9154
264 SPOONER 140243 WIS 4550 9149
265 SUMMIT 140253 WIS 4628 9215
266 TROUT 140263 WIS 4603 8940
267 WAUBESA 140273 WIS_ 4301 ...... 8419
268 WINGR4 140305 wIS 4303 8925
269 WINNEBAGO 140313 WIS 4400 8824
270 BONE 140353 WIS 4532 9223
271 BRONS 140373 WIS 4241 . 8815
272 MUD 140423 WIS 4242 8808
273 TURTLE 140453 WIS. 4614.... .8915 .-.-.--.
274 PEWAUKEE 140473 WI S 4305 8817
275 PINE 140481 WIS 4307 8823
276 NORTH(EAST) 140491 WIS 4309 8823
277 NORTH(WEST) 140501 WIS 4309 . .- 823
278 OKAUJCIEE 140511 WIS 4308 8826
279 OCONOMOW OC( MAIN) 140521 WIS 4306 . ... 828 ...
280 FOWLER 140531 WIS 4307 8830
281 LAC LA BELLE 140541 WIS 4308 8831
282 SILVER 140551 WIS 4305 B830
283 DELAVAN 140561 WIS 4237 8836
284 GREEN 140571 WIS 4349 8900
285 BEULAH( 4t3ASINS) 140581 WIS . 4249 .8_823
286 BIG CEDAR 140591 WIS 4323 8816
287 BUTTERNUT 140611 . WIS 4558 9.03L
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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288 BEAR 140621 WIS 4538 9149
S.289 PRAIRIE .. . ... 140631 WI S..... 522- .914.1_
290 RED CEDAR 140641 WIS 4536 9135
291 LOWER EAU CLAIRE 140651 WIS.. .46166--- . 933
292 MIDDLE EAU CLAIR 140661 WIS 4618 9131
. 293 NAMEKAGON 140671 -- WIS.. 4612 .......... 9.0 .. ... .....
294 UPPER EAU CLAIRE 140691 WIS 4619 9129
295 BIG SAND . . 140711 ...... WIS ..... 4550 ..... 9213..
296 CLAM 140721 WIS 4548 9220
297 YELLOW 140731 WIS .. _4555 .----9224
298 LONG 140751 WIS 4515 9124
299 WISSOTA 140761 WIS 4457 9-120.
300 AqBUTUS 140771 WIS 4426 9042
301 FOX 140801 WIS ... 4335 ....... 85.6......... ...
302 BARDON 140821 WIS 4613 9153
303 NEBAGAMON 140941 WIS 4630 91.43 .....
304 ST CPOIX FLOWAGE 140851 WIS 4615 9152
305 ALTOONA 140881 WIS . 4449 ....... 9126
306 EAU CLAIRE 140391 wIS 4446 9106
307 BUTTERNUT 140901 . WIS .... 4555 ..... .. 8900 ......... ............
308 FRANKLIN 140911 WIS 4556 8900
309 KENTUCK 140921 WIS . 4559 .. 8900
310 PINE 140941 WIS 4541 8859
311 KOSHKNONG 140951 WIS .. 4252. . .... 885 ....
312 CALDP3N FALLS RE 140961 WIS 4521 8815
313 HIGH FALLS RESER 140971 WIS .. 4519 . -8811.........
314 CLEAR 140991 WIS 4552 8938
315 PELICAN 141001 WIS . 4530 . .8912
316 SU IPR.EL. 141021 WIS 4552 8954
317 TOMAHAWK 141031 WIS 4550...... 8940 .
318 THUNDER 141041 WIS 4547 8913
319 BALSA4 141051 WIS... 452 ..... 9226 .
320 BIG RDUND 141C61 WIS 4532 9219
321 CEDAR 141071 WIS 4513 ..... 9235
322 WAPOGASSET 141081 WIS 4520 9226
323 PIKE 141091 WIS. 4554 ... 9004
324 ISLAND 141121 WIS 4519 9123
325 PE DST:NE 141131 WIS .4337 9006
326 GRINDSTONE 141141 WIS 4556 9125
327 LAC CDURT DREILL 141151 WIS. 4554........ 9126
328 CHETEC 141161 WIS 4542 9130
329 CHIPPEWA 141171 WIS 4556 .9110
330 LOST LAND 141181 WIS 4606 9109
331 MOOSE 141191. WIS 4601 9.102 ......
332 NELSON 141201 WIS 4605 9123
333 ROUND 141211 WIS 4601... 9119
334 SPIDER 141221 WIS 4606 9114
335 TEAL 141231 WIS 4605 .. 9107
336 SHAWAMO 141241 WIS 4448 8832
337 BTG ST GER AIN 141251 WIS. 4556 .... 8931 ..........
338 BIG MUSKELL UNGE 141261 WIS 4601 8937
339 BIG SAND 141271 WIS 4604 8959
340 CPAWLING STONE 141291 WIS 4656 8953
341 FENCE 141301 . WIS ..... 4557 _ 8951
342 IKE WALTON 141321 WIS 4602 8948
343 LAC VIEUX DESERT .. 141331- WIS 4k080 9______7___
344 PRESOUE ISLE 141351 WIS 4613 8947
345 COMO 141371 WIS .4236 8830
LACE NAME ID CODE S/P LATITUDE LONGITUDE
DEG MIN DEG MIN
346 NANCY 141401 WIS 4606 9200
347 PARTRIDGE ... 141421-... WIS . 441.7_ ......-_-8853 -.... --------------
348 WHITE 141431 WIS 4422 8856
349 SINNISSIPI 141441. WIS 4322 .. -- 8837 ...
350 PUCKAWAY 141451 WIS 4345 8912
351 POYGAN ...... 141461 WIS . 4.409 .......... 850
352 USH 141471 WIS 4356 8848
353 POTAT3 141481 WIS ..--.4519 9.126 ....--.---.-
354 ME TONGA 141491 WIS 4532 8855
355 WILLOW RESERVOIR 141501 WIS .... 4543 8954
356 NORTH TWIN 141511 WIS 4603 8908
357 NOOUEBAY 141520 WIS 4516. 8755
OR GINO ALAGE ISF POO QUALITY
APPENDIX B
SURVEY LAKE FREEZE/THAW HISTORY
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR ALL LAKES WITH 0 (R MORE FREEZE/THAW OBSERVATIONS
I. NAME OF LAKE: BAKER ID CODE: 010034
ST-ATE-PRP ; Nw
LAT: 64 12 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPT-: 0.0
LONG: 95 30 W _(_SO KM) _ MEAN D-P 1H: 0.0
(METERS)
FREE-ZE/-ThAW--H I STORY- -- NUMBER -OF---E TR-IES :- -- 1 7 -
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
OCT 16 1956 -8 AUG 2 1957 7
OCT 29 1957 5 JUL 29 1958 2
OCT 28 1958 4 JUL 31 1959 5
----- OCT--13 --- 1959------ -11. . - -- JUL 12 1960 -I.
OCT 21 1960 -3 JUL 17 1961 -9
OCT 7 1 961 -17 JUL 30 1962
0 C r-2 -1-2--- - ---- JUL 31 --- 1953 5
OCT 21 1963 -3 JUL 21 1964 -5
OCT 22 1 __ 96 -2 JUL 27 1965 1
OCT 15 1965 -9 JUL 23 1966 -
OCT 27 1966 3 AUG 1 1967 6
_-__ -- ----OCT-- --- 19 (67-- - 3 ------- JUL 28 1968 2
NOV 4 1968 11 AUG 14 1969 19
OCT 30 1969 5 JUL 13 1970 -13
OV--- 1UL-1 
-1-971- -- -8
NOV 8 1971 15
OCT 22 1972 
-2 . . . t
TOTAL 17 15
EARLY OCT 7 JUL 12
- --------LAT --- NOV.- 8--.- -.--. - --- -..-- AUG 14
MEAN OCT 24 8.37 JUL 26 8.45
----------------------------------------------------
2. NAME OF LAKE: UN-NAMED ID CODE: 010O05
STAT E/PR v : - NWT . - ...
LAT: 63 -4 N AREA: CC MAX DEPT-: ).0
(METERS)
F T:E-R1-T-H1A-W-n4-I ST-O1fT NtMBEPi- R 5-------- - --
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
- _A_: _ 4_-__-_ -' Y- * *. JUL 18 1963 9
** ** **c*** JUL 1 1965 -6
OCT 1 1 66 -6 <>##t
P2 11So -t 7 157 ------- U ;--8 -1 968 -1
SEP 30 1968 
-7 JUL 15 1969 6OCT 10 1969 3 JUL 6 1973 
-3
SEP-27-- 1970 .... .---- f --- - -- -.. JUL 7 1971 
-2
NOV 9 1971 33 * **
---TOTAL .. 6 .. --.... 6
EARLY SEP 21 JUL 1
LATE NOV 9 JUL 18
MEAN - OCT 7 
- 16-02 -UL- 9 - ---- 5.70
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. NAME OF LAKE: DOG POND ID CODE: 313065
STATE/PROV: .NWT
LAT: 63 20 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTF: 0.0
LONG: 90 43 W (SO KM) MEAN JP 11H: 0.0
- - --- ( ME TE RS )
FREEZE/THAW_HISTORY 
-NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 7
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
*****_** * JUL 26 1963 23
uOCT--5--193 1 --------- -- JUL I10 -196 - 7
OCT 5 1964 1 JUN 30 1965 -3SEP 27 1965 -7 JUN 12 1966 -21
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
OC-T--- -- 66-5---.------JUN -30 1967 - -3
SEP 21 1957 -13 JUL 1 1968 -2
OCT 19 1968 15 _*********__
]UTAL
EARLY SEP 21 JUN 12
LATE O.CT-L9_ _ -_-- ------- JUL 26
MEAN OCT 4 8.85 JUL 3 13.17
---------------- -------------- 
----- -------------
4. NAME OF LAKE: MISSION ID CODE: 310074
51 A I t:IPROV- NW
LAT: 63 20 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTF: OOC
LONG:. 90 4 W (SO. KM) MEAN _)DP1H: 0.0( ,4 ETERS)
---- FR-EE-ZE/T hA W-HI STORY ---- ---- -- NUMBER-- OF--ENTR IES: 10
FREEZE OATE DEVIATION THAW DATE CEVIATION
OCT 51963 -5 JUL 10 196. C
OCT 5 154 -3 JUL 11 1!65 1
SEP 27 19o5 -13 JUL 3 196
. . .. 
_- I-. - • JUL 12 1967 2
OCT 5. 1967 -5 JUL 12 1963 2
OCT 22 1-58 12 JUL 17 1969 7
C-T---1-.5 ---- JUE ....-3- 1970---- .-
OCT 4 1970 -6 JUL 9 1971 -1
NOV 9 1971 30 3j
SEP 24 1972 -16 *
TOTAL 10 9
- -ARL-Y- -- SEP--24--- -- - - - JUL 3
LATE NOV 9 JUL 17
MEAN OCT 1 12.83 JUL 1C 4 43
-------------------------------- 
--------- -----------------------------------------
-. NAME OF LAKE: POLICE .ID CODE: )100-35
STATE/PPOV: NWT
LAT: -- 63 20 N - AREA: --. MAX DEPT I: O0c
LUN(; -: 4v w ( S iM MEAN iPT.: *C( M- TE R.S
FREEZE/TFAW HISTORY NUMBER OF E:ATR IS: 5
- .-.. FREEZE DATE. --- DEVIATION THAU DATE DEVIATION
X, **t . JUL 10 1964
OCT 5 1964 1 JUL 5 1965 -2
P-----  27 9-5- -  --- - -- JUN -30 196 --
OCT 11 1966 7 JUL 10 1967
OCT 3 1967 -1 JU'J 11 1968
TOTAL 45
EARLY SEP 27 JUN 30
- -- LATE OCT 11 JUL 11




6. NAME OF LAKE: UN-NAMED IC CODE: 010095
STATE/PROV: N T
LAT: 69 12 N AREA: 0.C0 IMAX DEPT : 03
-LONG: 118 38 w (SO KM) MEAN DEPTI1: 0.C(ME T E S)
--- REE-F-/T A---H I STOrY --..------ NUMBER-- OF eN T -iS :
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION TAAW [)TE DEVIATION
...... * .* . . . JUL 5 1963 C
TOTAL 0 1
EARLY k*,** JUL 5
L A-----JUL -- 5 ---.... -- 
MEAN *t*** 0.0 J'UL 5 0.0
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY,
-------NA4E -OF-- K E--UN-NA MED--(2-) I-CDO-- 
_ O I1 0- 1
STATE/PROV: NWT
LAT: 69 35 N AREA: o.c MAX DEPTh: 0.0
LUNG-  20A 4w 1 (SU--KiA-A - itIf:---o
(METERS)
FREEZE/T-AW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 11
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
ULC I 5 ! V 0 JUN---f 93 ---
SEP 30 1963 
-5 ### #t
SEP 15 1964 -20 ##. *t####
OCT 1 1955 
-4 JUN 28 1966 
--2OCT 7 1965 2 * ##
-OC-T-1-1967---_ 
-4- --JUN 30 1968 C
OCT 6 1958 1 JUL 10 1969 10
OCT 18 1959 13 JUL 4 1970 4E - ;70 
-J5 UL.---- 19-71 
-
OCT 7 1971 2 ,
OCT 12 1972 7 :*.
TOTAL 1 1.. 
... ... ... 6
EARLY SEP 15 JUN 15
-- -LATE- --- OCT-1-8 
-. 
.. _ ___- - -- JUL lC
MEAN OCT 5 8.58 JUN 30 7.59
---------------------------------- 
-----
8. NAME OF LAKE: CCNTWOYTO ID CODE: 01)114
STATE/PROVf NWT 
..
LAT: 65 29 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI: 0.3
-- I LONG: -110 -2 2 -W S-QKM) MEAN OEP Hr: --.Oo
(METERS)
FR" fC-T-1-- -- 3 R- Ntfi UB--O--Eti-R - E-S-:--- --
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
-
_JUL 15 . 1968 -4
JUL 30 1969 11
***: *• * JUL 17 1970 
-2S-1----1-970 JUL---3---1971- 
-6--OCT 22 1971 8 eOCT 7 1972 -7 * *.-T R T A - . 3 7 
. 4
EARLY OCT 7 JUL 13
-LATE CT2 JUL 30





9. NAME OF LAKE: ENNADAI ID CODE: 31)124
S'TA TE7 PROV : . -WT ... . - - .. . . . .
LAT: 61 8 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI-: 0.0L ONG:__00_ 
_ __ _SQ _KM )._.MEAN__E) P T1- : _0. 0
(METERS)
F R E ZE~ttA-Kt Y- ------ N UMB R-NT- --- - - -..
FREEZE OATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
-- ___ ----- A *-- -,, __ _ - JUN 24 1955 
-12
OCT 26 1953 5 JUL 8 1956 2OCT 18 1556 
-3 JUL 17 1957 11OCT -23-I--57 JUL-19--1-958- - 13
OCT 31 195d 10 JUL 8 1959 2OCT a 15"3 
-13 JUL 5 1960 
-1
-0-CT - 9 J--UJU-1_ I 1961- 
-5
OCT 8 1961 
-13 JUL 8 1962 2-- DC-T-2.9-1.- 8-2-- B.- JUL _ 3 1963 -3NOV 1 1963 11 JUL 9 1964 
-
OCT 27 164 6 JUN 28 1965 
-8
OCT t2 -- G5 1 JUN-2 8--- 9 S- -
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
OC-T--20---1- 6 -1-- JUL-17--- -1967 --- -- 11
OCT 24 1967 3 JUL 9 1968 3
NOV 3. 1968 13 JUL 21 1969 15
u(IT t l9y9 -3 JUN-25-1970 
-
OCT 10 1I70 -11 JUN 22 1971 -14
S OCT 14 1972 -7 **
TOTAL 17 17
EARLY OCT 8 JUN 22
LATE--N NOV-3 JUL--21----- - ---
MEAN OCT 21 7.90 JUL 6 8.71
10. NAME OF LAKE: GREATSLAVE/MCLOU ID CODE: 013134
STATE/PROV: NWT
LAT: 62 43 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPT-: 0.0
---- ONG -1-0----6--W --- (SO -KM)-- MEAN DEPT I: 0.0
(METERS)
FRit-tEt-A--"ISTR T -P--P- NT-rn-I ES:--s---- --- ...... .
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION T-AW DATE DEVIATION
•- -- w- a , , ---- ~. --- ----JUL 6 1953 4
OCT 27 19 3 -21 JUN 30 195 --2
NOV 7 1954 -10 JUN 21 1955 -11
NOVl l 1 - - ------ --- JUL- -1-8- -1956 16
, ew:***** JUN 24 1958 -e
_**s ** **** -JUL 14 1959 12
*f* ***-r * JUN 28 1960 -4
*.* * ,*r* JUL A 1962 2
.NOV 15 962-- -- ---- 2-- JUN 24 1963 -6
NOV 18 1964 1 ****#*,
NOV 11 1965 -6 JUN 24. 1966 . -8
NOV-~- +1I 165 - -- JUL 21-- 19867 19
* **4* * -* A JUL 6 1968 4
_ * _: * * i: * *- * * JUL 10 1969 8
NOV 22 
-- . JUN 21 1970 -11
DEC 15 1970 28 JUN 23 1971 -9
NOV 16 1972 -1 44 +***
TOTAL 11 15
tEARL- UN -2-- -
LATE DEC 15 JUL 21
MEAN NOV 17 12.71 JUL 2 9.65
------------------- ------------------- ------------- ------------ -----
11. NAME OF LAKE: GREATSLAVE/CHARL ID CODE: 01014.
STATE/PROV: NWT
LT- e 2 &- 3 N AOA.;t C.X -- 1lr-Ti ---. _
LONG: 109 6 W (SO KM) MEAN D-P il: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/T-AW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRI S: 11
PREEL AT- DE V Af-tiN TIA -A-T-E-- DEVIATION
NOV 13 ,1955 0 JUN 30 1957 4
NOV 25 1957 12. *** ***
NOV 1-7- JUN 28 - 1960 2
NOV 2 1960 -11 **
_NOV-5 1-961 ---8 ___ _*_*
NOV 15 1952 2 JUN 21 1963 
-5
NOV 28 1958 15 JUL 7 1969 11
Nt2 - 1 9 2 JUN1-7--1-970 -- 9 -
NOV 10 1;71 -3 JUN 17 1971 -9NOV 15 1371 2 JUL 2 1972 6
NOV 5 1972 -81]
TOTAL 11 7
EARLY-N O V..2 J UN .17
LATE NOV 28 JUL 7
MEAN NOV 13 7*91 JUN 26 7.21
--- 2-.-NAME--OF-L AK E:.-GR EAT SLA VE/RESO--- 1 D-COE: - -0101 53 ---- -.
STATE/PROV: NWT
LAT: 61 .11 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTH: 0.0
L UN T11 3-41--- ( M -mJ MEA-N-P-1H ---
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY -- NUMBEROFENTRIES: 17
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV-26- 9 56 10 U UN24 1957- - 14
NOV 24 1957 8 MAY 29 1958 -12
NOV 28 1q58_ 12 JUN 13 1959 3
-** **l .* ** *M* -... JUN 11 1960 1
NOV 12 1960 -4 JUN 15 1961 5
OCT- 20-- 1961 ---- 27 ------ ---JUN 26 1962 16
DEC 7 1962 21 JUN 6 1963 -4
NOV 13 1963 -3 JUN 23 1964 13
NOV-- -196----- - -----.--- .--- JUN 16 1965 6
NOV 25 1965 9 JUN 3 1966 -7
NOV 25 1965 10 ***-** *
NCV 12 1967 -4 *****
NOV 7 1563 -9 JUN 10 1969 0
------. NOV--9. -1969 . -- 7..----JUN 10 1970 0
NOV 8 1970 -8 MAY 24 1971 -17
NOV 8 1971 -.3 JUN 2 1972 -8
NOV ---51- 972 - 1- -- -- MAY 26 1973 -15
TOTAL 16 15
EARLY OCT 20 MAY 24
LATE- EC 7 JUN 26
MEAN NOV 15 11.44 JUN 10 9.93
-1 E FLk T m- ----D---3:-----1------------13. N-AM -OF-L-k - L--I vi' l I1 CO¢0 . -  0
STATE/PROV: NWT
LAT: 68 40 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPT-: 0.0
ONG:- 97 48 SQ KM .'- MEAN DEPTH-: --- 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 11
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
EP-2 S52- - 7 JL 17 1963 2
SEP 15 1963 -12 JUL 28 1964 13
S__ EP_ 21L9S -. _-6 __i
SEP 21 1565 -6 JUL 11 1966 -4
OCT 8 198G 11 JUL 10 1967 -5
- C-T--1-----197 --------- - JUL--1-.. 1965--- ------ 2
OCT 5 1968 8 JUL 20 1969 5
SEP 21 1959 -6 JUL 20 .170 5
1- 0 SEP3-30- 9 7 3 JUN 27 1971 -18
OCT 17 1971 20 *******
___________ ____ __SE P21. _1.9 -S26
TOTAL 11 8
EARLY SEP 15 JUN 27
LA-A-T-E ~CT~. JUL --28 ----- -
MEAN SEP 27 9.28 JUL 15 3.60
------------------- _------ -- - - --------------------------------- ----
__14N--NAME ..OF _LAK E:.-GREATJSLAVE ___.iDC ..C : 01J1 74
STATE/PROV: NWT
LAT: 60 51 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTF-: 0.0
L--ONG- L. -t-110 -" -- ( -Q-K-M-)-ME.AN-P It: - -.-
(M TE RS)
-FEEZE/T-A--A HISTORY -- NUMBER-OF ENTR IES: 6
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION TIAW DATE DEVIATION
DEC--I-- 1956 2 - JUL--I-- 1957-- ------ -2
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITy
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
DE C-- 14 --- 1 957-----.. .-------------t----- * **+** .
DEC 18 1955 5 JUL 4 1959 1
DEC 9 1959 -4 * ******_
utC 1 1-9150 -b ******
DEC 15 1961 2 **
TOTAL 6 _
EARLY DEC 7 JUL 1
LATE DEC 18 JUL 4
-MEAN4- DEC--1-3- 3.7-9 -  JUL -3--- - 1- 58
------------------------------- 
-----
15. NAME OF LAKE: UN-NAMED ID CODE: 310194
STATE/PROV: NWT
LAT: 68 39 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI: 0.0
LONG: 101 44 W (SO KM) MEAN D-P1H: 0.0
- -(METERS) 
--
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 9
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
SEP 14 1964 -12 JUL 20 1965 8
_ .___~ ,_~.~~--- - JUL--6- 1965 -- -6
SEP 28 1966 2 *
SEP 17 1967 -9 JUL 15 1968 3
OI 1 .~ JUL-t9-- 1V69. 7
OCT 11 1969 15 JUL 5 1970 -7
SEP 26 1970 0 JUL 8 1971 -
OCT 4 1;71 8 **p *
SEP 16 1972 -10 %* ~P
- TO-TAL - 8 - --- 6------
EARLY SEP 14 JUL 5
LATE OCT 11 JUL 20
MEAN SEP 2 8.97 ; JUL ---2- -6.10
16. NAME OF LAKE: MODULE ID CJDE: 313214
-S4A4- i/PlluV:- ---- N vrI-.--- ----- --- --- -------. -__
LAT: 68 30 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPT-: 0.0
LONG: 113 13 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTrI: 0.C.
FREEZE/TAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 11
FRFEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATICN
4* i *A ** * JUN 22 1963 -8
,- * .,. : r* JUL 7 1965 7
SEP 20 1953 -16 JUN 19 19665 -11
OCT 16 1966 10 JUL 13 1967 13
SEP 23 1957 -13 JUN 28 1958 -2
OCT -4---1-68- ----- -- - ---- JUL 11 1969 11
OCT'21 1969 15 ****
S, .*. X # JUN 21 1971 -9
0l CT--1 --1-t 7 4. ,-,- .* ** ** . .-+* ** - - -.. . ....
SEP 18 1972 -18 *****t
TOTAL 8 , 7
EARLY SEP 18 - _JUN 19
LATE OCT 21 JUL 13
--- MEAN . -OCT. - 6 .- .--. 12.2.42- - . JUN 30 9.33
S N AME--OF- LAK E--BAGNELL I-OCODE-:---- 1224 -- -
STATE/PROV: NWT
LAT: 68 18 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPT-: 0.0
LUN~. 8'51 W (Su KM)J MAN- P H. J-
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IZS: 9
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
UL. 3A i 1 3*1 r 5 rC35*
OCT 12 1965 -3 ***** ****
OCT 21 1966 6 AUG 7 1967 9
SEP 29 1957 -16 AUG 10 -1968 12
OCT 25 1968 10 JUL 15 1969
- CT--2 2---1-969-- -- 7-- J UL 28 -197 3 .-- ----
OCT 16 1970 1 JUL 25 1971 -4
SEP 16 1971 -29 *******
OCT 2G i972 5.
TOTAL 9 5
____EARLY SEP 16 -JUL 15
LATE OCT 31 AUG 10
MEAN OCT 15 13.22 JUL 29 9.36
1S. NAME -F - tK L-t AR DMAAIW I CtAE.KRa !0D _ -5
STATE/PROV: NWT
LAT: 68 26 N AREA: 0.0 MAX D PT-: 0.0
LONG: 89 39 W (SQ KM) MEAN DzP HI: 0. 0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 9
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
CT-2- C -196-2 7 AUG 25 1963 9
SEP 30 1953 -13 AUG 12 1964 -4
OCT 27. lc66 1l0T . ...
OCT 8 1957 -5 AUG I Q.9
OCT 2A 1968 11 *# :*- #.* -
OCT 10 1970 -3 AUG 9 1971 -7
OCT 13 1971 0 .** .++***-
- SEP 27-- 192 16 ..- .. ** *
TOTAL 9 4
_ EARLY ... SEP_.=27 __ _ ... . AUG 9
LATE OCT 27 AUG 25
MEAN OCT 13 9.85 AUG 16 6.12
1-9--;- NAME OF-LAKET GREAT BEAr - IDCOE : 010264
STATE/PROV: NWT
__ _LAT: ... 6.6 -5_- N - .- AREA:- _ .. 0._0 _ . --MAX DEPT -: 0. 0
LONG: 118 2 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/TFAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 14
FREEZE_._DATE ___ D.EVIAATION . . DATE DEVIATION
3*i****A JUL 5 1952 -5
NOV 17 1952 -6 JUL 4 1953 -6
NOV 15 193 * JUL---8---1-954 ---- 2
NOV 20 1954 -3 JUL 5 1955 -
NOV 16 1955 -7 JUL 12 1966 2
NO V V- 1 5-1 1 -JUL 26 -1957 1e
NOV 25 1957 2 JUL 11 1958 1
NO_V_ 28 195 _ _ .. JUL 23 1959 13
NOV 11 1959 -12 ***** #
NOV 12 1960 -11 ****** YA
OV 25 169 2 J UL-8-- 1-9-70 -2
FREEZE DAlE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
DEG--- 1-9-70 1-4- -JUN-27----1971-- --- -- 13
DEC 17 1971 24 *$******.
DEC 5 1972 .12 ** ****
IUIAL 13 10
EARLY NOV 11 JUN 27
LATE DECA 7 JUL_26_
MEAN NOV 23 10.64 JUL 10' 8*32
- - - - - - - - - - --- --- - ---- -
20. NAME OF LAKE: UN-NAMED ID CODE: 310275
blAl/PRUV, Nwl
LAT: ' 68 35 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI-: 0.0
LONG: 111 6 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEP 1H: 0.0(METERS)
- F-E-EZE-/-THAW-H-I-STOR Y -- - NUMBE-R-OF--ENTR- IE-S - ---- 0---
------- --------------------------------------------------- 
---
21. NAME OF LAKE: UN-NAMED ICODE: 013304
STATE/PROV: NWT
L.AT-: --- ,6--4--N - -ARE A:--- ..------- MAX -DEPT -:--.. 00. ..0
LONG: 93 25 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPldr: 0.0(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 10
R F EEE.ZE-.DATE . --- DEVIATION-- -- THAW DATE DEVIATION
SEP 15 1962 -1% JUL 23 1963 13
OCT 1 1954 2 JUN 29 1965 -1!
SEP -11-l5 -1-8- -JU--3- 1955 -7
OCT 8 1965 9****
SEP 10 1957 -19 JUN 28 1968 -12
OCT7 1958 8 *
OCT 21 1653 22 JUL 18 1970 8
.SEP-2 .1970 - - ----- -1 .- - --. JUL 21 1971 1!
OCT 22 1;71 23 ** * *
SEP 15 1972 -14****
TOTAL 0 -- -0- -~-5 . .
EARLY SEP 10 JUN 28
LATE OCT 22 JUL 23
MEAN SEP 29 14. 7 JUL 10 10.55
--------------------------------------------------------- 
-----------------------------
22. NAME OF LAKE: FRAME ID COE: 010324
LAT: 62 28 N AqEA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI: 0.0
LONG: 114 27 w ( SO KM) MEAN D-P IH: 0.0(-__  TERS)
FF EZE/-TH AW-HISTORY NUMBER - OF-ENTR IES . 1 9 ...
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION TAAW DATE DEVIATICN##*** * r ** MAY 22 1955 -6
- N MAY 28 1956 0
OCT 13 1956 -6 JUN 1 1957 f
OCT 1-7 -- 1-957 --- 2 ___ MAY -23 1958 -5
OCT 10 1958 -9 JUN 8 1959 1.
NOV 7 1959 19 MAY 27 1953 -1
O 1C IG--- - M-AY-29-1-961 - ----- - 1
OCT 8 1951 -11 JUN 3 1962 6
OCT 18 1962 -1 MAY 17 1963 -11
OCT 30 1953 11 MAY 30 1964 2
OCT 19 1964 0 MAY 27 1965 -1
OCT-1.-1--965 -M-1 _ MAY 25 1966 . . -3
OCT 18 1966 -1 JUN 2 1967 5
OCT 20 1967 1 JUN 3 1968
ORIGINAL PAGE I~
OF POOR QUALITY
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
OC--T-2-9-1-668- -0 MAY 26- -1969 ---- ----- 2.
OCT 12 1969 -7 MAY 29 1970 1
OCT 16 1970 -3 MAY 20 1971 -8
CUL It I91 0 m-AY--30-972-- 2 .....
OCT 10 1972 -9 ********
TOTAL 17 15
EARLY OCT 8 MAY 17
LATE NOV 7 JUN 8
ME-AN------O G-T-- 7. 8 -8 - MAY--28----- -- - -- - 5.30
23. NAME OF LAKE: LCNG ID CODE: 010334
STATE/PROV: NWT
LAT:- 622 N AREA: 0 ~ - -MAX- TF: 0.0
LONG: 114 27 W (SQ KM) MEAN D;PTrl: ).0
.. ....---.. (AETERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 19
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION .THAW DATE DEVIATION
****** ***** MAY 23 1955 -6
- OCT 28 15 5 .-3 JUN 2 1956 4.
OCT 14 1956 -11 -JUN 4 1957 6
OCT 21 1957 
-4 MAY 25 1958 -4SOC-T--31-1958-3 
---- JUN 10 1959 
- 12
OCT 11 1959 -14 MAY 29 1960 r
OCT 21 1960 -4 MAY 31 1961 2
OCT 20 1961 -5 JUN 6 1962 8
NOV 1 1962 7 MAY 21 1963 -8
----- OCT 31 1953 6 . JUN 2 1964 .
OCT 26 1964 1 MAY 30 1965 1
OCT 29 1965 4 MAY 27 1966 
-2
uOC T1---0 9 ----- JUN 1 1967
NOV 1 1957 7 JUN 5 1968 7
OCT 2c !3 
_8 4 JUN 1 1969 2
NrIV 1i 
-- 16 MAY 3! I,70
NOV 3 1970 9 MAY 18 1971 -11
-- __2-7-- -lOC T- 277-_1 
___. -2- .. MAY 29 1972 0
OCT 10 1972 -15 MAY 17 1973 
-12
TOTAL 18 19EAt LY- uT-10- 
- - AY--I 7 ..-.. .
LATE NOV 10 JUN 10
MEAN OCT 25 8.09 MAY 29 6.22
---------------------------- 
------------------------------
24. NAME OF LAKE: COLD ID CO ): 020014-
STATE/PROV: ALB
L I. -- t- N R 
- - - -
O- MA-X- -PTT----- -0------ .-. -
LONG: 110 17 W (SO KM) MEAN 3OP TH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/TI-AW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 33
RE- -- T - -VI-A-T-I-ON- HAW- DATE-- - DEVIATION
MAY 6 1941 
-11
_ _*__ _ _*_ * M A Y 17 1 9 4 2 0
MAY 22 1943 5
MAY 4 1944 
-13
_ - ___ MAY 23 1945 6
MAY 8 1946 
-9
_ _*,___ __ _ _ MAY 21 1947 4
, ,MAY--20 
-. 194 -
MAY 11 1949 
-6
,*m*t*+* , * MAY 25 1950 8
*-t- i~~***A Y. MAY -16 1951 -1
*** **M MAY 10 1952 -7EC - 26 152 __ _ _ - __ MAY_26 1953 9
DEC 25 1953 7 MAY 24 1954 7
NOV 27 1954 
-21 MAY 23 1955 6
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
Sk-*te- ------ MAY 21 1956 4
DEC 14 1956 -4 MAY 22 1957 5
DEC 29 1957 11 MAY 6 1958 -11
SM ' AY-1 8---- 959 ..
DEC 22 1959 4 MAY 12 1960 -5
_DE C_2.7 I960________9 _ __ MAY 12. 1961.. _... -5
DEC 18 1961 0 MAY 24 1962 7
DEC 29 1962 11 MAY 16 1963 -1
DEG--18----1 963 -- -- - --- MAY -- 9 1964 -------- --- 8
DEC 13 1964 -5 MAY 16 1965 -1
DEC 26 1965 8 MAY 15 1966 -2
UC---L 3 15 -1 - MAY-2 .. 196 7 9
DEC 21 1967 3 MAY 19 1968 2
_ DEC 2 __ 196 B... . .... 7 ... .. MAY 13 1969 --.
DEC 20 19659 2 MAY 15 1970 -2
CEC 7 1970 -11 MAY 10 1971 -7
..-- .... -OEC---12--1971 -- - -- 6 ---- - - ---- MAY 21 1972 4
DEC 11 1972 -7 MAY 19 1973 2
TOTAL 19 33
"E-ARL Y NCV2-7- MA
LATE DEC 29 MAY 26
MEAN DEC 1 8.86 AY 17 6.2
25. NAME OF LAKE: ATHABASCA ID C]DE: 02)044
STATE/PROV: ALB
LAI 5 43 N ARt 7. t C1u MAXPT Ft - 20-. 1-
LONG: 111 9 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPIH: 26.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 10
FR Z UA-T u DEV T-AtlN TtHA-wATE----- I DEV AT ION
W' , *-k-4 MAY 20 1963 -7
MAY 17 1965 -iC
NOV 29 1965 -1 MAY 13 1965 -1'
NOV 9 ico -2i MAY 2i 1 i67 -6
NO-V-26---57 -----4- -- -MAY--20 - 1968 -- -7
NOV 27 1 96 -3 MAY 19 1969 -8
DEC 19 1969 19 JUN 9 1970 13
NUV 2 137u - JUN-7-9I71 11
D:C 6 1971 6 JUN 15 1972 19
DEC 10 1972 10 JUN 1 1973 E
TOTAL 8 10
EARLY NOV 9 MAY 13
LATE D C 19-- JUN. 15 -
MEAN NOV 30 11.53 MAY 27 10.82
26. NAME OF LAKE: eEAR ID COD=: 02C35.
STATE/P~UOV: ALB.... .. .. ......
LAT: 55 11 N AREA: .0 MAX DEPT t-: 0.0
-LON 1-- I-sw -- -KM)-3----MEAN DEP ti.:..-- 0. 0 .
(METERS)
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NV -----1-956- ------- 6 -MAY 4 . 1957 0
NOV 17 1S57 10 APR 30 1958 -4
NOV 12 1 53 5 APR 28 1959 -E
Nl --i-5 -- AR- .25- - 19 60----9
NOV 9 1960 2 MAY 2 1961 -2
NOV 1 1 _;51. -_ MAY 1 1962 --
NOV 16 "196.2 9 MAY 6 1963 2
NOV 8 1963 1 MAY 9 1564 5
NOV--13--1 964-- 6 -. . #a .
~*** MAY 8 1966 4
NOV 6 1966 -1 MAY 9 1967 5
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
N3V-1-2---- 67-- -- 5 --- MAY.-- 5 - 1968 --..- - 1
NOV 14 1;63 7 MAY 4 1969 0
OCT 23 1969 -15 APR 29 1970 -5
NOV--4 7 -- MAY3r 3 97 1- --
OCT 24 1971 -14 MAY 10 1972 6
NOV 6 1572 -1 * *~****
TOTAL 16 15
EARLY OCT 23 APR 25
LA-TE NOV-1-7 MAY--10 - -
MEAN NOV 7 7o22 MAY 4 4.31
27, NAME OF LAKE: LAC LA BICHE ID COD-: 020064
STATE/PROV: ALB
LAT: 54 46 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTF: 0.0
L-ONG:--l 1-5 -W -- (-SO-KM)---MEAN --DEP H: - -O .
(METERS)
FRE-EE. -!-hAw HI ST ORr Yufm-ER fr S-ATR ----- 8 -
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
-NO-V----6 154 ' ---- 11 - .. .. .___ _ * * *** .
*#*4, ***, "* APR 30 1?46 -13
NO.V 13 1;46 -4 MAY 17 1947
NV 23 1--7 3 MA-Y--- 9- ---- - 5
NOV 30 1548 13 MAY 12 1949 -1
NOV 9 1 49 - -8 MAY 17 1950 4
OCT 28 1s50 -20 MAY 13 1951 C
NCV 23 1951 5 MAY 14 1952 1
NOV 22 1C _ 5 MAY_.9 _ 1953 -4
NOV 29 1553 12 MAY 25 1954 12
NOV 11 1954 -6 MAY 16 1955 3
NOV 12 1955 -5 MAY 15 1957 2
NOV 20 1557 3 MAY 5 1958 -
N-V-- 1 6 MAY 8 19 59 -5
NJV 11 1959 -6 MAY 12 1960 -1
SNOV...1Z5 _-. . MAY__12_ 1961 -1
NOV 27 16? 10 MAY 15 196.3 2
NOV 18 163 1 MAY 10 1964 -
OV 19 I690- 2 MAY---1*---'95-5 - 1
NOV 14 1565 -3 iAY 11 1955 -2
NOV 6 1 55 -11 MAY 20 1967 7
NOTV-2-0- 167 3 MAY - -4 1968 -9
NOV 16 153 -1 MAY 5 1969 -8
NOV .31_ .. 4 .__ MAY 11 1970 -2
NOV 20 1570 3 MAY 7 1971 -6
*** .. v.**** MAY 21 1972 e
N OV 972--7 5 MAY--3-1 1-973 " 18
TOTAL 25 27
EARLY OCT 28 APR 30
-- CATE NOV-30 - MA- Y 31
MEAN NOV 17 7.68 MAY 13 6.61
''-~-"' ii--~'-'~;-i'i-- -- --- ----- - --- ------ ---- - I---
A-- ~----A -OF--tSKE. LESR- L-A-VE ID-COD -2-. .. ...
STATE/PROV: ALB
LAT: E5 21 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI: 0.0
LONG: -1I39 SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/T-AW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 21
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
* * ,* * k ***-~ MAY e18 1953 -2
DEC 4 1553 7 MAY 25 1954 5
NOV_13 .154 . -14 MAY 20 1955 0
DEC 13 1955 16 MAY 21 1956 1
DEC 3 156 6 MAY 23 1957 3
©OaNAL PAGE I
OF OO8 QUALTI 'i
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION7DEC---Q--  **** * -------w---- -* -
we**t*** , .,MAY 20 1959 0
NOV 16 1q59 -11 MAY 14 1960 -6
NUV : 140o3 Z MAY 22 1961 2- .
NOV 25 1961 -2 MAY 25 1962 5
CDEC 41 ? 7 MAY 1_6 _1963 -4
NOV 22 1963 -5 MAY 17 1964 -3
NOV 29 1964 2 MAY 29 1955 9
NO-V- C - 165 2 -MAY- 23 -- 1966 ------- 3
NOV 15 1966 -12 MAY 27 1967 7
NOV 30 1967 3 MAY 12 1958 -8
ULt - 1 od b MAY 117-959 -- 3
NOV 19 1959 -8 MAY 15 1970 -5
NOV 23 1970 -4 MAY 15 1971 -5
NOV 27 1971 0 MAY .23 1972 3
NOV 24 1972 -3 *** *4 **
-T-O-TA L - -- ---- -19 . . .
EARLY NOV 13 MAY 12
LATE DEC 13 MAY 29
MEAN NUOV 27 MnATO -- 7.-5
29. NAME OF LAKE: LAKE MINNEWANKA ID COD-: 020084
ST-A T-/-P O-V A L-B
LAT: 51 11 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTH: 0.0
LONG: 115 34 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 32
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
4**.#.* .* MAY 10 1940 -3
ut Et 194 MAY 3 - 1941 -12
DEC 21 1941 -3 MAY 10 1942 -7
JAN 1 1 9-3 8 MAY 27 1 43 10
JAN 25 144 32 MAY 5 1944 -12
DEC 71  A Y3 19453
-- EC--1-7.- 194- - ---- 7 APR 29 1946 -18
DEC 12 1946 -12 MAY 10 1947 -7
JAN 14 1948 21 MAY 17 1948 0
uEC-- Ii. 1 - 11 M'A Y -- -8 -194 9 --9
DEC 17 149 -7 MAY 26 1950 9
DEC 2 195 -22 MAY 12 1951 -5
DEC- ---14 151-- -10 MAY 8 1952 -9
JAN 6 1953 13 MAY 16 1953 -1
JAN7--1954 - -- 14 - -. MAY 26 1954 9
DEC 29 1954 5 MAY 27 1955 10
NOV 25 1955 -25 MAY 26 1955 9
J ANt71 537 24- MAY-2 I- 19 57 A. .
DEC 7 1958 -17 MAY 16 1959 -1
DEC 27 1S59 3 MAY 7 1960 -10
DEC 20 1960 -4 MAY 23 1961 6
DEC 8 1961 -15 MAY 22 1962 5
___ * *_* t *** _._ __ --- MAY 17 1963 C
DEC 15 1963 -9 MAY 21 1964- 4:
DEC 16 1964 -3 MAY 24 1965 7
uE C--2-1- 1 -MAY----7 1965 - - -IC
JAN 25 1967 32 MAY 17 1968 0
DEC 15 1968 -9 MAY 11 1959 -- 6
DEC 29 1969 5 JUN 7 1970 21
DEC 23 1970 -1 MAY 14 1971 -7
____E C-2 0.-- 197-1 --4 ----. MAY 21 1972 4
DEC 21 1;72 -3 MAY 17 1973 C
TOTAL 30 32
-A-L-Y-ANO v:APR--- - -9
LATE JAN 25 JUN 7
MEAN DEC 24 __ 14.34 MAY 17 8.6C
30.--NAME--O F-LAK E--GLE-NM-ORE-RE-SERVO-----CD -----0200- - - ----- -
STATE/PROV: ALB
LAT: 51 6 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI: 0.0
LcNG. i14 A w a SO MEAN-DEPT1t--O03
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 7
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NV1---2 6 - MA- 20 1967 -- 17
NOV 24 1967 10 MAY 3 1968 0
______ *C*#* f APR 18 1969 -15
MAY. 6 1970 3
NOV 11 1970 -3 ***a * ****
_ -NOV - 8- 1971 -- - ---- -6 ---------- - APR 29 1972 -4
NOV 15 1972 1 *** ***
TOTAL 5 5
EARY---NOV- --- --- APR 18..
LATE NOV 24 MAY 2C
MEAN NOV 14 5.48 MAY 3 10C.38
31. NAME OF LAKE: FROBISHER ID CODE: 033)011
STATE/PROV: SAS
LA T 1 --- 9N -- AREA33--OO ---- MA X-DE PT " : - - - 1 90 .- -
LONG: 107 57 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 5.5
(__- TERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
32. NAME OF LAKE: JAN ID CODE: 030041
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 4 -S N AREA: i,4. MAX DPT : 3,.
LONG: 102 55 .....- .. (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 7.8
(METERS)
---- E--A -ISTORY- ---- NUMBER--OF -E NTR-IS: -----------------------
33. NAME OF LAKF: MIROND ID CODE: 030051
STATE/PROV: SAS
AT-.5-----7-T-N ---- AH E iOO-- X--)E-P T--:----5 i5 -...
LONG: 102 47 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 13.86
(METERS)
FREELE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
31. NAME OF LAKE: PELICAN ID CODE:. 030361
STAT EPROV: f---SAS -
LAT: 55 9 N AREA: 100.3C MAX D)PTh: 32.0
_ ONG.: __1.03 W -0_ ___( SQ_KM)____MEAN_DEP_TH: .. 1 .5
(METERS)
FR EEZ E-/-T-t-t-S-I-STOR-Y NUMBE-R-TOF ---ENTR-ES-: -  0.
---- E~N f~rA ~I~~I- f - ---------------- N TR t~ ---- -- -- -- -- ---- -- ---- --
35. NAME OF LAKE: MCINTOSH ID CODE: 030071
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: --55 C---N-- Af-A E-A-:---- -7 fy --- M A-X-D EP -T- : ~5 ---- -- - -
LONG: 105 0 w (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 12.8
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
- - - - - - -- - - - - - --
- -_=--,~;;---- ---- -------
.Jo0 NAMt Ut LAKt. WILUNtl .U L L).;; U3tiU
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: L & N REA___ 46.A0 _MA XE :__ .8 2
LONG: 102 20 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 6.8(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
----------------------------------
37, NAME OF LAKE: ANNABEL ID CODE: 033151
-------- ST A-T E/PRO V: ---- SAS-- ---
LAT: 54 50 N AREA: 12.20 MAX DEPT : 4.9
LONG: 102 13 W (SO KM) MEAN DP TH: 1.5(-M__- --- METERS-)




38-- N AM E- F--1AKE-J OHMSO I- CC 0 -- 301 - .
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 54 5) N AREA:-- 7. 14___MAX DPT H: __ 3.8
LONG: 102 17 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 1.8(METERS)




39. NAME OF LAKE: TYRELL ID CODE: 333191
STAT-E/PROV:--AS ..-.-__.--.---.
LAT: 54 53 N AREA: 6.11 MAX DEPT I-: 7.0
LONG: 102 8 w (SO KM) MEAN DEPIH: 3.0
T E- RSI ------ --
FREEZE/TFAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IS: 0
---------A- ------- ---------------
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAI: 56 13 N AREA: 4,18 MAX DEPT. A-_ 24.7
LONG: 103 43 W (SO KM) MEAN DP IH: 6.9(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
--------------- ---- - ---- ----------------- 
-- 7- ----------------
41* NAME OF LAKE: WOLLASTON ID CODE: 033351
-ST-A-T-E/P-RO-V:---- -SAS -- --
LAT: 58 15 N AREA: 2062.00 MAX DEPT F: 97.0
LONG: 103 20 W (SO KM) MEAN DSP 11: 20.61-M TERS-) .-
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR I S: 0
4 A-------------r I-SK---------------o--------- -
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 54 33 N AREA: 321.00 MAX DEPT : - 40.0
LONG: 102 15 W (5 K() MEAN DEPTH: 13.2
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
ORIGINAL pAGO IS
OF pOOR QUALITY
, NAME lOF-- L AIG C K P Li ONt.---u-----0.
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 56 0 N AREA: 552.00 MAX DEPT I: 24.0
LONG: 108 50 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 13.7
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
44. NAME OF LAKE: LITTLE PETER PON ID CODE: 030381
---- STATE/PROV: SAS --- - ------------
LAT: 55 47 N AREA: 189.CO MAX DEPT -: 9.5
LONG: 108 35 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 5.1
FREEZE/TFAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR E]S: 0
------. d F L AKE- ILE A LCROE IDC Z.------3-91 ---
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 55 27 N AREA: 1t46.00 MAX DEPT1: 27.0
LONG: 107 50 W (SO KM)1 M-E-AN- P-1iH 8-- 2
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
46. NAME OF LAKE: EKAPO ID CODE: 030414
STAT-IE.RR0.V.: SAS 
___
LAT: 50 23 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI : 0.0
LONG: 102 35 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPlri: 0.C
%( MtE-T--RS-
FREEZE/T-AW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 17
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 7 1956 0 MAY 1 1957 7
uCT 2 t i57 - A PR --- 955- - - 10
OCT 26 195S -12 APR 25 1959 1
NOV 11 1959 4 APR 23 1960 -1
NO9 1CT9V--9 0 -3 2- APR -18 1961 --
NOV 2 1951 -5 APR 22 1962 -2
NaV_ 3__1_ 52____ 5 _APR 16 1963 -8
NOV 19 19E3 12 * ~*+i
NOV 15. 1954 9 APR 30 1965 6
N 0.i 1-93- 13 A 7 --- 19 66- --- -1
NOV 6 1966 -1 APR 25 1967 2
NOV 3 1967 
-4 APR 25 1968 1
NOV TI-1 158 4 APR 22 1969 - -2
OCT 27 1959 -11 MAY 12 1970 18
__NO.V__19-1~ 970 -- 12 
__.APR 23 1971 t.
NOV 4 1S71 -3 APR 29 1972 E
OCT 23 1972 
-15 MAR 29 1973 
-26
TO-TAt---7 15 - ------
EARLY OCT 23 MAR 29
LATE NOV 20 MAY 12
MEAN-. -NOV 7 .. 85 APR 24 9.71
---------------- -------- - -------------------------
-47.---NAME--OF--L AK E-:-CHIURCH ILL----- ----- OOD": :--- 30422 -L-- - - .
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 55 51 N AREA: 433.00 MAX DHPTI: 21.0
LUNG; I U5 I W S- KM MEAN- zPIH-:---9 ;C.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 5
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION T-AW DATE DEVIATION
* *; * w * ** * q,12- 
-
NOV 13 169 -1 APR 9 1970 -23
NOV 18 1970 4 MAY 14 1971 12
NOV 11 1971 -3 - ,,t sets***
NOV 12 1972 -2 * ****** *
T OT---AL----- - - 
-- *AL -3----
EARLY NOV 11 APR 9
LATE NOV 18 MAY 14
----------------------- A - -- -----.--------
48. NAME OF LAKE: CREE ID CODE: 034 32
- TTE/PROV:- SAS 
-
LAT: 57 21 N AREA: 1155.00 MAX DEPTI: 60.0
LONG: 106 50 W (SO KM) MEAN D-EPIH: 14.9
- MTE RS1- --. .
FRLEZE/TF-Aw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIIES: 4
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
t_:_** _*,-* JUN 8 1970 6
NOV IE 0 5 vMA Y-2 8- 971 ---- ---
NOV 30 1971 10 JUN 3 1972
NOV 6 1c72 -14 MAY 31 1973 -2
TOTAL 3 " -
EARLY NOV 6 
.MAY 28
-LATE -...--.NOV --C- . ---- JUN 8 .




49. NAME OF LAKE: LAC LA RONGE ID CO)E: 030442
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 55 8 N AREA: 1178.OC MAX DEPTi: 38.0
-- NG:-- C5_2.0 W SO-KY) -- MEAN. DP TH: __12.7
(METERS)
ract tII-u- nialu I Nu1AB. OftTrib- 3 . 7
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
-- t 4__ 
_*-_*L_ 
_ JUN c 4---1 967 12
DEC 2 1967 2 MAY 25 1965 2
DEC 5 1953 5 MAY 3 1969 
-20
C 1 -1 MAY-- 5 Y 27---1970--- - --
NOV 30 1970 0 MAY 22 1971 -1
NOV 28 1.971 -2 MAY 22 1972 -1
NOV -7 172-- 23 . . MAY 28 1973
TOTAL 6 7
---EARL Y-NO V -- 7- - . AY 3
LATE DEC 15 JUN 4
MEAN NOV 30 11.45 MAY 23 9.19
------------------------ 
------------------------------
50-w--NAM E-OF--L-AKE:--ME ADO W .)--Coi E :--0304 . .. ..........
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 54 7 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTH: 0.6
LUNG. ILb 2 O (W .um ; aAN i~ fP-. 0..u
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 5
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
, ,, *T;,,. 4, APR-8- 29---- 69 1-t .....
OCT 20 1969 -1 APR 3 1970 -12
OCT 29 1970 8 APR 13 1971 -2
OCT 25 1971 4 ## wr, ,t #.
OCT 8 1972 -13 * ***,#*
---TOTAL----- 4- - - -- -- -- 3
EARLY OCT 8 APR . 3
LATE OCT 29 APR 29
m--AN --- c-1 '7i---- A R--1 .. 10 .71
51* NAME OF LAKE: WASCANA ID CODE: 030464
.----- STATE/PROV:- SAS- .. .
LAT: 50 26 N AREA: 0.0 MAX OEPT-: 0.0
LONG: 104 40 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPIH: 0.0
(METERS-)-
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 33
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
*, **** * APR 15 1940 1
NOV- 119 -I-0U -3 -AP "5 1941 9--
NOV 18 1941 2 4-4.
NOV 6 1942 -10 APR 3 1943 -11
NOV 51 ;43 - 11 2 .***
NOV 13 1945 -3 ****-*
.-. . NOV-15- 1946 ..... ..-1 .. .-l *
NOV 8 1947 -3 APR 19 1948 5
NO)V i -U A- s ,;
" -. APR- 19 1950 - 5
*****y*** * APR 29 1951 15
__.** *: * e-€ APR 15 1952 1
NOV 7 19Z2 -9 APR 26 1953 12
NOV 15 1953 -1 4
NOV__28 - 54 ..- ... 12 --- -...
NOV 2 1955 -14 APR 19 1956 5
CEC 7 195D 21 APR 28 1957 1^
- ..... PR-- 6 1958 
-8
NOV 17 1958 1 APR 7 1959 -7
NOV 13 _1959 
-3 APR 15 1960 1
NOV 28 1960 12 APR 15 1961 1
*~* *****:* APR 14 1962 C
1.DEC .1 - 1962 .. 25 APR 5 1963 -9
NOV 21 1963 5 APR 22 1964 8
NOV 21 1964 5 APR 26 1965 12
N V ~1--l'964 ---- --- APR-- 6 - 1966 -e
NJV 8 1965 
-8 APR 20 1967 E
NOV 14 1S67 -2 APR 3 1968 -1)
DEC 10--I --1;6.. .. 24- APR 10 1969 -4
NOV 10 1969 
-6 APR 18 1970 4
-- NOV6 .1.70 --- 10 APR 14 1971 0
NOV 2 1971 
-14 APR 14 1972 0
NOV 12 1972 
-4 MAR 15 1973 
-30
r-TAtL 27 -- 26 -------------..
EARLY NOV 2 MAR 15
LATE DEC 11 APR 29
MEAN NOV16 .... 10.62 APR 14 9.61
------------ ------ --------- -------- -- - -----------------------
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
--- 2--N AM E-OF--L-AK-E-:-EA-VE R LQODE I-D-O E-:-03-4-72------
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 59 34 N AREA: 47.70 MAX DEPTI-: 70.0
LUNG 10b >' W (U SKM) M-AN PIT--313 T
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 23
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
u4444# *r x MAY 29 19-5 -5
NOV 24 1951 -1 MAY 22 1952 -12
DE_C_ 1S_ 2 __.9 JUN- 3 1953 C
NOV 24 1953 -1 MAY 28 1954 -6
DEC 2 1954 7 JUN. 1 1955 -2
-NOV-21-----955 -- --------- JUN - -6 - 1956 -- 3
NOV 21 1956 -4 JUN 7 1957 4
NOV 25 .1957 0 MAY 30 1958 -a
NUV-b e 5 3 JUN-l521959 .12
NOV 12. 1959 -13 JUN 3 1960 C
NOV 23 1960 -2 _JUN 6 1951 3
NCV 23 1951 -2 JUN 5 1962 2
NOV 24 1962 -1 JUN 4 1963 1
-- ----- NOV---27--1963 ---- --- 2---------- JUN 3 1964 c
NOV 25 1964 0 JUN 6 1965 3
NOV 19 1965 -6 JUN 1 1966 -2
NUV 1- 1 9J -61 JUN--13--1957- -- 10
DEC 3 1967 8 JUN 8 1968 5
DEC 3 1968 8 _JUN 6 1969 3
NOV 21 1959 -4 MAY 30 1970 -4
NOV 27 1970 2 MAY 26 1971 -8
DEC--- 6--- 71-------11------- -JUN 8 1972 5
NOV 19 1972 -6 MAY 29 1973 -5
TOTAL 22 23
EAR-Y Nov---iO 2 -MAY -22
LATE DEC 5 JUN 15
MEAN NOV 25 6.09 JUN 3 5.46
53. NAME OF LAKE: I8G QUILL ID CO-E: 033484
STATE/PFROV: SAS
LA- T I--4 N AT -MAO-E PTY 0 0
LONG: 104 12 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP H: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 17
FR-E~Zr UAC Du-lvr-AI-Ol TnttW--DT-E - DEV IAT ION
NOV 17 1955 1 MAY 9 1957 4
NOV 26 1957 12 MAY 1 1953 -4
NOV 20 1935". 4 MAY 13 1959 8
NOV 12 1959 -4 MAY 5 1960 C
-NOV- 10---15 0 -------- -- ___ MAY 5 1961 C
OCT 25 1951 -22 MAY 5 1962 C
NOV 30 1962 14 APR 29 196Z -6
IN-a - 2- 1 -w;- - -3 6 MAY----1'6-196t- -- I
NOV 28 1964 12 MAY 8 1965 3
NOV 10 1965 -6 MAY 10 1966 5
NOV --- 5 1 -11 MAY- 16 1967 11
NOV 25 1967 9 APR 29 1968 -6
_ _ ECr 2-1. 3---- -- 6 A--PR 3 1959 -12
NOV 10 1969 -5 MAY 5 1970 0
NOV 26 1970 10 MAY 5 1971 C
OCT 30 1972 -17 MAY 12 1973 7
TOTAL 17 17
EARLY OCT 25 P R 23
LATE DEC 2 MAY 16
ME-AN -NO.V--16 1---08. - MAY. -5---- - ---..- 5.65
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
-- -- N A M E--O F-L-AK E--YO RK D O --- 03 04 94---
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 51 16 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPT#: 0.0
LUNG; iUZ e w (Su rM1I MEAN-D-E-P-1H-O O -0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTHRIS: 17
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NUV 5 lUi5 8 MAY-IO-1-9 57 7-
NOV 8 1957 -9 APR 19 1958 -14
NOV 25 1958 8 MAY 5 1959 2
NOV 7 1959 -10 APR 25 1960 -8
NOV 1 1960 -15 APR 28 1961 -E
---- NOV-10-- 1I61 .- 
----- -. 7 .. ..-.-.- APR 29 1962 
-
NOV 28 1962 11 APR. 24 1963 
-9
NOV 24 1963 7 APR 30 1964 -3
NOV--20 -t4 3 MAY-4---- 965 
- !
NOV 13 19;5 -4 MAY 17 1966 1'
NOV 15 1965 -2 MAY 23 1957 2C
DEC 10 1967 23 APR 25 1956 
-8
NOV 3 196S -9 APR 29 1959 -d
. --- -DEC -1 -- 196 . .14 -- MAY 14 1973 1!
NOV 16 1970 -1 APR 33 1971 -
NOV 9. 171 -9 MAY 2 1972 -1
1 r -L9 ---- 1-3 ---- MAY----5 -1973 2TOTAL 17 17EARLY NOV 1 APR 19
LATE DEC 10 
.... MAY 23
MEAN NOV 17 10.49 MAY 3 8.6C
------------------------------------- 
- ----------------- -----
55 • N A Yf -ff~i~dlCC-~- i L AI -- D _ R----- 3-50 - - .........------
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 57 20 N AREA: 5569.00 MAX D;PT-: 215.0
LON-:102O-- S- KM .MEAN D-P IH: 1 7.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NLMBER OF EA'TR IES: 0
------------------------ 
-----------------------------
56. NAME OF LAKE: CANOE ID CODE: 033)555ST ATELPROV__ 
_SA.S.__________
LAT: 55 13 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI-: 0.0
LONG: 108 15 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPIH: 0.0
(METE-~RS----T -- -
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 9
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 4 161 
-4 MAY 29 1952 16
MAY 10 19654 -
NOV 9 1964 1 MAY 13 1965 0
- " 
-MAY 10-1 966 -3
OCT 28 166 -11 MAY 22 1967 9
NCV _24i 57 ___ 16 AY7___ 195 
-6NOV 16 1953 B MAY 1 1969 
-12
OCT 29 1969 
-10 MAY 12 1970 
-1
TOTAL c
EARLY OCT 29 MAY ILATE NOV 24 MAY 29MEAN- NOVe- 
-_ 
P4 




--.--- NAME-OF--LAK E-:--PR IMR OSE- I--D-C OE :--030564. -- ----------- -- --
STATE/PROV: SAS
LAT: 54 55 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI-: 0.0
LUNG 'J9.4 w (u KMM---EAN--DP-1:-- u-O
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 13
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 24 1961 -6 MAY 26 1962 9
__DEC 11 1962 11 _ * ** - I***** 
DEC 18 1963 18 MAY 11 1964 -6
NOV 29 1964 -1 MAY 16 1965 -1
---NOV -26--- 165---------- -4--- -- MAY 19 1966 -- 2
NOV 20 1966 -10 MAY 28 1967 11
NOV 25 1967 -2 MAY 15 1968 -2
NOV 26 1959 -4 MAY 15 1970 -2
-4t t.a t*4 MAY 9 1971 -8
NOV 28 1971 -2 ,, : :***,-
NOV 29 1972 -1 MAY 25 1973 8
-TO-TAL --- 1--- - -------- - - -10
EARLY NOV 20 MAY 9
LATE DEC 18 MAY 28
M cEAN NOV 30 u 7. AY 17 -6.66
-- --------~----------- ---- --------- Y -a -- -~ '66
58. NAME OF LAKE: FARNSWORTH ID CODE: 04001P-
ST-A-T-E-/PRO-V:----MA N- -- ----- - -- ----- -
LAT: 58 45 N AREA: 0.0 MAX D-PT : 0.0
LONG: 94 4 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 16
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
OCT 19 1957 -1 JUL 2 1958 9
NOV 6 1958 7 - J-3UL ----3--19 59 .. . ... 0
OCT 8 1q59 -12 JUN 19 1960 -
OCT 20 1960 0 JUN 21 1961 -2
OC T 20 Ol J~N 25 1962 2
OCT 23 1962 3 JUN 22 1963 -1
O C T -2-7----1 63-- 7 JUN 29 1964 6
SEP 29 1954 -21 JUN 16 1965 --
OCT 31 1965 11 JUN 22 1965 -1
ucl if i- 5 - JUN -0 -1967-- -- 3
OCT 18 1967 -2 JUN 16 1968 -,
OCT 28 1968 8 JUN 30 1959 7
NOV 1 1I69 12 JUN 15 1970 -8
OCT 9 1970 -11 JUN 14 1971 -9
nC T-2 1- -- 9 -- 9 -__ __
OCT 9 1972 -11 - ** ***
TOTAL 16 14
EARi s r JU~N- 14
LATE NOV 6. JUL 3
MEAN OCT 20 10.08 JUN 23 6.09
59. NAME OF LAKE: ATHAPAPUSKOK ID COE: -34-)023
STATE/PROV: MAN
L- r- -t-- 4- 73 N ARE-:---2 - O-0 MA-X-DP T-t-:- -- .2 6- ------- -
LONG: 101 21 W (SO KM) MEAN D P TH: 0.C
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 5
FR-ZE-A-TE- DE-V-1-A-TION - -- THAW -DATE - .DEV I AT ION
**** ,**** + JUN 2 1955 9
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
_____-_tt*_ -------- MAY 28 1956 --- 4
***f******* MAY 19 1957 -5
__***______ _MAY 16 1953 -8
Ir 'F * r #,v+t -- M MAY-26- 1-963 ...... 2
TOTAL 0 5
EARLY * *A___ MAY 16
LATE .****- JUN 2
MEAN *** #t 0.0 MAY 24 6.16
6J. NAMt Ur LAK. LRAKt LIUHIN 1 L JJ--. 14o4-3--
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 31 6 N AREA: 518.40 _MAX D-PT-: ___ 4.6
LONG: 100 3 W (SO KM) MEAN D-PIH: 00
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 8
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV -:5 1948 . 8 +*:
NOV 9 1950 -4 APR 30 1951 5
INOV-1 -- 1951 --- ---1-2 --. -- APR-26 1952 1
NOV 23 1952 10 APR 29 1953 4
NOV 22 1953 9 MAY 13 1954 18
Nirv-27 ~---1 1-- -APR--28 1955 - 3
NOV 6 1955 -7 $ t +
NOV 10 1972 -3 MAR 23 1973 -33
TOTAL 6 6
EARLY NOV 1 MAR 23
__ ___LATE----.NOV. 27_- _____- ..-4 AY 13
MEAN NOV 13 9.08 APR 25 15.62
61. NAME OF LAKE: SCHIST ID COD-: 040052
Sr TKTEP R O V M - AN
LAT: 5- 41 N AREA: 1I.10 MAX ODPTI: 0.0
LONG: .01A1 W . ....... ( SO KM) ..- MEAN DEP i1l: 0. O
F , -EE E-/Th A-w--lt-t-R Y Nt.UMT BE R-OF -EN Ti-IE-S---1-7 ..
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
-NOV 7 1956 ..- ...--. ... MAY 14 1957 C
NOV 9 1957 -2 MAY 10 19:3 -4
NOV 16 1953 5 MAY 22 1959 8
----NOV--- -- 1 -9 MAY-- 1-7 1960 - 3
NOV 9 1960 -2 MAY 23 1961 9
NOV 13 1961 2 # **** * 4**
S* .. MAY 14 1963 C
MAY 6 1964 -8
..NOV. 22 1954 . 11 M. AY 12 1955 -2
-*. * -* * * MAY 21 1966 7
p -i** k~i** WMAY 26 1957 12
.. t~-- MY--I 3 1 8 - -1
NOV 12 1963 1 APR 29 1969 -15
NOV 13 1969 2 MAY 17 1970 1
NOV 191970 8 MAY 7 1971 -7
NOV 7 1971 -4 4* *'+*******
..... OCT 30 __1972 . ..-- 1.2 ... - *8:- *+
TOTAL 12 14
EARLY OCT 30 APR 29
L-ATE -NOV-22-- --------- MAY -2
MEAN NOV 11 6.35 MAY 14 7.1E
~ ------------- - ----- --- ------- ' --- - ----------'-------- - - -----
--- ---- NAM E-OF-L-A:-A E--L-AK-E--W INN IPE I--C03Z ; -0€00 82 ............... .. . .
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 50 38 N AREA:24530.CO MAX DEPT-: 0.0
LUNG; . z (4 U nf M TMEAN :-T1 .Fq.- 1--_1
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 27
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
W V w MAY-l77 4 t19-4 -2
***x* * :* MAY 15 1948 0
***c MAY 16 1949 1
*w*** ** JUN 1 1950 17
**** MAY 14 1951 -1
--- *. * -- 
--- - MA Y --- 5-- -1 9 52 - -1C
S** * r *r MAY 7 1953 -8
*_ _**__ MAY 20 1954 5
*** MAY 12 1956 -3
DEC 3 G955 5 _ _ MAY 13 1937 --2
NOV 29 157 1 MAY 12 1953 -2
NOV 27 158 -1 MAY 13 1959 -2
-- -NOV--2-0 -- 19-3 ------ 
- - -AY. -- 7 1-960 -8
NOV 29 160 I MAY 14 1961 -1
NOV 20 1961 -8 MAY 14 1962 -1
UteL 4 I 
_ 6 M A Y-- 1963 . .. .. --- P
DEC 2 196.3 4 MAY 15 1964 0
NOV 27 1954 -1 -MAY 17 1965 2
NOV 25 1965 -3 MAY'18 1965 3
NOV 16 1966 -12 MAY 21 1957 6
----- ----- 1967-- 
--- 6---- ----- AY 22 1968 7
DEC 9 1969 11 MAY 12 1969 -3
NOV 19 1959 -9 MAY 22 1970 7
uEC 2  . MAY -. 1971- -
NOV 25 1971 -3 MAY 30 1972 15
DEC 1 1972 3 MAY 12 1973 -3
TOTAL 17 
- 27
EARLY NOV 16 MAY 1
.1 ATF 9 .. : ks
MEAN NOV 28 6.11 MAY 15 6.56
------------------------------- 
--- ------------- -----
63. NAME OF LAKE: HEMING ID CODE: 040093
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 54 53 N AREA: 2.59 MAX D-PTH: 5.5
.--LONG: 101- 7-w .. ..- -- (S KM) MEAN DEPTrH: 3.1
(METERS)
E - E-E-/ Th-AW-A-STORY -- N3.E R-OF ENT r- I Z _- S21---- -
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
. ... . ... ... MAY 27 1943 14
*** ** MAY 1 1946 -12
NOV 1 1946 
-4 MAY 22 1947- 9
- MAY-5-1949 - 2
NOV 4 1943 -1 MAY 4 1949 -C
__** O*** *MAY 16 1950 3
-- : 
-MAY 12 1951 
-1
a *f. !**C APR 27 1952 
-16
.OCT 16-1 52--- -20. MAY -6 1953 -7
NOV 2 1953 -3 MAY 20 1954 7
**~ * AY 4 1955 -9
----------------- r~+~~i~ * p t- ~MA Y-121--9 56-- ___ ---- 8 -
** 4t.** * MAY 10 1937 -3
** **~*** ______ MAY 7 1959 -6
NOV 15 1-958 10 MAY -24 1959 11
* 
_**_  
__r MAY 14 1960 1A-* *i._*i * 
- MAY. .22 _ 1961 -9
•* MAY 17 1962 4
**w w**** + MAY 14 1963 1
-OV-- --- g i- 3 9 MAY4-t964 --- ....
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV--2-1-& i -  7 
___ ______ .
TOTAL 7 20
EARLY OCT 16 APR 27
LA NOV 1 MAY r ---
MEAN NOV 5 9.68 MAY 13 8.25
64^ N.^AME-OF-AKE-L--YNN I-COD---0 -401-02
.STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 56 52 N AREA: 2.59 MAX DEPT-: 0.0
L UN ; U1 4 WrS 
--A- EA -TPI ---.
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR ].S: 5
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
------------- MAY -1-0--- 1969 -- --- -
OCT 18 1969 -6 MAY 2A 1970 E
S _NOV 5 1970 12 MAY 13 1971 --
OCT 28 1971 4 MAY 15 1972 -1
OCT 13 1972 -11 ***4*s
__ -- TOTAL---- 4 --- - -.... ..--- ...-- - 4
"EARLY OCT 13 MAY 10
LATE NOV 5 MAY 24
E-A-----OC-T- 24 8-90 M1IAY- 16--.- -- - -5. 24
---------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------- ----
65. NAME OF LAKE: ELDON 10 CODE: 040112
- STATE/PROV:-- .MAN-
LAT: 56 52 N AREA: 27.70 MAX DEPTI: 0.0
LONG: 101 4 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTr: 0.0
M-T-E RS-- ----- -
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 5
FREEZE CATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
*"?"** ** MAY 9 1959 -1C
OCT--- 19-- -95- ---- MAY 30--1970 . - -- !1
NOV 5 1970 11 MAY 16 1971
OCT 28 1971 3 MAY 20 1972 1
O CT 7-1-972 - - . . ,**--- **
TOTAL 4 4
FARL.Y__O C T 7 
__ .MAY 9
LATE NOV 5 MAY 30
MEAN OCT 25 7.58 MAY 19 7.60
------------------- ----------------- -------------------------------------- 
S667 AM ~OUFT EL A 1t7C T ET: T O 04 0 12 3
STATE/PROV: MAN
I AT__50_ 9N ____ AREAA71.,.0 MAX. DEPT_: . 7. 0
LONG: 98 30 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 4.9
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 3
FR7EEZ.EDAJ DFVIA_TION . ___ -THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 30 1I55 1 MAY 8 1957 
-1
NOV 29 1957 0 MAY 7 1958 
-2
uO-V 27 1i 8 2 
-A--1-1---9 59 - - - 2TOTAL. 3 3
EARLY NOV 27 MAY 7
LATE---NOV-30- 
-- --- MAY 11.




OF POOR QUALIT y
--- 67----4AME--OF-L AK E:----I-T-TLE-P-LA YGREEN------I -COD E :--0431 34-- ---- - -
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 53 59 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI: 0.C
LUNG; 97 tu W ( Q--.w MEtAN--EP --IH. O
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 8
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
S T ;T*** MA Y-r1-6--1 9 57 2
NOV 7 1957 4********
NCV 14 1958 11 MAY e1 1959 4
OCT 13 1959 -21 *** ***
NOV 4 1960 1 ********
NOV-12---1970 -9- MAY. 8 1971 - -6
*-#t*t### .MAY 13 1972 -1
OCT 28 1972 -6 **********
TUIAL 6 4
EARLY OCT 13 MAY 8
LATE NOV 14 MAY 18
MEAN NOV 3 10 77 MAY 14 3.77
68. NAME OF LAKE: LAKE WAHTOPANAH ID C03E: 04014-
S TATE/PROV -- MAN- .--. .--__...
LAT: 50 1 N AREA: C.0 MAX DEPTh-: 0.0
LONG: 100 19 W (SQ KM) MEAN D=P1H: 00
(METERS)
F-R-EE-ZE /T--hA -H I.STORY- ----- NUMBER OF--ENTR IES.. -1 0----
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
** ** *: ** ** 4 MAY 3 1961 C
NOV 13 1961 -5 APR 29 1962 -4
NOV 18 19G2 0 MAY 1 1963 -2
__ ___--NCV-22-1 963-- . ----- . .APR 29 1964 -4
NOV 19 1964 1 MAY 5 1965 2
NOV 15 1965 -3 MAY 3 1966 0
i. . .v a i 65 - 0 MAr i i 967 i'i
DEC 2 1967 14 APR 29 1968 -4
NOV 15 1968 -3 APR 25 1969 -8.
NOV 18 1S69 0 -MAY 8 1970 5
TOTAL 9 10
FE A __LY -N.O-V-_8 _ _APR.25 --
LATE DEC 2 MAY 14
MEAN NOV 18 6.29 MAY 3 5.16
69. NAME OF LAKE CL- -C ATER ID CODE:W 0152
STATE/PROV: MAN
I AT- P ... AREA: _29 0l _90 _ - MAX_DE P T 1- .. 32 .0
LONG: 101 1 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRI=S: 17
FREEZE_DATE LEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
DEC 1 1956 6 MAY 31 1957 6
NOV 27 1957 2 MAY 15 1953 -10
N V- -9-- t---1 -5 -3 &, l m****- **.v'- -* -,-- -.. . . ..
NOV 13 1959 -12 MAY 20 1963 -5
NOV 25 1960 0 __ MAY 29 1951 4
NOv 25 1961 -- 0 "MAY 26 1962 3
DEC 5 1962 10 MAY 24 1963 -1
-- EC-.---1 963 8 .-- .... MAY 19 1964 -6
NOV 23 1964 -2 MAY 25 1965 0
NOV 20 195 5 -5 MAY 28 1966 3
N1- 17-15 -8 -JUN--4~ 1967-- ----- .- 10
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV--26 -- 1 967 --------------- MAY 26 1968 1
NOV 29 - 1968 4 MAY 12 1969 -13
NOV 20 1969 -5 JUN 5 1970 11
NOV 28 1-970 j M AY-19 97 -- 6
NOV 25 1971 0 MAY 22 1972 -3
NOV 19- 1972 -6 JUN 1 1973 7
TOTAL 17 
- 15
EARLY NOV 13 MAY 12
LATE---- DEC--5 -- ----- ----- JUN - 5
MEAN NOV 25 5.66 MAY 25 6.69
----- ---- ------------- ------- ----- --- r----~-------
70s NAME OF LAKE: GRACE ID CODE: 040164
STATE/PFOV: MAN
LAT: 53 50 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI: 0.C
- LONG:. 101 10 -W - (SQ KM) MEAN -DPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
F EEZE T AW-it--TORY NUMBE-R-OF TR-I S--:---24- .- --. -.
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
. _- . .MAY 5 1949 -7
* *i **. **. MAY 20 1950 8
**** * * * MAY 2 1951 -IC
SA - 1--- 1952 -11
* - * *- MAY 12 1933 C
_.___ *." MAY 21 1954 9
-* -- *i- * * * 
__. APR - 29 1955 -13
x*****t* t MAY 22 1956 10
4 ** **** MAY 12 1959 C
OCT 11 1959 -24 MAY 12 1963 0
---NOV-7 -- 3 -- MAY 15- - 1961 3
NOV 7 1951 3 MAY 14 1962 2
NOV 5 1962 1 MAY 9 1963 -
-NO) V- ..1 -. . . . . . . MAY 8 196 -  -4
NOV 13 1964 9 MAY 11 1955 -1
NOV..6 .. 65 .2 . ... MAY 18 1965 6
OCT 29 1966 -6 MAY 25 1967 13
OCT 27 1967 -8 MAY 10 1968 
-2
---NV ,?J 1 AHR"--28 " 1969 - -16
NOV 19 1969 15 MAY 23 1970 11
NOV 8 1970 4 MAY 7 1971 -5
OCT2- 1971 -6 MAY -9 1972 -3
OCT 17 1972 




EARLY OCT 11 APR 26
LATE NOV 20 MAY 25





71. NAME OF LAKE: SETTING ID CODE: 043172
ST AT.E/PROV :_. MAN .
LAT: 54 Se N AREA: 134.80 MAX DEPT-: 25.3
LONG: 98 38 W (SQ KM) MEAN -_PTH: 5.8(METERS-) -----.
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 15
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 16 1956 1 MAY 30 1957 6NOV-1-7-1-95-7 
--2 -- MAY--1-8--- 1958--- . -6
NOV 19 1958 4 JUN 1 1959 8
NOV 4 1959 -11 MAY 24 1960 0
NOV 91 60 -65 MAY 27 1961
NOV 9 1961 -6 MAY 26 1962 2
. NOV 16 _1962 1 . MAY 19 1963 -5
N3V 21 1963 6 MAY 15 1964 
-9
NOV 20 1"964 5 MAY 24 1965 C
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION - THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV -14- --1965 -- -- 1-- ------- -MAY 30 1966 - 6
NOV 13 1966 -2 MAY 29 1967 5
NOV 19 1967 4 MAY 28 1968 4
NUV 9 I v5b -6 MAY-9 1969 --15
NOV 16 1969 1 MAY 29 1970 5
NO V_22 1_9_7_0 7 * * *_* .
TOTAL 15 14
EARLY NOV 4 MAY 9
L-AT-E -----NOV -2 2 --- JUN -1 -----
MEAN NOV 15 5.05 MAY 24. 6*45
,,,,---------,------------------- ---------
I------------------
72. NAME OF LAKE: WINNIPEGOSIS ID CODE: 040183_
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 51 39 N AREA: 5460.00 MAX DEPTh-: 0.0
LONG -- 9-55 -- W (4--SQ--KM) -MEAN- DEP -TH :- -6.1----- -
(M-TERS)
FRKLEZE I HAiw HI1UIs ,1pRY NUbrKE- TR-I. Li
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
- - 4******4- _-W-_- MAY 8 1-)46 -5
NOV 16 1945 4 MAY 16 1947 3
NOV 9 1947 -3 MAY 19 1943 6
NUV L0 1: 4 0 MAY - - 194 9 -1-9-7
NOV 18 1949 6 MAY 5 1953 -8
NOV 10 1250 -2 ____MAY_ 12 1951 -1
OCT 2 1951 -14 MAY 5 1952 -8
NOV 12 19G2 0 MAY 15 1953 2
NO-V-24--1-953 ----- 1-2 - -- AY--20-. 1954 - 7
NOV 14 1954 2 MAY 15 1955 2
NJV 5 1955 -7 MAY 22 1956 9
I U AL 0 11
EARLY OCT 29 MAY 5
LATE NOV 24 MAY 22
MEAN NOV 12 677 MAY 13 5.92
73. NAME OF LAKE: BRRETON ID CODE: 040193
LAT: 49 54 N AREA: 9.24 MAX DEPTh: 6.4
LONG: 94 35 W (SO KM) MEAN D-EPH: 4.5
(METERS)
S--REEZE/-A--HI.STORY-------- NUMBE .ER . ENTR IES:- .. 1--.
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
****--****-* APR 15 1958 0
TOTAL 0 1
EARLY 4*** "* APR 15
... ........ ...... -L AT ... * - ...... .... ...-- . .-- APR 15
MEAN :** **# 0.0 APR 15 0.0
74. NAME OF LAKE: CADDY ID CO)E-: 040203
STATE/PROV: ..- MAN.
LAT: 49 49 N AREA: 3.C5 MAX DEPTI-: 5.9
LONG:- 94---43 W (SQ KM) MEAN D-PTH: 0.0.
(METERS)
R--E~.R-E t I-T t A T-nISTOFY NUM1 E-R--F-T- G: 1,T------------.
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
.. 4 .APR 15 1958 0
TOTAL 0 1
EARLY *** APR 15
L-AT E A-- 4 PR-- 1-5-- ---
MEAN ,**** 0.0 APR 15 0.0
r p PAGE !S
-- 44AE--O F--L-AK E-F-AAL-CON Z -O--D 4----0432-1 3 
------ -
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 49 42 N AREA: 17.80 MAX DEPTI: 23.8
LUNG; 95 IS W mu )MJ rM1EAINP-Q-d tO
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 8
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
M AY-27t295"2 27--
DEC 1 1952 -3 .t: : :
DEC 7 1953 3 7t
DEC 17 1954 13 APR -- 3 - -19-55 -17
NOV 24 1955 
-10 MAY 11 1956 11
DEFC-4-1--5-56 0 
-MA(.-- 5 1957 . 5
NOV 30 1957 
-4 APR 17 1958 -13
********** APR 17 1959 -13
TOTAL - --
EARLY NOV 24 APR 13
LATE DEC 17 MAY 27




76. NAME OF LAKE: WEST HAWK ID CODE: 040223
ST TE-P- tOVR---MAN 
---
LAT: 49 46 N AREA: 0.0 MAX D=PTF: 111.0
LONG: 95 11 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
METERS)
----- EREEZE/T.HA W __HIST 0 RY -N UMBE R___OE ENTR 1ES: 5.. 5 .
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATIONDEC 26 1954 5 APR 13 1955 
-14
*-#- '- - * -- t$ : - ¥ - -' ~ . .. . . . . MAY- 1 1955 14
***** *** MAY 7 1957 1C
D EC._30 7_ .. _ _ __APR 17 1958 -10
fDFC 5 !5 _!3
TOTAL 3 4
ckA-r Z -.- C A-PR------- --
LATE DEC 30 MAY 11
MEAN DEC 21 9*57 APR 27 12.17
77* NAME OF LAKE: BARRINGTON ID COD_: 043233
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT. -i G . O---MAX EPT:--34 - -- ------
LONG: 100 15 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 9.2
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRI-S: 1
R ikEZE -ATE-DE------- V-I-A-T-I-O N-T- AW--DAT E-- --- -DEV I AT ION
NOV 22 • 195 0 ,##l*,** *
TOTAL 1 0
EARLYNW O 2 N_  * * 22
LATE NOV 22 *t **
ME AN_ N_V_2 0.0__ 
_ 
.4* ** 0.0
-------------- - --------- ----------------
-78&.-ANAME--OF-L AK-E4--C EOA I.--CO D--:-0 0243 - -
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 53 16 N AREA: 1340,00 MAX DEPTh: 0.0
LUNkb; IUj w C u KM-) 4EAN JEP I 0U0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NUv ed ,1 0 iA-- 4 9159
TOTAL 1 1
EARLY NOV 28 MAY 241
LATE NOV 28 MAY-24
MEAN NOV 28 0.0 MAY 24 0.0
7NA1VE~lorA -E-r---CRO0-SS I D C -4 2&3
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 44_ t  N AREA: 707.00 MAX DEPTI-: 0OO
LONG: 97 30 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 15 1I59 0 MAY 19 1959 0
TOTAL 1 1
--- EARLY--- NOV 5--------- 
---... . -.. - -. MAY 19
LATE NOV 15 MAY 19
MEAN NOV 15 0.0 MAY 19 0.0
---------------------------------- ---- -------------------------------
80. NAME OF LAKE: GOOSE ID COOE: 040263
STATE/PROV: MAN
-- LAT: ... L 2 N -AFA: 17 00 MAX DEPT-. 0 0
LONG: 101 25 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRI .S: 2
FREZ-DATE DEVIA.TION___ 
__THAW DATE DEVIATION
DEC 21 1957 0 * tt**
* ** * * * MAY 23 1959 0
IUAL 1 --
EARLY DEC 21 MAY 23
LATE DEC 21 MAY 23
MEAN DEC 21 00 MAY23 0.0
---------------------------------
81. NAME OF LAKE: GRANVILLE ID CODE: 040273
LAT: 56 18 N AREA: 469.00 MAX DEPT-: 0.0
LONG: 100 30 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
( METERS- . .
-REE EZEZ t /-TAi-HISTO YR NUMBER__OF-ETRIES: 
___I.
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 22 1958 0 *********
TOTAL 1 0
EARLY NOV 22 . ***
LATE NOV- 22 __ *** ......
MEAN NOV 22 0.0 ****** 0.0
82-N--NAME--OF-- L-AK-E-:--RQ CKY I -COOL ---- 4 3 03-
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 54 9 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPT : 7.6
LUP ' il 30 w (SO KI M) MEA- -P-T-55
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION T'HAW DATE DEVIATION
NAV 1 s: -00
TOTAL 1 1
EARLY NOV 7 MAY 12
L'ATE NO- 7- MAY12
MEAN NOV 7 0.0 MAY 12 0.0
-- 3r--NAME-F -t-AKi:-SO UTH ---INDIAAN-- ---------- -I -D -CO3- :- -040313 ---
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 57 20 N AREA: 2750.00 MAX DERPT: 20.4
LONG: 98 20 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 2
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 9 1957 -9 JUN 11 1958 0
NOV 26 1958 8 - **********
- -- TOTAL--- -. 2 ... , ...--- - 1
EARLY NOV 9 JUN 11
LATE NOV 26 JUN 11
EAl NVO V---8 - 51 JUN 11 - - 0 .0
- - -- --- --A -- - - --- --- - -- -- - - ---- --- ---- ---- --- - -- --- - ---
84. NAME OF LAKE: SPLIT ID CODE: ,40323
STAT'E/-PRO V.:- MAN .
LAT! 6 1A N AEAI 2 4a00 MAX DEPT.: -0
LONG: 96 17 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 7.0
- (MET-ERS) ..-------
__ . .
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF E;NTRIES: 5
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
.***f*. .* * ** MAY 21 1948 2
_____________________ ___-- M-AY'-2 1 1949 - 2
MAY 30 1950 11
**,a:€ **** MAY 17 1951 -2
_ 
_- - . -..... .. -MAY 6 1952 -13
TOTAL 0 5
E__EARL .....* MAY 6
LATE ic (* MAY 30
MEAN * .~*k 0.0 MAY 19 7.77
5- -AME- OFKE WAL KE R -I D C ODE : 040333
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT_5 P .43__N___ AREA___I 61- 0 . MAX-DEPT -.: 0 .
LONG: 97 0 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/TFAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 1
F_ EREEZE DATE- - -DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATICN
NOV 9 1958 0 MAY 20 1959 0
TOTAL 1 1
SARL-Y-NOV-- M A Y--20 -------- --
LATE NOV 9 MA'Y 20
MEAN NOV 9 0.0 MAY 20 0.0
-86---NAME-- OF-LAKE :---wATERHEN---- ---- I D--COD :----04343 ----
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 52 7 N AREA: 233.00 MAX DEPTI-: 0.0
LUNG. 99 .J (sO--R -- E-A--T PIH-0-O
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NUV 9 1S U P APR2-I 958----
TOTAL 1 1
_ EARLY NOV 9 APR 21
LATE NOV 9 APR 21
MEAN NOV 9 0.0 APR 21 0.0
-- I--C-OA-M ---A0 3 --W ----T ------ ---------
uSt nm Ur LANE. wmE--a- -WHEAI t- I - O 0035
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 56 49 N AREA: 1 10 M A__AX _EP: 0 .
LONG: 101 1 w (SO KM) MEAN D.-P 1r: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 20 1q58 0 ********
TOTAL 1 0
- EARL-Y-NOV--20 .** . . .
LATE NOV 20 ***
MEAN NOV 20 0.0 . - # 0.0
88. NAME OF LAKE: WHITE ID CODE: 040373
STATE/PROV: MAN
. --LAT- - -- 50-- 2--N -- ----- -ARE-A-:--- -6.656 ---- MAX DEPT -: - ...37
LONG: 95 33 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPIH: 2.5
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 2
FR EEZ E DA-TE DE-V-I ATI-ON THAW -DATE -- . DEV I AT ION
NOV 30 1q58 12 MAY 2 1959 C
NOV 5 1959 -13 ****
IUIAL 2-
EARLY NOV 5 MAY 2
LATE NOV 30 MAY 2
MEAN NOV 18 12.51 MAY 2 0.0
89. NAME OF LAKE: ZED ID CODE: 340383
ST-AITlPRO -V . M-A
LAT: 56 55 N AREA: 21.60 MAX DEPTH: 21.3
LONG: 101 24 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
( ME TERS)
........FREEZE/THAW__HISTOR .. NUMBER. OF ENTR 1ES: - 1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 15 1958 0 *****
TOTAL 1 0
EARLY NOV 15 t* a*
-LATE --- NOV -15 ... ..- -. .------- -- -- .
MEAN NOV 15 0.0 ***4c* 0.0
C,-NA.L PAGE !S
- '- ' -, ... . ..
-- 90-.---NA M E--O F-- L A KE--. I CE IO-C 3----0433 94- ----- --
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 51 2 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI-: 0.0
LON; 95 40 W SO(U iM MEAN 0.--H.--- 0
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR ]S: 5
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 9 i6 A PR-22---1-96', --
NOV 15 1969 4 MAY 7 1970 9
N3V 13 1970 2 APR 28 1971 0
NOV 7 1971 -4 4AY 2 1972 4
NOV 11 1972 0 APR 19 1973 -9
A 5TOT- 
___5 5
EARLY NOV 7 AFR 19
LATE NOV 15 MAY 7
NV3 APR-2-
------------ 
- -- ------ --- --- ----- -------------
91. NAME OF LAKE: REINDEER/BROCHET ID COD : 040402
-- ST-TT-E/PRO -AV_-- -MAN
LAT: 57 53 N AREA: 5569.00 MAX DEPTI-: 215.0
LONG: 101 41 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 17.0
- ti E-RS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 27
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
OCT 19 1945 -11 JUN 13 1947 8
NOUV 9 1-7 T0 M-A1 - 1-9 I-t -- 5 -.
NOV 11 1943 12 JUN 3 1949 
-2
OCT 25 1949 
-5 JUN 6 1953 1
S-30 -- 50 0 JUN- 5 1951 0
OCT 21 1951 -9 .MAY 19 1952 -17
NV__ 2 _j N52 93 
_JUN 8 1953
NOV 1 19 -3 2 JUN 6 9 51
NOV 1 1954 2 MAY 31 1955 -5
OCT 27 1953 -3 JtUN--- 956,. 
----
OCT 29 1956 
-1 JUN 15 1957 C1
NOV 8 1957 9 MAY 30 1956 
-6
-
-ji----- JUN 13 - 1959 8
OCT 17 1959 
-13 JUN 9 1950 4
OCT11--95---I50 
-7_ .UN 5 _1961 0
OCT 25 1961 -5 JUN 9 1962 4
NOV 1 1962 2 JUN 7 1963 2
N V-- - 13 
-- J-- UN---3-1-9 64- --- ------ 2- -
NOV 9 1964 10 JUN 6 1965 1
OCT 31 1965 1 JUN 5 1966 0
0C29- 166 - -- 1 lJUN 18 1967 13
NOV 2 1967 3 JUN 4 1968 
-1
----- - - -NOV- _4 1_68 . 5 .. MAY 26 1969 -10
OCT 23 1969 -7 JUN 15 1970 10
NOV 10 1970 11 MAY 28 1971 -8
0C-T--31---9- 1 MAY-28- 1972 --8 
-
OCT 16 1972 




Y-- C T- 
------ MAY 19
LATE NOV 15 JUN 18
.-- -MEAN__ OCT 0 __ __7.81 ___ _ .JUN .5 ._ 6.82
-- 92---NAME-OF--L-AK E-ISL-AND I -C OD3 14--043414 - --
STATE/PROV: MAN
LAT: 53 52 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI-: 0.0
LUNj.; 94 40 W (SU KM MEAN JP IH. QO
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 3
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 27 1971 6 MAY 25 1972 2
NOV 15 1972 -6 MAY 28 1973 5
TOTAL 2 3
EARLY NOV 15 MAY 17
LA T-E------NJV-2-7 -MAY 28---
MEAN NOV 21 6o00 MAY 23 4.65
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
93. NAME OF LAKE: RANDOLPH D10 CODE: 053024
STATE/PROV: ONT
LAT: 50 17 N AREA: 0.0 MAX D-PTh-: 0.0
- --LON~3-(-----SQ-KM )--- MEAN -DE P-TH:-- -0O. 0 --
(METERS)
---r-- t AW r I STOR.Y NUMBEfR-OF-EN-TR--ItE:--5 
- -- -
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
-- * * * -- --- -- MAY 4 1969 -10
NOV 21 1969 -1 MAY 17 1970 3
NOV 23 1970 1 MAY 20 1971 6
-N- -CV22- 1-91 0 M-A'Y-- 17 1972 -3
NOV 20 1972 
-2 MAY 13 1973 
-1
TOTAL 4 - 5
EARLY NOV 20 M-A-Y" 4 -
LATE NOV 23 MAY 20
--MEAN-- NOV--22------- ..- -- ----- 122 - -MAY 14. 5.57
------------------------ 
------- ----------------- ----
94. NAME OF LAKE: NYM ID CODE: 350034
STATE/PROV: ONT
LAT: 48 45 N '_AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPT1: 0.0
LONG: 91 37 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
- ... . (M-(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 7
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION . THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 24 1966 -1 MAY 15 1967 6
OEC---4--- 
---66 MAY 6 1968 -1
DEC 7 1968 12 MAY 2 1969 
-5
NOV 20 169 -5 MAY 8 1970 1
NV - 7 2 MAY- 5---1971- 
-- 2
NOV 22 1971 -3 MAY 11 1972 4
NOV 16 1972 .- 9 APR 29 1973 -8
TO-TA L 7 7
EARLY NOV 16 APR 29
I AT-E EC_ 7 -MAY. 1 5





S-JPs---AME--OF--AK-*-PLA-- I D-OD. :---05044
STATE/PROV: ONT
LAT: 48 45 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTh-: 0.0
LUONG. 1 -3 1 w (SO KU -All4-D -- P-TCe -0-c--
(METERS)
FREEZE/T-AW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 7
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 24 1 S56 5 MAY-5---t9 67- ...- - &
NOV 15 1967 -4 MAY 5 1968 4
NOV 29 1963 10 - APR 2e 1969 -3
NOV 20 1;69 1 MAY 5 1970 4.
NOV 10 1970 -9 APR 29 1971 -2
--- NOV 21-- 19 70-- ----.. 2 M----... .. -- AY 8 1972 7
NOV 13 1972 -6 APR 19 1973 -12
TOTAL 7 7
EARLtY--NO V-I- -
--------- -A PR - 19
LATE NOV 29 MAY 8
MEAN _ NOV 19 6.13 MAY 1 6.02
96. NAME OF LAKE: STEEP ROCK ID CODE: 050054
STATE/PROV: ONT
LATE- - ---5-N----ARE-A. .. -- ....- A-X-D.PT I-: -0 0 -
LONG: 91 37 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 7
F----REE-ZE-DATE- --- ----- DEVIATION --- -T -AW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 12 1966 -7 MAY 8 1967 8
NOV 14 1967 -5 APR 29 1968 -1
NOV 29 1963 10 APR 24 1959 -6
NOV. 24 1970 - 5. APR 29 1971 -1
NOV 21 1971 2 MAY 7 1972 7
NOV 13 1972 -6 APR 19 1973 -11
TOT-At- . 7.---------- ------- 7----
EARLY NOV 12 APR 19
LATE NOV 29 MAY 8
MEA- -...... NOV--I9 .. 5 8 ------- A-PR 30 6.3A
------------------- ----- -- ----------- -----------------
97. NAME OF LAKE: LAKE KENOGAMISIS ID0 CODE: 050064S-T-A3-fE-PROV N T 
- -0 ---
LAT: 49 41 N AREA: 0.0 MAX D.PT-: 0.0
LONG: 8, 57 W (SO KM) MEAN D-EPIH: 0.0
( METERS)
-REEZE/T.-A wH I.STORY_ - NUMBER_OF ENTRIES: . 6._
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV a 1967 
-7 MAY 12 1968 2
NOV -7 19S 2 M AY 7" 1969 -3
NOV 20 1969 5 MAY 12 1970 2
NOV_23 1.970 
_ ___ _MAY .8 1971 .. -2
NOV 6 1971 -7 MAY 14 1972
NOV 15 1972 0 MAY 9 1973 -1T T-t 
---------
EARLY NOV a MAY 7
LATE NOV 23 ,AY 14
ME-Ar N-v1564 r- MAY - 10 - 2.52
-------------- - -------- -------------- 
---- - -
----98----N AME--OF-L--AK E--KENOGAM-I-S I S/BAR-T-- I-D--CO) 500 74-----
STATE/PROV: ONT
LAT: 49 41 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPT:I 0.0
LUN.; db s W SIU K.M) METM AN --DL-Pl7. U'io
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 3
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NUV J 161 0 MA-Y-T1--'9-6t8 2---
NOV 9 1968 -4 MAY 5 1969 -4
NOV 18 1969 5 MAY 11__1970 2
TOTAL 3 3
EARLY NOV 9 MAY 5
-- L-ATE- --NOV---I8- ----. -- ------ MAY 1.1 -.-
MEAN NOV 13 3e70 MAY 9 2.83
99. NAME..OF LAKE: LAKE OF THE WOOD ID CODE: )53)104
STATE/PROV: ONT
LAT: 49 4e N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTh: 0.0
--- ONG:--94.-.2W2-w -- (-So-KM-)----- -MEAN DEPTH: ---. OC
(METERS)
FRtEE -Z -/TIhAwFi R NU m BE-R--OF--RNTR-I2 S: r-
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
_*__*__r.. M__ __AY 16-. 1956 - 6
NOV 24 1956 -4*****
DEC 11 1957 13 ******* t**
-- MAY -819 59--~ -2-
NOV 17 1959 -11 MAY 15 1960 5
DEC 6 1960 8 MAY 15 1961 5-
* i-m A Y 141962
DEC 6 1q62 8 MAY 7 1963 -3
-DEC 7--1-63 -- -9-- ---- .---MAY. 8 - 1964. -2
NOV 25 !S5 -3 MAY 15 3
NOV 26 1965 -2 MAY 11 1965 1
NuV-21 I96- -7 MAY 12 19 57
NOV 28 1957 0 MAY 4 1968 -6
NOV 29 1958 1 MAY 12 1969 2
NOV 20 1969 -8 MAY 11 1970 1
DEC 4 1970 6 APR 29 1971 -11
NOV-2 9- 1. -7-. MAY-10 - 1972 - 0
NOV 22 1972 -6 **~*##
TOTAL 15 15
SA L-YR-- TUV APR -29 g
LATE DEC 11 MAY 16
MEAN NOV 28 6.90 MAY 10 4.43
100. NAME OF LAKE: ATTAWAPISKAT ID CODE: 050114
STATE/PROV: ONT
LAT; --- 1 N AREA:-. C..c MA-X-D U=PT- -- 0.
LONG: 87 53 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 23
- Ce-- -I-T-I-N T-H AW--iAT--- ----- DEV I AT ION
NOV 17 1948 7 MAY 11 1949 -12
NOV 1 1949 -9 JUN 2 1950 IC
NOV7 152 -3 -MAY 25 1953 2
NOV 7 1953 -3 ********
__ _t_ .ta 
__t __ . MAY 7 1955 -16
NOV 14 1955 4 JUN 7 1956 15
NOV 16 1956 6 MAY 23 1957 0
NOV-1 0 M-AY--2 71-9 58 -----------
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NO-V-22-158 
-- 
---- 2 --- MAY 26 - 1959 - 3NOV 3 1959 
-7 MAY 22 1960 
-1NOV 11 1960 1 MAY 27 1961 4
N U /-1 i - MAY-24-1962 
- .1--NOV 8 1962 
-2 MAY 23 1963 0
-NOV 26 1963 16 MAY 14 1964 
--9NOV 19 1964 9 MAY 20 1965 
-3NOV 7 1965 
-3 MAY 27 1966 4
-NV---2-1 9 66 
-8 
-JUN --- -1967 1NOV 7 1967 
-3 MAY 19 1968 
-




NOV 22 1970 12 MAY 19 1971 
-4NOV 8 1971 
-2 MAY 22 1972 
-1OCT 28 1972 
-13 iw s .TOTAL 22 21E-- 
-ARL-Y--OC-T--24------ 
-MAY.-- 7LATE NOV 26 JUN . 7MEAN NOV 10 8.08 MAY 23 7.22
01 NAME OF LAKE: PICKLE ID C-D.: I 1_
STATE/PROV: ONT
- -LAT-:- l-27--- .ARE A C 0 -- MAX-.DEPT -: _- 0.0-- ... .LONG: 90 12 W (SO KM) MEAN DE-PTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF E*TRI=S: 3
F-E _ZFDATE 
-
-DE-VIAATION T-AW DATE . DEVIATION
** *kt MAY 17 1963 1NOV 23 1970 6 MAY 14 171 
-2NO uv 1 -72 -
_,___,_,
TOTAL 2 2
EARLY NOV 11 MAY 14
ATE NV 23 
-MAY-17
MEAN NOV 17 6.00 MAY 16 1.58
-r- NA-----f- 




_LAT: 51 4 N AREA:, 0.0 MAX DEPT-: 0.0-J-G ---W-9 W (S-OM MT E-AN --D---H- 0-----_-O,-
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: I.
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATIONN-- -1 
- MAY 5 1957 
-4






_ MAY 12 1959 3NOV 27 1959 5
*** :, *,***MAY 10 1963 1D - 1-63 1---- 3 MA Y--- . 19 64 - ---- 
-- 3- -NOV .30 1964 8 MAY 17 1965 8
- NOV 9 196 "-13 MAY 23 1957 14V- 5 -- 1 67 MAY 5 1968 
--4
APR 30 1969 
-9
----------- N 201969 g 
--- -
2
- -. MAY. 15 1970 6NOV 23 1970 1 MAY 6 1971 
-3NOV 23 1971 1 MAY 9 1972 0TOTAL - 97-2 
-- MAY----1973-- 
---TOTAL 12 13EARLY NOV 9 APR 30
L-ATE DEC 
--- MAY 23





---.- AME-OF----AK-E--PEL-IC-AN 4-0-C ---- 05016 --- -------- -
STATE/PROV: ONT
LAT: 50 7 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI-: 0.0
LUNG;. V 4 1 4GU IJKM) MitA-T-DF PTtO-0(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 27
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
" ---- ~~- -~---------t9 za 2 2___
NOV 22 1929 -1 MAY 6 1930 -0
NOV 26 1930 3 MAY 3 1931 -7
DEC 5 1931 12 MAY 9 1932 --1
NOV 15 1932 -8 MAY 7 1933 -3
NOV-13---1-3-3-- -1-0 -MAY-13---1934 3
DEC 2 1934 9 MAY 8 1935 -2
NOV 15 1935 -8 MAY 12 1936 2
NUV 10 1 m1- 3 -AY --19 37 -3
-:**4 ,**** MAY 19 1947 9
DEC 2 1956 9 MAY 8 1957 -2
NOV 24 1957 1 APR 28 1958 -12
gat rttB MAY 11 1959 1
OV--30----7 - -- MAY .15-- 1960 5
NOV 30 1960 7 MAY 14 1951 4
NOV 27 1951 4 MAY 12 1962 2
UE -~- -- f---2 T .AY- 3- 1963 -7---
DEC 2 1953 9 MAY 6 1964 -4
NOV 26 1964 3 MAY 9 _ 1965 -1
NOV 22 1965 --1 M-AY- 21 1966 11
NOV 12 1965 -11 MAY 17 1967 7
NOV--2.8-1 967------ 5- -- MAY -- 8-- 1968 -2
NOV 29 1968 6 MAY 2 1969 -8
NOV 7 1569 -16 MAY 7 1970 -3
NO Vt -71 7 -o -I7 -1--
NOV 16 1971 -7 MAY 11 1972 1
NOV 7 1972 -16 ****** *
TOTAL 24 25
EARLY NOV 7 APR 28
SaTf- OEC 7 -22
2--- .. . . . . MAY 22 -
10A. NAME OF LAKE: BIG TROUT ID COD-= 053174
STATE/PROV: ONT
LAT: 53 SC N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPT : 0.0
)LONG:---89--_52-W--- --- --- (-SO-.KM)-- -.- MEAN- DEP 1H: - 0 C
(METERS)
FR E t-Lt-/ T VA-'-Tr s TR -I- NvUmtMw r-oP-'.T+'IRES-:--- 6
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION T-IAW DATE DEVIATION
_.,, _ _ -s -- - - JUL 1 1947 23
NOV 19 1S47 4 JUN 11 1948 3
NOV 19 1948 4 JUN 8 1949 0
*: *:t * ** *+ * JUN 6 1952 -2
NOV 8 1952 -7 JUN 5 1953 -3
S 0V 11 1953 -4 JUN 7 1954 -1
NOV 9 1954 -6 MAY 20 1955 -19
OV 11-- 1 9s55 .. -- - JUN 17 1955 9
NOV 15 1956 0 *****
NOV 22 1957 7 JUN 22 1958 14
SOV- 30-1 958 I- - JUN -19- 1959 11
NOV 9 1959 -6 MAY 31 1960 -8
NOV 11 1960 -4 JUN 5 1961 -3
NOV9-161 - ---- JUN 5 1962 -3
NOV 16 1962 1 JUN 17 1963 9
NOV 24- -C3 -- 9---.---------MAY 23 1964 -16
NOV 19 1964 4 JUN 5 1955 --3
NOV 9 1965 -6 JUN 5 1965 -3
ev--t-0 1-6-6 -5- JU1N-1- 19 167-- I
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV-1-9-1-96 7- 4 UN-4---- 1968 --- -4-.
NOV 20 1963 5 JUN 5 1969 -3
NOV 17 1969 2 JUN 10 1970 2
NOV -24 I-70 9 M AY-30--t971 
-- .-
NOV 17 1971 2 MAY 29 1972 -10
NOV 6 1972 -9 JUN 6 1973 -2TOTAL 24 24
EARLY NOV 1 MAY 2C
L-ATE - NO V-30 JUL---1-
MEAN NOV 15 6.70 JUN 8 9.27
---------------------------- 
- - -- -----
105. NAME OF LAKE: PICNIC ID COD=: 050204
STATE/PROV: ONT ....
LAT: 48 36 N AREA: 0.0 MAX DEPTI: 0.0
-L N G -85-17 W -(-SQ-K M )--MEAN- D= P TH: -.. 0.0 .(METERS)
F R E- - :EA---lr-I-T-OR-Y NMBE-OF---RI--S-:-----I 
- -
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
**-------t *** -- - -_ -._.................._ 
._ MAY. 6 1953 0
NOV 27 1953 9 MAY 14 1954 8
NOV 26 1954 * 3 *g: *C*'V19- 1955- 1 MAY--12 1956 6
******** ** MAY 6 1963 0
NOV 27 1963 9 MAY 2 1964 
-4
NOV 23 196--4 5 MAY 6 1965 0NOV 9 1965 -9 MAY 16 1965 10
--- NOV -- 5--1966 
-13 MAY 7 1967 1NOV 14 1987 -4 APR 30 1968 
-6
NOV 16 1965 
-2 MAY 6 1969 0OC- T- --- ~96-- - 21 APR 20- 1970 -16
NOV 15 1970 
-3 MAY 7 1971 1
DEC 13 1971 25 MAY 11 1972 5NOV 16 1 972 . ..-2 . .. **
TOTAL 13 13
-- EARLY -.. ---OCT -2 
_. .. 
_. ._ APR 20I ATF O.C 13 AY
MEAN NOV 18 11.10 MAY 6 6.42
------------ 
- - - - ------------------
6 -NA-MEOF LAKE:--TCOKENAY ID COD-: 05-0214STATE/PROV: ONT
LAT.: . 48 36 N AREA: 0.0 . .. -MAX DEPTI-: 0.0
LONG: 85 17 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 15
.EREEZEDATE . DEVIATION ..........- THAW DATE DEVIATION
***** *** * ** MAY 10 1953 
-2
, * ****** MAY 20 195A 8
S*----A PR-28 - 1955- -14
* ; MAY 17 1956 5
DEC 7 1962 3 MAY 12 1963 0
-NOV30 1963' 
-4 - --- . AY 6 1964 -6
DEC 10 1964 6 MAY 10 1965 
-2
I-DEC -- 965..._8 .___MAY 15 1966 3NOV 20 1966 -14 MAY 16 1967 a
DEC 4 1967 0 MAY 7 1968 
-5NOV--2---1-S-6 MAY-I -1-- 1969 - - -1DEC 1 1969 -3 MAY 15 1970 3DEC 6 1970 2 MAY 14 1971 2DEC 18 1971 14 MAY 14 1972 2NOV 29 1972 -5 ** ****
TOTAL .... 11 14__14
EARLY NOV 20 APR 28
LATE DEC 18 MAY 20
E-N- Ec . 7.26 MAY--12 5,-33--EAN----------------- - ------------------ 
--- A -12--------- 533 -
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
--- 7-.--NAME-OF-L-AK-E:-SENAC HW I-NE- ID-COE--060041-------
STATE/PROV: ILL
LAT: 41 10 N AREA: 13.47 MAX DEPTI: 0.0
LUNG; 89 21 W (SU IKM MAN -DPT= ; 1.t
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IS: 0
108. NAME OF LAKE: GOOSE ID CODE: 060051
STATE/PROV: IL- __LL______ _
LAT: 41 14 N AREA: 9o56 MAX DEPTI-: 0.0
LONG: 89 23 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 1.8
------ MTERS) --
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
--- 10-9. -NAME--OF- -L-AKF-:- P-I ST-A KEE --- - ---------ICOD : -- 060061 -
STATE/PROV: ILL
LAT: 42 23 N AREA: 6.28 MAX D-PTI-: 0.0
L ONG B--1-2- -- t-S-M )- MEAN-DEP TH: -- - 3 .3-..
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
110. NAME OF LAKE: HORSESHOE ID CODE: 060071
..... STATE/PROV: ILL
LAT: 38 42 N AREA: 8.80 MAX DEPT:- 0.0
LONG: 90 5 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 2.1
- (METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
1-1 1---NAME OE-- LAK E:-CHAUTAUO LA-I------ CO3E: . 060.0081 -..
STATE/PROV: ILL
LAT: 40 22 N AREA: 14.40 MAX DEPT -: 0.0
r-f0G 9f C cw (so Kmi)- ME Ar-a-_- 'T: 1.2--
(METERS)
FREEZE/TI-AW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
112. NAME OF LAKE: SPRING. ID CODE: 060091
STATE/PROV: ILL
LAT: 42 2 N AREA -- O MX -- PTF: - 0
LONG: 90 8 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 1.2
-__ _(-METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR -S: 0
11-3.o-NAMEOFLAKE:-FX - D-C.ODE.: 31-01.
STATE/PROV: ILL
LAT: 42 25 N AREA: 6.77 MAX DEPTI: 0.0
L9N W6 - --- tSi. MME-EAN-P-o i i T --.
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR S:
STATE/PROV: ILL
LAT: 41 40 N AREA: 6.48 MAX DEPT I: 0.0LONG: 87 35 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 2. 
--
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIE-S: 0
115. NAME OF LAKE: CLEAR ID CODE: 060141
-------- ST-AT E/PROV: 
--- ILL- IC-:- 
-
LAT: 40 25 N AREA: 5.93 MAX D=PTI: 0.0LONG: 39 57 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 1.2
MTERS-
FRE ZE/THA HISTORY NUMBER OF NTR IES: 0
SrAiE F LAKE. vED 
---06-1-5-
STATE/PRov: ILL tG
LAT: .- 0 11 N AREA: 2.e4 MAX DEPT-: .0
LONG: 87 38 (S KM) MEAN 2.
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
----------------- 
-I
117. NAME OF LAKE: wAWASEE ID CO: 7002
- -SIAT E/PR CLV.: .ID 070021
LAT: 41 24 N APEA: - 4AX * r;i o.
LONG: 65 42 W (SO KM) MEAN EP lH: 6.7










LAT: 41 13 N AREA: 2.13 MAX DEPTF: 24. 1
~L-O 
-G 5 5-U SO---KM)- MEAN -DEP lH:--- 9. 1- -. -
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NLMBER OF SNTR IE : 0
119. NAME OF LAKE: CEDAR ID CODE: 370051
ST-E/-PROV I_:IC ND7LAT: 41 22 N AREA: 3.16 MAX DPT-: 4.9
LONG: 7 2 W (SO KM) MEAN D P H: 2.4
{ T =_ RS 
--
FREEZE/T-AW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR I'S: 0
Irv T 0t 5 CD-O i-)-0061
----- M -- ---- -- - A E 
- - -----
STATE/PROV: INDI .i --- 06 ---
LAT: 41 25 N AREA: 1.68 MAX DEPT-: 10.°LG----4-4-- (-SQ-KM*T---MEAN DEP 1H: - 4.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
121, NAMt UF- LAKt: MAL L1t . IIU u LUJ0- *0O0Si
STATE/PROV: IWA
LAT: 4A8. N AREA: 3.189 MAX DEPTJ-: _ 11.2
LONG: 91 34 w (SQ KM) MEAN )EP 1H: 1.5
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
122. NAME OF LAKE: CORALVILLE ID CODE: 080061
ST-ATE/-PR OV-: -I-WA A
LAT: 41 43 N AREA: 19.85 MAX DEPTH: 9.1
LONG: 91 32 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 3.4
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
--- I- ----- -- --  --- -- ---------- ----------------- --- ---------- -
IL. NAME OF LAKE. RAE ROCK IL CO. 0 00-1
STATE/PROV: IWA
LAT: 41 22 N AREA: 25.50 MAX DEPT : 10.7 ___
LONG: 92 59 W (SQ KM) MEAN DPP IH: 2.4
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
124. NAME OF LAKE: RATHBUN ID CODE: 080081
STATE/-P .V -- - -
LONG: 92 54 W (SO KM) MEAN D'=P1H: 5.9
(CMa4TERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR 1ES: 0
125. IrAME ur LAKE. UNIUiON IC. 'OJ 090
STATE/PROV: MCH
LAT: 42 3 N AREA: 1.88 MAX DEPTt: 0.C
LONG: 85 12 W (SO -K-M) MEAN-P1H-: 8.7 7
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR-IS: 0
126. NAME OF LAKE: BEAR ID CODE: 090103
_ STSATEPRO V---- MCH-i --
LAT: 44 48 N AREA: 0.47 MAX DEPT1-: 16.2
LONG: 84 37 w (SQ KM) MEAN DEP1IH: 5.2
(-Ma-TE S) P. -. . . .
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR I=S: 5
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
DEC 18 1949 -3 MAR 25 1950 19
e-----50 - MAR---1951 -- 5f_ -5---9 5 0
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
EC -2---1-951-- I -MAR-12- 1952 .- ---- 6
DEC 30 19E2 9 FEB 28 1953 -
CEC 20 1953 -1 FEB 22 1954 -12
ITAL 5
'EARLY DEC 15 FEB 22
LATE DEC 30 MAR 25
MEAN DEC 21 5.06 MAR 6 -1097
127. NAME OF LAKE: BIG PORTAGE ID CODE: 093113
SlAl//ROV. M C H
LAT: 42 19 N AREA: 1.46 MAX DEPTI: 12.2
LONG: 84 15 W (SQ KM) MEAN )=P 1H: 3.3
(METERS-) ..
F ~EEZE/-TI ^A u-n- SToRy NUMBER-OF---EN TR-IE S :- .9------- ----.
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
CEC 18 1949 -- MAR 25 1950 14
DEC 12 1950 -10 MAR 5 1951 -6
DEC 20 1l51 -2 MAR 13 1952 2
---DE-C---- -1 952 -- -6 FEB 26 1953 -13
DEC 22 1953 0 FEB 22 1954 -17
DEC 16 1954 -6 MAR 10 1955 -1
c c C i-r-rSi-_ - -- _ M-AR -16- 19565
JAN 1 1957 10 MAR 12 1957 1
JAN 1 1958 10 MAR 25 1958 14
TOTAL 9 9
EARLY DEC 12 FEB 22
------ LATE JAN--...--- -- --------- --- ---. MAR 25
MEAN DEC 22 7.00 MAR 11 10.09
129. NAME OF LAKE: FINE ID CODE: 093133
ST AT PROV:- -C-
LAT: 42 27 N AREA: 1.30 MAX DEPT t:' 14.5
LONG----_ 1-W.L --(_-SQ.-SKM_ MEAN D P-H:- .. 3.2
FREEZEI ---- I-STOI "Nm E-9--£ --IS-: ---9 --9 . . . .............
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
DEC 17- 1949 .. -q - . -- . MAR 26 1950 1C
DEC 16 1950 -5 MAR 2 1951 -e.
DEC 20 1951 -1 MAR 22 1952 6
J 1 1--- 
-MAR--I-3- - 1953 - -3
DEC 27 1953 6 MAR 2 1954 -14
DEC 18 195. -3 MAR 12 1955 -4
-DEC.. .8 -1 S55 . .- .-- 13 --...... .MAR 31 1956 15
JAN 2 1957 12 MAR 13 1957 -3
. DEC14 __157 ... -7 . . MAR 26 1955 10
TOTAL 9 9
EARLY DEC 8 MAR 2
LtATE J A- N 
-2M AR - 31 - -.
MEAN DEC 21 7.96 MAR 16 9.93
129 .- NAME_OF. LAKE-: MUSKEGON __ ID CODDE: 09 211
STATE/PROV: MCH
LAT: 43 14 N AREA: 16.81 MAX DEPT : 21 4
L N--6-_e--------- - (-S-K- - ME-AN-D - # -r :--- - 0 --- - ------ -
(METERS)
-FREEZE/THA-w -R ISTOR Y --- NUMBER OF ENTR IES: -- 0 .
-- 3----NAM E-OF -- :---E-TG--S-TO9N E I D-O) -:----3 1
STATE/PROV: MIN
LAT: 45 19 N AREA: 50.25 MAX DEPTI: 0.0
LUNG; 90 Z( W iOu KMi MEA N-'DEP I. jie .
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
131. NAME OF LAKE: BUFFALO ID CODE: 10'0041
5_TATE.ZPRO V: MIN - -
LAT: 45 10 N AREA: 6.12 MAX DEPTI: 9.1
LONG: 93 54 w (SO KM) MEAN DEP 1H: 0.0
(-METERS) ------
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR ES: 0
.1-32 -- NAME-F-- -AK-E----S cA-A ----- I---C OD- -l-C0051------
STATE/PROV: MIN
LAT: 47 55 N AREA: 10.7C MAX DEPThI: 14.5
-- L-ONT-- 91T'. w O1 MES- -&-A l -1H- --- 5-
- -
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
133. NAME OF LAKE: HAGEN ID CODE: 110031
STATE/PROV: NEB
LAT: -2 20 N AREA: 1.26 MAX DEPT : 1.5
LONG: 99 44 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 0.9
...--- -- ( METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR I-S: 0
-- 134-.--- NAME -OF LAKE:-MOON - - ----- ID.CODE:.-.11041--
STATE/PROV: NEB
LAT: 42 23 N AREA: 1.e6 MAX DEPT-: 2.
--- LONG--.1 w (Ou K t MEA-N---'P -- r---(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMER OF ENITR IES: .. 0---
135. NAME OF LAKE: WILLOW ID CO)E: 110051
STATE/PROV: NEB
LAT: .2 1 N AREA: 1.27 MAX DEPT -: . 2.
LONG: 100 5 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP IH: 1.4(MF_ _ __MTERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
-1-36.-NA ME-O F--LAK.E--B-I G.A LKALI_ .-- I C3DE: -- 4-1 O0 91 - - -
STATE/PROV: NEB
LAT: 42 38 N AREA: 3.41 MAX DEPTI: 3.0
LONG I 0 31 W (S m E- -A~ t)4li T 5 -
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMB-E-TR--F T-IES 0--
ORIGINAL pAGE IS
Op OOR QJALITY
,. r NAMt Ut- LAR, .; UADS ID LUJO.; .114111
STATE/PROV: NEB
LAT: 42 30 N AREA: 4.15 MAX D-PT I-: 3.4__
LONG: 100 40 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPlH: 1.7
(METERS)
FREEZE/TFAW HISTOFY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
138. NAME OF LAKE: MARSH ID CODE: 113151
STAT-E/PROV- ---- NED
LAT: 42 30 N AREA: 9.31 MAX DEPTI: 2.4
LONG: 100 30 w (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 1.2
(-tM-T E RS- -
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR I-S: 0
139o INual - LaE. AMF LIa-K-u 1 Cr .A-1-3 1-
STATE/PROV: NEB
LAT: 42 32 N AREA: 3.32 MAX DEPT : '2.3
LONG: 100 39 W (S- KM) -- EAN DEPiH: 1.3
(METERS)
FREEZE/TiAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
140. NAME OF LAKE: RED DEER ID CODE: 110201
S TATE/PRO V_:_... NEY-
LAT. 42 3, N AREA. 1.3-4 AX D-PT : 1,
LONG: 100 29 W (SQ KM) MEAN ODP lH: 1.2
FREEZ-/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
141. NAMu G3F LAKiz SWAN I D c5iJ -111- -
STATE/PROV: NES
LAT: 42 14 N AREA: 1.43 MAX DEPTt: 2.1
SNO-. 10-I04- 6--- W (S-U-KM)---ME A N =P TH : - 1.2
(METERS)
FREEZE/TFAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
142. NAME OF LAKE: TROUT ID CODE: 110221
STATPERUV NEFU- _V_:___ E
LAT: 42 35 N AREA: 2.14 MAX DEPT : 2.03
LONG: 100 37 W (SQ KM) MEAN D=P -lH: 1.2(ME-T-E-RS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
- ------------------- ~ Z O L f~L I- r~J------ -- -- -- - --
143. NAME OF LAK-. C-E-SC-ET ID COEii-21
STATE/PROV: NEB
LAT: 41 42 N AREA: 3.98 MAX DEPTk: 1.5
LONGT--0O 2-24W ( SQKM ) MEAN 'DEP 1H: -0. 5
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
e4.@ NAMt Ul- LAIKt; CUUt_. 10 LC'O J=I; - 6
STATE/PROV: NEB
LAT. 41 T_7 N AREA___j 47 MAX D' PT k: .. 7_
LONG: 102 27 W (SO KM) MEAN-DEPTH: 1.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
145. NAME OF LAKE: ISLAND ID CODE: 110281
ST AT-E/PROV: ---- NEB--- ----...... .
LAT: 41 44 N AREA: 2.e8 MAX DEPTI: 2.1
LONG: 102 24 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEP IH: 1.1(M ES-T E RS )




15- . NM- E OF LE.- GEYRfE - .110 291
STATE/PPOV: NEB
LAT: 41 5S N AREA: 1.53 MAX D.PT I:i 1.8
LONG: 101 50 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 1.1
(METERS)
FREEZE/TI-A HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR 1-S: 0
--------- 
--- 
- -------- -------- 
- -
147. NAME OF LAKE: SWAN ID COE-: 110311
S-T-AT-E/-FPOV- ..- --.------------------- -. .
LAT: N AREA: !=-E MAX [DEPTb i.Q
LONG: 102 30 W (SQ KM) MEAN D)-P1H: 1.2
-MET ERS-) ........
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0_.
------------------------------------- 
------- - -----
S'i-. Na-m Oe ur LAKE. rTAotuULA ID C j r2O-Ji
STATE/PPOV: NDA
LAT: 47 10 N AREA: 3.61 MAX DEPT I: 15.3
LONG: 98 0 w (SO KM) MEAN DEP 1H: 4.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
149. NAME OF LAKE: SPIRITWOOD ID CODE: 123021
STA-TE J PROV-: -- N DA .. . .........----.
LAT: 47 11 N AREA: 2.8e5 MAX DEPTI-: 145
LONG: 98 50 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP ri: 7.9(ME-TE - -TeRS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
-1-------I E----A----------S-----AK-AwEA I----- - ---------1201
STATE/PROV: NDA
LAT: 47 35 N AREA: 1326.00 MAX DEPT t: 52.2
LONG: 101 25 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEP H:-- 18.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/T-AW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
1 _, hrNAmgP -tAKE. rEAKI BUTTE - -CO0 -:----2005I
STATE/PROV: NDA
LAT: 46 36 N AREA: 13.78 MAX DEPT : 18*4
LONG: 101 50 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 6.2(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
152. NAME OF LAKE: JAMESTOWN ID CODE: 120061
-- -ATE/-PROV-: ---- NDA-- -- ..
LAT: 46 56 N AREA: 8.51 MAX DEPTH: 134"
LONG: 98 42 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 4.1
-- MET-ERS--
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY - NUMBER OF ENTRIES_.. _0
7 , -- ------------ E; i----O I--------------- - -..
1 5:3 NA -rFt-A-Kt-E ! -t t1Oi1-
STATE/PROV: SCA
LAT: 45 1 N AREA: 85.50 MAX DEPT -: 445
LONG: 96 28 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP 1H: 3.0(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
154. NAME OF LAKE: LAKE HERMAN ID CODE: 130021
ST. AT E _ZR O-V :..... C A- .... . . . ..- -
LAT: 44 0 N AREA: 5.47 MAX DEPT: 2-:-
LUNG:; 97 1 SO K) EAN D_ P : 11 .
-- -MTERS ) .. ..- . - -
FREEZE/THA% HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
S,-----O---- ----------- ------- - -----------
STATE/PROV: SDA
LAT: 4.3 57 N AREA: 12.16 MAX DEPTF: 5.2
-- ONG--7..0- W .S 30 KM) MEAN 2EPTr: *-(M TERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IS: 0
-----------------------------------------
156. NAME OF LAKE: LAKE KAMPESKA ID CODE: 130341
____ST.ALEPRUV: cDA ---
LAT: 44 55 N AREA: 12.16 MAX DEPT -: 5~5
LONG: 97 12 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP H: 3.7
- - _----- -(-ME TERS) .......




-l_7-----NAME-OF-L-AK-E-:--A K-E--PO- INSE-T--------I D-COD-: -- 1300 5-1
STATE/PROV: SDA
LAT: 44 34 N AREA: 32.40 MAX DEPT I: 5.5
-LONG:97 5 w ( SO KM) MEAN DEP 1H: 1 . .(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRJES: 0
b1!D NAME ur- LAKE; LAKE ANvUt5 IV w-.d" .1U.;*
STATE/PROV: SDA
LAIL_ _ _ N AREA: __18._622__ MA XDEPT: 4.9
LONG: 98 30 W (SO KM) MEAN EP1H: 0.0C(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
159. NAME OF LAKE: LAKE OAHE ID CODE: 130071
-S-T-A T-E-/PRO v : S DA
LAT: 44 28 N AREA: 1317.00 MAX DEPTh: 58.8
LONG: 100 30 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: ;18
SE-T ERS )
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR ES: 0
------------------------
Mu, NAME OF LA.E LAP 2D Cu ......
STATE/PROV: SDA
LAT: 43 48 N AREA: 231.00 MAX DEPTF:_ 23.9
LONG: 99 23 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 9.1(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
- -- - -- - -- - - --- 
-- 
- - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - -
- - -
161. NAME OF LAKE: FRANCIS CASE ID CODE: 130091
ST-ATE/P-ROV ----- SDA cD - o". MAX rnT-I- --.
LAT: 43 4- N ARE : 27.. MAX DPT 3..5
LONG: C8 35 w (SO KM) MEAN DEPiH: 12.2
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR ES: 0
--- ------------------------ 
------
? lrC-1 2ONAME-0 KE:-.-C A 1--- -- -------- -1--
STATE/PROV: SCA
LAT: 42 51 N AREA: 121.50 MAX DEPTk: 14.5
LONG: 97 -30C (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 4.7
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
163. NAME OF LAKE: SHADEHILL ID CODE: 130111
__S...STATE/PRO V: .SDA.------- .. --.
LAT: a5 A5 N AREA: 1 .58 MAX DEPTF: 13.3
LONG: 102 13 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 2.9





LAT: d3 30 N AREA: 26.75 MAX DEPTI: 2.1
L-ONG: e 52 w S_ KM) MEAN -D' P1: 0.0(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
***** *****W APR 3 1958 0
IL0AL 0 1
EARLY *f*** APR 3
LATE 
-***** APR 3
MEAN ***** 0.0 APR 3 0.0
165. NAME OF LAKE: ARSOR VITAE ID CODE: 140023
TI EPRO V; W1
LAT: 45 58 N AREA: 4.32 MAX DEPT : 13.7
LONG: 89 39 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FZEEZE/ A-u-H-I STORY -NUMBER--OF--E NTR- I ES :--2 -
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 30 158 7 APR 20 1959 C
-- ~---- -' - - -- - -- _ANOV 16 1959 -7 
_ ***i
TOTAL 2 1
E-ARLY---NOV-1-6 ------ A PR-20 - -
LATE NOV 30 APR 20
MEAN NOV 23 7.00 APR 20 0.0
166 NAME OF LAKE: CAMP -ID-- COD--- 140043 ----------
STATE/PROV: wIS
- --LAT.-~2.-32-N AREA: .87 -- _ MAX...DEPT t-: -- _ S2
LONG: 88 8 W (SQ KM) MEAN D-P i-: 00
(METERS)
FREEZE/T-Aw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR 1IS: 2
...FREZE ATE -.. D.EVIATION .... .. THA DATE DEVIATIONI*M *A.- 3Ar I -2
NOV 29 .1958 0 APR 3 1959 1
0 T AL 1- 2 .-.
EARLY NOV 29 MAR 31
LATE NOV 29 APR 3
MEAN NV29 0A~-- - APR ...2 -...... 1 58
------------- 
----------- ----------- ---------------- 
-
167. NAME OF LAKE: CHAIN-O-LAKES ID CODE: 140353SI"A-T E~Y- 
-: S
LAT: 44 20 N AREA: 0.21 MAX OEPTI- 15.9
LONG: 89 10 w (SQ KM) MEAN DEP H: 6.7
- ( METERS)
FR E ZE/_TFAWlIS TORY_ 
___ NU.MBE.R_OFENIRJE S :. --
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 20 L951 
-12 APR 19 1952 4
q--2- 2 -3 
-APR 8 -- 1953 -7
DEC 17 1953 15 APR 10 1954 
-5
DEC_6 19_544 
-APR_ 9 -1955 -6
NOV 30 1955 
-2 APR 21 1956 6
NOV 29 1956 -3 APR 19 1957 4
DEC 1 i3--7 1 APR---1-955 5-
NOV 30 1958 
-2 APR 20 1959 5
TOTAL 8 9
EAFLYt N 0-20 APR. 8 --.
LATE DEC 17 APR 21





-4 68-.--AME-F-L-AK-E4--&-EV-1I-S I -C-&)~--4 O7 3 --- - -- ----
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 43 25 N AREA: 1.46 MAX DEPTH: 13.1
LUNb; b19 44 w ibu M MAN -=PI:-~ 8;(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 10
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
DEC 18 1946 1 APR 13 1947 6
_DEC 1 15 47 -4 MAR 29 1948 
--9
DEC 25 1948 8 APR 4 1949 -3
DEC 23 1949 6 '
DEC--4-- -1-950--- -------1-3--- *t*****..#### t t APR 2 1954 -5
** ** * *** *APR 9 1955 2
s*~** * **a * APR 15 1959 8
TOTAL 7 ,_. .
EARLY DEC 4 MAR 29
LATE DEC 29 APR 15
--- - MEAN-----OEC 17---- 9.06- ----- APR--7 6.04
159. NAME OF LAKE: GENEVA ID COD-: 140093
STATE/PFOV: IS
LAT: 4_2 34 N AREA: 21*30 MAX DEPT-: 41.2
LONG: 58 30 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPIH: 19.7
..... . -. ( METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 85
FREEZE DATE DEVI'AT I ON TH-AW DATE DEVIATION
JAN 7 163 5 APR 1 1863 2
DEC- 18---186-3--- --- 15- APR , 8 164 9
CEC 8 1864 -25 APR 2 165 3
CE- 6 1iC5 -17 APR 17 1866 18
O-27I -6 APR--18----867 .1-9
CEC 31 1857 -2 MAR 25 1868 -5
DEC 11 186.3 -22 MAR 16 1369 -- 1
DEC -2-1-859 - 2 APR 12 1873 13
DEC 24 1870 -9 MAR 20 1871 -10
oE__C1_~_ ------2 - - APR._15--1872 16
DEC 4 1872 -29 APR 8 1873 9
DEC 21 1873 -12 APR 12 1874 13DE(. 20 5  -13 P R---t5--- -- - -6-
DEC 27 1E75 -6 APR 10 1876 11
DEC 6 1875 -27 APR 13 1877 14
JAN 7 1873 5 FEB 21 1878 -37
DEC 23 1878 -10 APR 13 1879 14
Er-" S--- 187 - 5-- - MAR__3-- 1380 . -27
NOV 23 1880 -40 MAY 6 1881 37
JAN 2 1882 0 MAR 1 1852 -29
DEC 6 --- f-17 APR-1 -3-18 r3 -l1
DEC 19 1883 -14 APR 13 1884 14.
DEC 31 1884 -2 APR 20 1885 21
DEC 7-lEc -26 JAN 3 1886 -86
DEC 19 18836 -14 APR 2 1887 3
DF C-231 A---PR 12 1688 - 13
JAN 11 1889 9 MAR 31 1889 1
JAN 17 1890 15 APR 9 1590 10
iAN 3 i "i -A PR--3-1--891
JAN 3 1892 1 APR 2 1892 3
DEC 20 1892 -13 APR 5 1893 6
- - OEC 7- 1893 -26 MAR 11 1894 -19
*;*: ** ** ** AFR 6 1895 7
-DEC 6189 ----- 27- - .--. APR - 6 1996 7
JAN 18 1897 16 APR 7 1897 6
DEC 17 1897 -16 MAR 25 1898 -5
DEC e. i_8" -5 A-PR--r14-1899 -15
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
DEC-29 -1-899- - -4--- ------ APR 17 -1900 - - - -- -- 18
*t t ## ## $APR 11 1901 12
JAN 19 1902 17 MAR 15 1902 -15
J AN- -8 1903 16 AR--1----9 0 - 12-
DEC 16 1903 -17 APR 15 1904 16
JAN 5 1905 3 - MAR 28 1905 -2
JAN 23 1906 21 APR 9 1906 10
JAN 23 19C7 21 MAR 24 1907 -6
JAN--28-1-908 2------- --- MAR 26 -1908 - -- - -4-
JAN 7 1909 5 APR 5 1909 6
DEC 28 1909 -5 MAR 24 1910 -6
J AN_3 i-~+-3 iMAA--25 -- 9 11 --- -- 5-
JAN 2 1912 0 APR 13 1912 14
JAN 8 1913 6 MAR 29 1913 -1
FEB 5 1914 34 APR 1 1914 2
DEC 24 1914 -9 APR 9 1915 10
JAN 13- -- 1916.----- - 11 ......- ----- APR. 2 1916 3
DEC 26 1917 -7 MAR 31 1917 1
DEC 15 1917 -18 MAR 30 1918 0
FE -O-- 1 I9 39 -M -AR -12 -1919 - 18
DEC 16 1919 -17 MAR 26 1920 -4
JAN 12 1921 10 FEB 15 1921 -43
JAN 22 1922 20 MAR 25 1922 -5
JAN 23 1923 21 APR 15 1923 16
JAN- 14 .1924 - --.-- 12- APR 9 1924 10
DEC 28 1924 -5 MAR 26 1925 -4
DEC 29 1925 -4 APR 20 1925 21
DEC --28 1 g--- ---5 MAR--14 -1927 -16
JAN 27 1923 25 MAR 24 1929 -6
JAN 15 1929 13 MAR 27 1929 -3
-DECD 23 1 -29 -10 MAR'7 1930 -13
JAN 15 1931 13 MAR 26 1931 -4
MA- .- 1MA -1 9 32---- -67 -. ---- MAR 30 1932 0
FEB 8 1933 37 APR 2 1933 3
FEB 2 1934 31 APR 3 1934 4
JN--18- 935 6- MAR- 21 19-35 -9
DEC 27 1935 -6 MAR 26 1936 -4
JAN 10 1937 8 APR 13 1937 14
-JAN -- 9 -19 38 .. --. MAR 12 1938 -le
FEB 4 1939 33 MAR 27 1939 -
__AN___ _ 940 5 .. 5.... APR.15 1940 16
JAN 21 1941 19 APR 10 1941 11
jAN i i142 8 APH 4 1942 5
JAN --- 3 17 -MAR--31 -1943 --- - - 1
JAN 7 1944 5 FEB 13 1944 -45
JAN 10 1945 8 MAR 16 1945 -1&
EC24-19 -9 MAR 17 1946 -13
DEC 17 1950 -16 APR 9 1951 10
O _ _ OTAL E3 _... . 85
EARLY NOV 23 JAN 3
LATE MAR 10 MAY 6
M AN JAN 2 .3 MAR3 -1-7.18
----- t------- TiT M--3----- -- 17 E
170. NAME OF LAKE: ISLAND ID CO E: 140103
SIATE/PRCV:. - w.IS .____ ..
LAT: 46 8 N AREA: 3.07 MAX DEPT-: 10.1
LONG: 89 47 W (SO KM) MEAN ).iPIH: 0.
(-M.TERS)
FREEZE/ThAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IS: 10
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
***f**+*** APR 21 1949 -4
N V--1---9 1----- - -- MAY -1-3 1950 - ---- 18e.
* **** ** * MAY 3 1951 8
S.'t C ,** * APR 25 1952 0
NOV 22 1952 .- 1 APR 16 1953 -9
NOV 27 1953 a APR 21 1954 -4
NOV 30 .1954 ..7... . - . APR 18 1955 -7
****** **** APR 23 1956 -2
NOV 17 1956 -6 APR 24 1957 -1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
---- NOV -25---1 9 57-------- -2----- - .-- --- ***-*** **t
TOTAL 6 9
EARLY NOV 17 APR 16
LAIL NUV O MAY -13
MEAN NOV 23 4.51 APR 25 7.85
-1-7----NAME--OF-LAKE-:-K-EGONSA 
--- CODE: -140123 ---- ---
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 42 58 N AREA: 11.00 MAX DEPT : 9.5
LUNG: d9 I5 W bU KM-MEAN ) =P I; 45
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 32
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
DEC 3 1905 
-8 APR 7 1905 9CEC 7 1906 
-4 MAR 25 1907 
-4
DEC 5 1907 -6 MAR 25 1908 -6
DEC 9 1909 -2 ****t *
ve*-t + r*- 
-. ----- - - MAR 21 - 1911 -8
t *** ** * APR 10 1912 12
DEC II 1912 0 ##±:+**C
.--+ 44 4, 
-- 7 m-A-R31.- ---- 92 ... 2-
DEC 9 1922 -2 ,:
***x* *** APR 18 1924 20
DEC 8 1924 -3 , **
DEC 28 1927 17 MAR 23 1928 
-6
'ik* t tlk .***- ----- MAR-28 -1929 --..- -1
DEC 5 1929 -6 ** #******
SAPR 1 193A Z
MAR 28 1936 
-1
DEC 8 1937 
-3 MAR 16 1938 -13
**** *** ** W 
-- MAR 31 1939 2
DEC 28 1939 17 APR 16 1940 18
.-_ _- ** -- 
-
Axc. 
---M AR -24 1942 
-
-5
DEC 10 192 -1 APR 5 1943 7
DEC 7 1944 -4 4
. . . .A-- I--1 9 6- 
-F -
DEC 2 1945 
-9 **
DEC 1 19,7 -10 MAR 29 1948 C
CEC 23 1949 12
j -. * S d__ ____ 4_ MAR -21 - 1953 . -8DEC 7 1953 -4 MAR 15 1954 
-14
~:***: APR 3 1955 5iuAL 1rA I
EARLY DEC 1 MAR 15
LATE DEC 28 APR 18
MEAN DEC 11 8.83 MAR 29 8.64
- ---------------------------------- 
-------- ------------
172. NAME OF LAKE: MENDOTA ID COiE: 140153STATE ZP RO-- - -----
LAT: 43 7 N AREA: 39.40 MAX DEPTh: 25.6LONG: 89 25 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 12.1
(METE RS)
..--.. -EREEZE/T HA W--HI STOR Y---- - ----.... NUMBER OF- ETR.1ES :. 107 .
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
***** **** 
_ APR 5 1853 -1
DEC 27 1I53 7 .
DEC 18 1855 
-2 APR 14 1356 8DEC 6 1855 .- ----- 14 
-MAY 6 1857 30NOV 25 1057 
-25 MAR 26 1858 -11DEC 8 1858 
-12 MAR 14 1559 
-23
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION ThAW DATE DEVIATION
DEC--71-859 -3 -- MAR--26-- 1860--- --.. .11
DEC 14 1860 -6 APR 10 1861 4
DEC 2 1861 -18 APR 13 1862 7
U ' L6 IE62 6 APR 9 1863 3
DEC 18 1863 
-2 APR 21 1864 15
DEC 8 1864 
-12 APR 5 1865 -1
DEC 14 1865 -6 APR-18 -1866 12
DEC 18 1866 
-2 APR 20 1867 14
EC-1 2----1-87 -8 MAR 31- 1868 --- 6 --
DEC 10 1858 -10 APR 16 1869 10
DEC 2 1869 -18 APR 12 1870 6
ut 4 1 Su0 APR 218-7 -t
DEC 19 1871 
-1 APR 23 1872 17
NOV 30 1872 -20 APR 23 1873 17
NOV 29 1873 -21 APR 14 1874 8
DEC 10 1874 -10 APR 15 1875 9
JAN- 10-1E-76 2-1- APR -- 10 -- 1876 ----. 4
DEC 8 1876 
-12 APR 17 1877 11
JAN 6 1878 17 MAR 9 1875 -28
DEC 2 1 - 1 Ap R- -2- 9-- - -- 6-
DEC 17 1879 -3 MAR 25 1880 
-12NOV 23 1980 -27 MAY 3 1881 27JAN 2 18.2 13 MAR-21 1882 -16
DEC C10 182 -10 APR 13 1883 7
EC--1 8-1883 -2 - APR-15 1884 9
DEC 17 1884 -3 APR 20 1885 14
DEC 12 1885 
-8 APR 19 1886 13
- 1c-1 A-PR--5-1887-- ------------ 9
DEC 24 1857 4 APR 15 1888. 9
JAN 2 1889 13 MAR 31 1889 -6
JAN 14 1890 25 MAR30--390 -7
DEC 26 1890 6 APR 16 1891 1C
- DEC-2-7---894 7 -APR2 .1892 
-4
DEC 16 1892 --4 APR 7 1893 1
DEC 4 1893 -16 MAR 15 1894 
-22DEC 28 94 3 A-PR-8-- 1-895--- - -2-
JAN 5 1895 16 APR 5 1896 -1
DEC 21 1896 1 APR 10 1897 4
D~C 1 189 -3 MAR 27 1898 -- 10
DEC 9 1898 -11 APR 18 1899 12
9DECa .27 .199g. 7 APR 17 1900 11
DEC 25 190 5 APR 11 1901 5
DEC A 1i0i -5 MAR 30 1902 -7
EC 25 1-902 3 M-AR--2-- 1903- -- 13-
DEC 13 1903 -7 MAR 17 1904 
-20
DEC 14 190I -6 APR 1 1905 -5
JAN 1--19--O 2 APR 8 1906 2
DEC 20 1906 0 MAR 24 1907 -13JAN.___L___1 085 
_ 1._ MAR 24 1908 -13
DEC 22 1908 2 APR 7 1909 1
DEC 14 1909 -6 MAR 26 1910 -11
uEC 
----9 -- 9-10 -- - - -1 
-AR--20 i-1-tlt- .......... - 17
DEC 28 1911 8 APR 14 1912 8
__ _ _ DEC 24 1912 4 AFR 2 1913 -4
AJA - 2 . 1 - . . . .. . .. .... . PR 10 1914 4
DEC 16 1914 
-4 APR 10 1915 4)EC 28 __1915 8 AFR 8 1916 2DEC 16 1916 
-4 APR 11 1917 5
CEC 11 1917 -9 APR 5 1918 
-1
JAN-----3 MAR-26 -- 1919-- -11
DEC 9 1919 
-11 MAR 28 1920 
-9
DEC 25 1920 5 MAR 16 1921 
-21
DEC25 1921 5 MAR 31 1922 -6DEC 16 1922 
-4 APR 20 1923 1a.JAN 1 _1924 12 .___ _._. . -APR 14 1924 8
CEC 19 1924 -1 APR 3 1925 -3DEC 16 1925 
-4 APR 19 1925 13DEC 4--- 1-A R-- 1-9 ---1927 - -------- -18
DEC 17 1927 -3 APR 1 1925 -5DEC 21 1923 1___ MAR 27 1929 -10.
DEC¢--3 .. 19 ...... [ - 7 APR 20 1930 14
DEC 16 1930 
-4 APR 24 1931 18JAN _.0 _9_1932_ 
__41 .APR _4 1932 
-2DEC 10 1932 -10 APR 4 1933 
-2
DEC 25 1933 5 MAR 26 1934 -11
ORIGIAL PA
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
DEC--24------34 MAR- 28-- 1935 ... -9- -DEC 20 1935 0 MAR 30 1936 -7JAN 5 1937 16 APR 13 1937 7
utE r ( j 37 -iJ MAR-22-938-- 
--
DEC 28 1938 8 APR 4 1939 
-2JAN 2 140 13 APR 16 1940 10
JAN 5 1941 16 APR 11 1941 5
JAN 3 1942 14 MAR 26 1942 -11
-CEC--------I-4 APR--2---1943-- 
---.. -4---.DEC 16 1943 -4 APR 8 1944 2
DEC 18 1944 
-2 MAR 20 1945 -17UEL 13 14: -( R 211946_* 
_* -
DEC 30 1946 10 APR 10 1947 4DEC 21 1947 1 APR 3 1948 -3DEC 24 1948 4 MAR-30 -ig9 
--7
DEC 23 1949 3 APR 11 1950 5DE-C-1-I-1-9s50 
- --- A PR- 12 -19 51 . 6 -DEC 16 1951 
-4 APR 8 1952 2
DEC 30 1952 10 APR 21 1953 15DEC 30 1 
-
10 A R-25-954 
- -12-.
JAN 2 1955 13 APR 4 1955 
-2DEC 12 1955 
-8 APR 4 1956 
-2DEC 14 1956 
-6 AR - 1957 
-2
DEC 30 1957 10 APR 4 1958 
-2
--- --EC-- 9---95 
_-__ 
------ 11 
---- APR .14 1959 8DEC 29 1959 9 ** *****
TOTAL 106 105EAR-L Y NOV--23 ---- A R--
LATE JAN 30 MAY 6
MEAN DEC 20 
. 11_3_6 
__ APR 6 10.99
----------------------- 
---------------
173. NAME OF LAKE: MONONA ID CODE: 140183
STATE/PROV: WIS
LA i 4 AA. 1g- 
.---MAX PT.- - 9-5 -- --- -LONG: 89 22 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 8. -
-_-(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 106
DEC 13 1E51 
-1 MAR 25 1852 
-9DEC 21 E153 7 **4'*****-*
DEC 184 1855 .4 APR 14 1556 11DEC 4 1856 -10 MAY 4 1857 31
- ---NOV23 . 1857 
-- 21 MAR 22 1853 
-12DEC 11 1858 
-3 MAR 15 1859 
-19DEC 6 1859 
-8 MAR 26 1860 
-8Ut. C 30 -
-- 
----APR I 18361--- 7DEC 1 1861 
-13 APR 13 1662 10DEC 7 1852 
-7 APR 5 1663 2DEC I -1-- -3 
-3 . . . APR 20 15864 17DEC 9 1854 
-5 APR 5 1865 2DEC-14-- 1855 
_ 0 -- 
-- APR- 18 1866 15DEC 12 1866 
-2 APR 19 1367 16DEC 14 1 57 0 APR 31 1868 28
NOV 24. 1869 
-20 APR 11 1870 8DEC. 22 1870 8 APR 1 1871 
-2NOV-30--187 
-14 Ar PR 20 1372 17
NOV 28 1872 
-16 APR 1 1873 15NOV-29.373 
-- 1S ___ 
___APR 14 1874 11
DEC 12 1874 
-2 APR 14 1875 11JAN 10 1876 27 APR 10 1376 7OE--- 
-e-? 9 APR-1-6- 1877--- --- 13---JAN 6 1873 23 MAR 9 1878 
-25DEC 16 1873 2 APR 10 1379 7DEC 16 1879 2 
- MAR-18- 1880 .. -16
NOV 22 1880 
-22 MAY 1 1981 28J AN.--l- 1852- 
- AR._19 1882 
-1I
DEC 7 1882 
-7 APR 13 1883 10DEC 17 1883 3 APR 15 1884 12
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
DE---1-7---"1884- 3 AFR -17 -1885--- 14
DEC 7 185 -7 APR 17 1886 14
DEC 5 1886 -9 APR 15 1887 12
NUV 2E Ies -16 A R--1 88 --- to.
DEC 29 1888 15 MAR 26 1889 -8JAN 14 1890 31 MAR 29 1890 
-5
DEC 24 1890 10 APR 16 1891 13
DEC 27 1891 13 APR 1 1892 -2
DEC--14-1-892- 
-3 -APR--?-- 1993 -- 4 --
DEC 2 1993 
-12 MAR 11 1894 -23
DEC 25 1894 11 APR 8 1895 5
Ut 4 95 -10 A PR- 1-- 1896 "2 .-
DEC 3 1897 -11 APR 5 1895 2DEC 15 1897 1 MAR 26 1898 -8
DEC 7 1895 
-7 APR 15 1899 12
DEC 25 1899 11 APR 16 1903 13
EC14-1-900 
------ 0 -- . ----- APR 11 1901 8DEC 24 1901 10 MAR 27 1902 -7
DEC 26 1902 12 MAR 21 1903 -13
kT -L ----- t 7-- -----.-- A--APR-- 15 -1904 12
DEC 13 1904 -1 APR 3 1905 CDEC 14 1905 0 APR 8 1906 5DEC 8 190 
-- 6 MAR 24 1907 
-10
DEC 11 19C07 -3 MAR 26 1908 
-8CEC -9 1903 ---- 5 - APR 6 1909 3
DEC 18 1909 4 MAR 24 1910 
-10DEC 8 .1910 
-6 MAR 21 1911 
-13
EC-t-'---91-z 
------- 4-- - -APR 9 - 1912
DEC 19 1912 5 APR 2 1913 -1
DEC 27 1913 13 APR 2 1914 
-1
DEC 15 191A 1 APR 9 1915 6DEC 15 1915 1 APR 4 1915 1
-- DEC 16- 1916 
- 2. APR 11 1917 8
DEC E 1917 
-5 APR 3 1918 0DEC 27 1918 13 APR 20 1919 17
S--191----- 
--- MAR 28 120 -6
DEC 21 1920 7 MAR 16 1921 
-18DEC 19 1921 5 MAR 25 1922 
-9DEC- 13- -122 
-1 APR 19 1923 16
JAN 1 1924 18 APR 13 1924 10
- -DEC-.-1-1924- 
- - . MAR 27 1925 -72EC 10 1925 
-4 AFR 15 1926 12DEC 5 i926 -9 MAR 17 1927 
-17
-DEC -- 7 
--- 5-- 
-MAR-- 2 6- 1929 
-- 8
DEC 21 1928 7 MAR 27 1929 
-7DEC 3 1929 
-11 MAR 17 1930 
-17DEC-16- -f-930 2 MAR 2 4 1931 -iC




--~4 MAR 27 1933 -- 7DEC 13 1933 
-1 MAR 26 1934 
-8DEC 20 1934 6 MAR 26 1935 
-6C6 -1- -35- -3 -MAR- 27 -- 1936 -------- -7JAN 5 1937 22 APR 12 1937 9DEC 1 1937 
-13 MAR 22 1938 
-12DEC 19 1938 5 MAR 31 1939 
-3DEC 31 1939 17 APR 11 19A0 8DEC- 3 1-96 . 11--- APR 9 1941 6
DEC 29 1941 15 MAR 24 1942 
-IC
DEC 7 1942 
-7 MAR 31 1943 
-3uEtl- ----- 0 --A R ~,- 24 1944 .----- -10
DEC le 1944 4 MAR 17 1945 
-17DEC 12 1945 -2 MAR 21 1945 
-- 13DEC1E8 1- 4 APR 5 1947 2
DEC 9 1947 
-5 MAR 26 1948 
-8DEC-24-14l 
... .. 1- 
_ _--MAR.26 .1949 
-8DEC 15 1949 1 APR 7 1950
DEC 11 1950 
-3 APR 8 1951 5ECe- -- 1-9-51 2 -- A-PR--6--- 1-952--------
DEC 17 1952 3 MAR 20 1953 -1DEC 33 1953 16 MAR 12 1954 
-22DE-C 3I--f1-I5i4 
--f- ......... MAR 24 1955 
-10
DEC 6 1955 
-8 MAR 24 1956 
-10
--DEC .13--155 . - --- 1 MAR 15 1957 
-19DEC 12 1937 
-2 MAR 31 1958 




FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
.TOT-AL ---- 106 104- .. ......------ --. -
EARLY NOV 22 MAR 9
LATE JAN 30 MAY 4
MtAN - t- 14 11.1 APR 3 1t7
------- -N ----- I~ c A K
174. NAME OF LAKE: NAGAWICKA ID CODE: 140193
STAT-E/PROV:--W I-S .....
LAT: A3 5 N AREA: 3.71 MAX DEPT-: 28.9
LONG: 88 23 W (SO KM) MEAN )EPTH: 11.0
(METRS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIE S: 12
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
*** APR 17 1947 14
S, , .--- MAR-25 -1948 -9
t* aw *** .MAR 28 1949 -
__ _ **. *~. ** **. .. _APR 1 1950 -2
*****,+ * * APR 7 1951 .
. * * * *** *:i APR 3 1952 0
S* * _ _--MAR- 31 1953 -
*****~ .****f APR 5 1954 2
**********APR 6 1955 3
. ,- ,* -,,*- NMAR-30-1956- -
**. * * ** APR 2 1957 -1
_ _ _- .__ __  _APR 5 1958 2
TOTAL 0 12
EARLY ****** MAR 25
L-TE -- **j-_- - - - ---. APR - 17
MEAN *0*0** 0.C APR 3 5.60
175. NAME OF LAKE: ROCK ID C03E: 140213
STATE/PROV: lIS
LAT: 43 5 N AREA: 5.55 MAX DEPTh: 17.1
LONG: ..- 3 - 54-_--- --- (-SQ---KM) -- MEA N - E- P-Tr.:-- - .6 .1
FrILt. L FAw H11iJNY NUMERlk UOF ENIK.5 32
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
__ 
_ _ - ,PA FAR-. A 1924 -- 13
r wW**** **+ ,MAR 27 1925 -c
APR 16 1926 15
**. *- *,, * MAR 24 1928 -8
,*** 4** * E ____MAR 28 1929 -4
tt, *** + k MAR18 1930 -- 1
*, *** **~* * MAR 25 1931 -7
_-&:i r. __ ._---.APR.- a 1932 . 3
'** * *+**.* MAR 19 1933 -13
MAR 21 1934 -11
* ,, . .*T . ,.* * M-AR-30-1935- --- 2
MAR 29 1936 -3
_ *-*** * * _APR 12 1937 11
MAR 2.2 -1938 
-10
APR 4 1939 3
APR 15 1940 14
* * * *h** * APR 11 1941 10
:** g* ** *. APR 1 1942 0
-; ,F*-*i-*-r-* APR-4 1943- - - -3
APR A 1944 3
_* __ _____.,_ _* _ __ MAR 24 1943 -8
****** MAR 22 1946 -- 1C
** *e**** APR 12 1947 11
_______ _ -* **.~r** * --* ....- .... .. MAR 31 1948 -1
****** *** * MAR 29 1949 -3
APR 11 1950 10
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
--.----- -8+ + 9 .,-APR. 14 -1951. -. -13
*****P* .AR 9 1952 8
** ****** MAR 21 1953 -11
see 
--24 -1-9"548-------- --
***** APR 5 1955 4TOTAL 0 32
EARLY *** MAR 18
LATE **** APR 16
E-AN- ---- -0 
-APR -- 1 -- -- 901
176* NAME OF LAKE: SHELL ID CODE: 140233
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 45 44 N AREA: 10.47 MAX DEPTH: 11.0
LONG: 91 54 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
-- ----- 
-- (METERS) .. .
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 58
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
APR 22 1892 C
-MAY -1 1993 18
**t* ipa *APR 19 1894 -3
***.**. ~. -APR 19 1895 -3NOV 30 0-5 APR--2_ -1-90 
---..-- 2-
DEC 3 1906 3 MAY 5 1907 13DEC 1 1907 1 APR 17 1909 -5
DEC 98 5 190 5 MAY -11 1909 19
DEC 7 1909 7 APR 27 1910 5
0V--2.-1-1a_ 
-- APR.28- -1911 - -- 6NOV 16 1911 
-14 APR 15 1912 -7DEC 8 1912 8 APR 23 1913 1DEC 1 i913 18 AR -2----1-91 
-----
DEC 18 1914 13 APR 21 1915 
-1DEC 2 1915 2 APR 21 1916 
-1NOV 25 1-- 
- M-AY-3 -1917 11DEC 4 1917 4 APR 22 1918 0
S- DEC -L1.S1.S 
__-_ _ AR..1 4 1919 -8NOV 26 1519 
-4 APR 25 1920 3DEC 17 192n 1 7 ,R . . 92
u 6 9 -~ Pfr--I-9"2
DEC 6 1922 6 MAY 2 1923 1DEC 5 1923 5 APR 26 1924 4NOV 2 -- 9-- 
-1 APR27 1925 ---- 5
NOV 24 1925 -6 APR 24 1926 2
~NVn IS25 -9 _- APR._.... 1927 
--
DEC 1 1927 1 MAY 1 1928 9DEC 5 1926 3 APR 7 1929 -15NUV 2 19, 
-o APR--2---1-9-3 
------------ O--
NOV 28 1930 
--2 AFR 11 1931 -11
DEC 1 1931 1 APR 22 1932 0NO--16-1931 -14 APR 23 1933 -1
NOV 15 1933 
-15 APR 25 1934 3E C-.2 1.34 2 
_ APR22 1935 0NOV 22 1935 
-8 MAY 1 1936 9NOV 25 1935 
-5 APR 26 1937 4N OV 2--2- 1--3-7 
--8- APR 1-1--1938 
-11--
NOV 23 1936 -7 APR 25 1939 3DEC 14 19 9? 1 APR 30 1940 8
-NO-V27--- 4:) 
-' APR 14 1941 
-8
DEC 10 1541 10 APR 17 1942 
-5
-NOV 28 _192. 
-2 - APR 24 1943 2NOV 20 1943 -10 APR 25 1944 3DEC 12 1944 12 MAR 31 1945 
-22N OV- - -93 - A -P---- ------- P -  
-- -19
NOV 25 1946 
-5 APR 29 1947 7NOV 26 1947 
-4 APR 18 194 -4
DEC 7 1948 7 APR 17 1949 
-5DEC 2 1949 2 MAY 9 1950 17NOV. 24 1950 
-5 MAY 1 1951 9NOV 18 1951 
-12 APR 26 1952 4NOV 19 1952 
-11 APR 16 1953 
-6
o -lGINAL pAGE IS
OF poo QU JA .
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION T.AW DATE DEVIATION
DEC--1 --- 1 9 53 1 A-- PR--20-19 54 ----.- - -- 2
DEC 2 1954 2 APR 17 1955 -5
NOV 19 1955 
-11 APR 28 1956 6UC - 1b 8 APR;4 -195 .I
DEC 2 1957 2 APR 16 1955 -6
NOV 28 1 _5a 
-2 APR 22 1959 0TOTAL 54 58
EARLY NOV 15 MAR 31
LATE DEC- MAY--1
MEAN NOV 30 8.11 APR 22 8.42
A77. NAME OF LAKE: SPOONER ID CODE: 143243
STATE/PROV: wlS 
. ...LAT: 45 50 N AREA: 4*42 MAX DEPTH: 5.2NG :-.-9-1 W 0(S- KM4 -- -ME-AN-DE P-TH ,' - - 0.0 -C
(METERS)
F FF r_7 nA i* n Is u -r INUN -, UI -Z- 'G"-: -
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
-
___--------_ 
_APR .11--- 1936 
- -
**** * **+ APR 22 1957 6





EARLY NOV 27 APR 11
LATE NOV 27 APR 22 .
MEAN NOV 27 0.0 APR 16 4.42
I t. NAMEF U r L/AKEC SUIN 1 I L' 4.UUJ 
-
i7 , ------ -A- OL --- M;-iT -C,;, O-----€ 
-- ------ _____
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 46 2E N AREA: 1.55 MAX DEPTH: 4.9LONG: 92 5 W (SQ KM) MEAN DiPTH: - .0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THA HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 2
. . FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
.. -r**** * ** ... APR 21 1958 
-1
NOV 17 1958 0 APR 23 1959 1TOT.AL --- 1 . 2EARLY NOV 17 APR 21
LATE NOV 17 AFR 23
MNt---- -1-7 -0- 
-- A-PP -22- -. - 1 00
179* NAME OF LAKE: TROUT ID CODE: 140263
--- STATE/PROV: -lIS .
LAT: 46 3 N AREA: 15.46 MAX DEPTH: 35.0
LONG: 89 A W (SO KM) MEAN DEPIH: 0.0
_ _- --- METERS)---
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 10
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
_ _ _r___ _A P R 3 0 1 9 4 2 O3 f- - MAY --- 1943 ---- 1
+**, * **k* * % MAY 3 1944 3
_______ -- * ***--MAY 6 1947 6*' - 4 -- AFR 23 '1948 
-7
** . * . ***.* MAY 15S 1950 15
- l * * * b .* APR 27 1952 
-3
***.*** * *APR 23 1953 -7* €****€ * * "APR 22 1954 -8
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
-----*-t+=*~-. k --- APR -29--1959 - ---.- -1
TOTAL 0 10
EARLY ****t* APR 22
LAIT- . + 
-, , MAY -1-5
MEAN ***~** 0.0 APR 30 6.66
- 8O -NAME-OF--L-AK-E--WAUBE-A I -- COD-4--L440273- .-
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 43 1 N AREA: 8.55 MAX DEPTH: 10,.
LUNG. d a1 9N --M EAN P--I*--- -e
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NU MB-ER OF ENTRIES: 17
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
-f " '4 ¥ ---- 
- M-AR-27-- 1939- 
-5-
-**tie APR 10 1940 9***** **~* .... APR 9 1941 8
APR 24 1942 23
APR 2 1943 1
- .4 -**-. -.--. MAR 30 1944 
-2
****** ***** MAR 17 1945 -15
____________ MAR 19 1946 -1!
-
--- --- APR - - 1947 
- - - 5
MAR 27 1948 
-5
** " *** *** MAR 27 1949 -5
OEC 14 1949 5 APR 7 1950 6
NOV 23 1950 -16 APR 11 1951 10DEC 14 1931___ 5 APR 5 1952 4DEC 6 1952 
-3 MAR 21 1953 -11DEC 18 1953 9 MAR 18 1954 
-14DEC- 10-- 195- 1 APR- 3 1955 2TOTAL 6 17EARLY NOV 23 MAR 17
LATE DEC 18 APR 24MEAN DEC 9 8.13 APR 1 9.84
S--N 
-OF---AE--NG-------------------- 
-- : - -1 -)3 --------- 
---
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 43 3 N AREA: o.c MAX DEPTH: 4.2aLONG: 8925 - (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0o.
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 4,
- - - -FREEZE CATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATIONDEC 29 .. e77--- 347 ...... MAR 9 1873 -2C
DEC 6 1878 11 MAR 29 1879 0
______e-NOV 
-19 1 7 - . MAR 23 1890 
-6NOV 16 1880 
-9 APR 29 e181 31NOV 20 1881 
-5 MAR 2 1532 
-27
APR -10--- 1883- - 12-NOV 15 183 
-10 APR 13 1884 15NOV 24 18-3 
-1APR 13 135 15DEC-----1 893..0 APR 15 1386 17NOV 2A 1 835 - *A*151861
NOV P201837 - 5 . AFR 13 1598 15DEC 12 1888 17 MAR 24 1889 
-5r.***4*- .* MAR 24 1993 -
U f C --Fi3---4----' I-t 9 *-* , * * .* , ic -- ...
** F***** APR 2 1892 4NOV 18 1892 
-7 APR 5 1893 7NOV 17 18-93 
-8 MAR 10 1894 
-19
NOV 15 1994 -10 t ,w**
------- 
- ----- - . ... MAR 30 1896 1NOV 2 1913 -23 It** , i
NOV 29 1914 4 **t**t i
0 RXGIpooB
r3 ?Oo ~p
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
------ - + M AR- 20 - -1916 - -9
NOV 27 1916 2 **********
NOV 20 1926 -5 **,I*****,s,
MA R24-I925 
--
NOV 29 1928 4 MAR 25 1929 
-4
NOV_ _17 1929 -8 +4 **** **
***** ***** MAR 25 1935 -4
********* MAR 24 1936 -5
• 
- -- 
e**'" " * -*- APR -1-0-- 19 37- - ---- 12
* * , * ,MAR 21 1938 -8
NOV 25 1938 0 MAR 25 1939 -4
**** , s t" A .AR 9 -- 401---1t--
NOV 13 1940 -12 ** ******
**__**_*_* MAR 24 1944 -- 5
DEC 2 1944 7 MAR 17 1945 
-12
NOV 24 1945 -1 MAR 20 1946 
-9
*t *** ----- -- MAR 26 1948 -3
DEC 7 1948 12 MAR 27 1949 
-2
NOV 25 1949 0 APR 7 1950 9
NO V -- 950 --- 2 -- -- A--- PR- 9 1 9 51 --- 11
NOV 28 1952 3 *****,
_ NOV 27- 158 2 44
NOV 15 1959 -10 ****
TOTAL 32 32
---------- EARL-Y 
-NOV - 2-------- 
-- - _ MAR 2
LATE DEC 29 APR 29
MEAN NOV 25 10.29 MAR 29 12.10
-- 
------------------------------------
182. NAME F LAKE: WINNEBAGO ID COD-: 143313
STATE/PROV: WIS
--- L-AT4- ----44- ---N-----AREA:--557. 52 ---- MAX DEPT i: .-- 6 4- --
LONG: 88 24 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPIH: 4.7
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 3




DEC 7 1S57 4 APR 5 1958 -3
TOTAL 2 3
EARLY NOV 29 APR 2
LATE DEC 7 AFR 17
MEAN DEC 3 4.00 APR 8 6.48
d1.3 NMA'1 Ur LAiS. le Lu UU 'JL. 14-y3
STATE/PROV: wlIS
LAT: 45 32 N AREA: 7.21 MAX DEPTH: 13.1
LONG: 92 23 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION




EARLY-- -NOV.23__ _ ___ _ 
-,.
LATE NOV 23 +*****
MEAN NOV 23 0.0 ** 0.0
-------------------------- 
-- - - -----------------------------
-- 144- NAME- OF--LAKE: .'--BROWN-S I -- COiE-: .1.40373
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 42 41 N AREA: 1.60 MAX DEPT-: 13.4
LUNod 8o 15 W ( S i) MElA~0PTH. i.0----
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 2
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION4-4, .+ t-b .k I~R ~.--R 1R5 0955-
NOV 22 1955 0 ******* **
-TOTAL I 1
EARLY NOV 22 APR 1
LATE NOV 22 APR I
---MEAN-----NOV-22 -------------- 0.0 --- --- ----- APR 1 0.0
185. NAME OF LAKE: MUD ID CODE: 140423
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 42 a2 N AREA: 0.16 MAX DEPTH: 8.3
LONG: 58 8 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH:. 0.0
( ,__ _ -E TERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 7 1955 0 #
T---O TAL- 1--_ 0 ...
EARLY NOV 7 # ,
LATE NOV 7 *f,
- m- - N NuV -0--- -' - -- ----- - --
186. NAME OF LAKE: TURTLE ID CODE: 140453
S -SA T.E/PRO V.: .. IS .
LAT: 46 14 N AREA: 5.80 MAX DPTI-: 14.5
LONG: .9 1 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
FREELE/THA HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: I
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
NOV 28 1555 0 sett
OTAL 0 t .
EARLY NOV 28
LATE NOV 28 _ ___
-MEAN NV 28V- 0- . 0 .0
- - - - ---- -------------- ------ - -
187. NAME OF LAKE: PEWAUKEE ID CO E: 140473
3AV TEifFRtt-. al3 '- - -------- --
LAT: 3 5 N AREA: 10.10 MAX DEPTh: 13.7
LONG: 88 17 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 3.9
. . . T(METERS)
-- REEZE/T HAW - HISTORY .__--------NUMBER. OE ENTRIlS: .. 1
FREEZE DATE DEVIATION THAW DATE DEVIATION
** * * ** 
_:t APR 1 1955 0
.TOTAL-. 0 - - 1
EARLY **** APR 1
LATE-. * APR 1
MEAN ****N* 0.0 APR 1 0.0
O ,IGINA' £AGE
- POD----------~-
-18--ANA ME-OF--L AK-E-:-P-INE------------- I- CE :--140481 ... .....
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 43 7 N AREA: 2.e5 MAX OEPTI: 26.0LUNg; b; (-W t-IKM-----MEAN-Z PTFf :-----
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY 
- NUMBER OF NTRIES: 0
189. NAME OF LAKE: NORTH(EAST) ID CODE: 140491STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 43 9 N AREA: 1.77 MAX D-PT-: 23.7
LONG: 88 23 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 12.7
--- (METERS) -
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF E TR IES: 0
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
t . A-ME-OF--LAKE:-NOR-T-H(-WE-ST- I~ CO-- 1 43501
STATE/PROV: AIS
LAT: 43 9 N AREA: C.47 MAX DEPTI-: 22,4
LUNG. I i 
-- -
(METERS)
FREEZE/T-AW HISTORY- NUMBER OF ENTR-IES:
191. NAME OF LAKE: CKAUCHEE ID C30: 14)511
STATE/PROV: AIS
LAT: 43 8 N AREA: '.61 MAX OPTFU- 2,.6
LONG: s 06 w f M MEAN PT: w2m1
............- 
-.---. (METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF EJTRIES: 0
---------------------- 
---------
-- 4-92.--NAME. 3F-LAKE:.OCCNOMOWOC( MA.I.N) . IDCDE: 4321
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 43 6 N AREA: 3.10 MAX DEPTI-: 13.s
LONI. Oa to n w O-kM--E -N-E-P-T 
-:--1--5 .
(,i TERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY- NUMBER OF ENTRIES: - 0
--------------- 
-----------------------
193. NAME OF LAKE: FOWLER ID CO)E: 140531
STATE/PROV: *IS
L AT: 43 7 N AREA 3-- MAX DEPT h: 15.2LONG: 88 30 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP H: 4.,
- . (METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IS: 0
------------------ 
-
1-94-----NAME. OF-LAKL:-LAC LA-BELLE.... ID- CODE: .140541
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 43 8 N AREA: 4.53 MAX DEPTI-: 14.2LN e-. a at. - )O--KM-)---MEAN-3.P1H 
-- 373- --- -
(METERS)
FRE EZ-E7Tf-tAW---H-1S TOF NUMBER-OF- ENTR IE S: . 0 -- .
ORIGINALI PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
1j,97 NAMt U- LAKE* SILVt ILD CuLLjL
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 43 5 N AREA: 0.90 MAX DEPTI-: 130 .
LONG: 88 30 W (So KM) MEAN 0)PTH: 4.B
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
196. NAME OF LAKE: DELAVAN ID C03: 140561
S-T AT -E P ROVO-V- : -- W -IS - -
LAT: 42 37 N AREA: 8.39 MAX DEPT*: 17.2
LONG: 88 36 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 8.0
(--- -- --...................
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ETR_ S_: O
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 43 49 N AREA: 29.72 MAX DEPT-: 72.2
LONG: 89 0 W (SQ KM) MEAN )EP 1H: 33.1
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF EiTRIES: 0
---------------------------------------------- -
198. NAME OF LAKE: BEULAH(4BASINS) ID C OD: 140581
-. STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 12 4 N AREA: .To MAX rDpT. 17.7
LONG: 88 23 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP 1H: 8.0
- E T ERS) -
FREEZE/THAA HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
------------------------------------------ 
-------------------
-9-t -; .. NAMEJF -t-AK:- -3IG--CEAR ---- ---.- ---- I CODE : -- 1)3591
STATE/PROV: lIS
LAT: 43 23 N AREA: 3.87 MAX oEPTr: 31.9
LONG: 88 16 w - (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 11.1
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
----------- ---------- -------------- ----------
200. NAME OF LAKE: BUTTERNUT ID CODE: 140611
..STATE/PROV: IS
LAT: 45 58 N AREA: 4.07 MAX DE PT: 9.8
LONG: 90 31 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPri: 0.0
( -METERS) . --
FREEZE/THA. HISTORY NUMBER OF N TRIES: 0
--- F--------- ------------- - --- ----------- --- ---- -------
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 4538 N AREA: 5.50 MAX DEPT: 26.5
LONG-91-- 9W TSO KM) - - MEAN DP 1H: -" 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
u"e NAMt UP- LAKE:' PRAIHNt IV CUL-= 140531
STATE/PROV: wIS
L AT_.: _. 22NL AREA: 621___ MAX_E PT.: 4.9
LONG: 91 41 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPlH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
---------- ------------- ------- ------- - -------
I
233. NAME OF LAKE: RED CEDAR ID CODE: 140541
.---.---- STATE/PROV:-- IS- - - -- -.
LAT: 45 36 N AREA: 7.46 MAX D-PT U: 15.2
LONG: 91 35 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 0.
tMETERS)-
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY __ _ NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
------------------ 
----------
A -.- - - - - - 
--------- . - -- .
SE-r A EAKE OWERE AL' CL -IR -- I-O-CODE : 14651 --- --- -
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: _ 46 16 N AREA:. 3.31 M.AX )EPTI: 12.
LONG: 91 33 W (S KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRI-S: 0
---------------------- --- 
_: --------- ---------------------
235. NAME OF LAKE: MIDDLE EAU CLAIR ID CODE: 14)651
--STATFE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 46 18 N AREA: 3.65 MAX DEPTh: 19.8
LONG: 91 31 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPT;-: 3.,0
- -E TERS)
FREEZE/Ti-AW_ HISTORY _-_ NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
- -Jr- LAKE-- -E-A N -------------. ---------------
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 46 12 N AREA: 13.00 MAX DEPTh: 14.0
LONG: 91 7 W (SQo KM) MEAN DEPTH: '0.3
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
207. NAME OF LAKE.: UPPER EAU CLAIRE ID CODE: 140691
-. -- STATE/PROV:- - -IS . . . . . . . .
LAT: 46 19 N AREA: 4.17 MAX DEPT -: 25.5
LONG: 91 29 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
( M-T E RS-) -
FREEZE/ThAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
- -------- - --- C+---aR-~--~iF~p~mf ,
208. NA4E OF LAKEL NIG-SAID ID CODE -O-711
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 45 50 N AREA: 5.67 MAX DEPTh-: 16.9
LONG: 92 13 w (SO KM_ MEAN )-PiH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: O
239 NAe LANAt.. OLAM I CJC- i9?2t
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 45 48 N AREA: 4.88 MAX DEPTI-: 3.4
LONG: 92 20 W (SO KM) MEAN EP TH: - 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
------------- 
-----------------
2103 NAME OF LAKE: YELLOW ID CODE: 140731
-- STATE/PROV: wIS-
LAT: 45 55 N AREA: -9.26 MAX DEPT -: 9.8
LONG: 92 24 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPIH: ).0
( METERS)
FREEZE/TFHAW HISTORY NUM3ER OF ENTR IES: 0
------------------------------------------------
21----NAME--O---AK-E:--tN.G. 
-- --- - I C-23E-": -14 )751--.
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: --. 5 15 N AREA: 4.30 MAX OEPT1: 29.2
LONG: 91 24 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP 1H: 0.
(4. TE S)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
--------------------- 
--------------------------------------
21. NA'ME OF LAS L; WISU'I'A ID CO.E: 14)761
--- TS TA-TE/PRO V I AlS
LAT: 4 1 57 N AREA: 25..50 MAX DEPT t-: 22.C
LONG: 91 20 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: *0.C
(t- -TE RS) --------
FREEZE/TFAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
-----------------------------------------------------------
L 3. NA.'TE uJF LAr'-. A uT5 - t-O--7- -7.-----------------
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 44 26 N AREA: 3.32 MAX DEPTI: 17..1
LONG 42 -: T(SO KM)-- MEAN DEP 1 0:- 3.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: O
------------------------------------------------------- 
--------
214. NAME OF LAKE: FOX ID CO)E: a14080
S.TATELPROV:..-- WIS. -
LAT: 43 35 N AREA: 10.63 MAX DEPTI-: 5.0
LONG: 98 56 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP Ir: 0.C
-(--ME TRS).
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IS: c
----------------------------------
215, ~NAME-E-F---t-AK-E-- AR-t C I)-C-O35-:---t 21-
STATE/PROV: wlS
LAT: 46 13 N AREA: 3.36 MAX DEPTI-: 31.1
LON-G- 91 5--3 -W 
-(-SQ KM) MEAN DEP IH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0 ORIGINAL PGE1-
OF POOR QUALITYI
---------- -,;T~- ~ ~ ----- ~---
"i1o NAMt Jt- LAK; NtAGCAMUN IU LCO.uD.; - 140
STATE/PROV: *IS
LA_T_: 46_ 390 N AREA: 3.70 MAX DEPT -:. 17.1
LONG: 91 43 W (SO KM) MEAN D=EPld: 0.C
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
217, NAME OF LAKE: ST CROIX FLOwAGE ID CODE: 140851S------STATE/PROV: - -S - - - -- - ---
LAT: 46 15 N AREA: 7.75 MAX DEPTI-: 8.5
LONG: 91 52 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPIH: 0.0
(M -TERS )-.. .. .
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY _NUMBE_R _OF E_NTR. IES: 0
2 3I . NA UF LA . ALTu*NA I-- -00...... .. ... .
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 44 49 N AREA: 3. P40 MAX DEPT -: 7.6
LONG: 91 26 w (SQ KM) MEAN DEP TH: 0.0(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF E',TRIES: 0
219. NAME OF LAKE: EAU CLAIRE ID CODE: 140891
S TTE/-P.RV- .. Is-- - -S-------A-T
LAT. L. 0-b A - 1 n7 A X D-r -. 7.
LONG: 91 e W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPIH: 0.0
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: _ 0
--------------------------------- 
-------
Cu. NIA4 UF LKE. CUIVIT U I ID CO -. J. 4-01
STATE/PROV: IwS
LAT: 45 55 N AREA: 5.24 MAX DEPT I: 12.8
LONG: 89 0 W SO-KM) MEA DEP iTH 0.0 .
( METERS)




221. NAME DF LAKE: FRANKLIN ID CODE: 14)911
-- STATC/PROV: W- IS .
LAT: 45 56 N AREA: 3.51 MAX DEPTI-: 16.2
LONG: 89 0 w (SU KM) MEAN DEP iH: 0C.
-(METERS)
FRFEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
------------------- 
--------------
-~j-ff2~-+rtn.Mf;-A4-WtAK tTtC -- C-f-:-t0 t------- -- E-I--.10
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 45 59 N AREA: 4.03 MAX DEPTI: 12.2
LON 8-- 9 -- W (S KM)-- MEAN DEP TH: 0.0(METERS)
FREEZE/TFAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
-- ~iZ--,-~-- ---- E-Z;-~---'-~ ~~-~ , - - - - -- -- - - - ----
2 AW E Ut LARKE tIINE It CO E4--6t-941
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 45 41 N AREA: 6.76 MAX DEPT : 4.3
LONG: 88 5g W (S KM) MEAN DEP 1H:- 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
224. NAME OF LAKE: KOSHKON3NG ID CODE: 140451
--- -- STATE/PROV: I-S----------- -. - - . -
LAT: 42 52 N AREA: 42.35 MAX DEPTH: 2.1
LONG: 58 58 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(-.-E TRS-)--
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
--tA-----F---AKE CAtON -- FA--t---------i - -- -- -4- -------- - ---
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 45 21 N AREA: 4.12 MAX DEPTI-: 12.2
LONG: 88 15 W (SQ KM) -MEAN D3P IH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
------------ - -- ----- --- ------------------ 
-
226. NAME OF LArE: ; HIn r-ALLs Lt.R iU COD.: 14U071
- S TATE/PROV: ... w LIS-
LAT: 45 19 N AREA: 6.07 MAX DEPT : 16.5
LONG: 38 11 w (SO KM) MEAN DEPI H: 0.0
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
-- ~~ ---------------- --- - - ------- '.------------------
STATa/PROV: WIS
LAT: 45 52 N AREA: 4.25 MAX DEPTI: 30.5
LNG893aW . - (SOQ-KM) ---MEAN DEP1H: 03.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: C
--------------------------- 
---------------------- ---------- ----
228. NAME OF LAKE: PELICAN ID CODE: 141001
..... STATE/PROv: wIS -----
LAT: 45 30 N AREA: 14.52 MAX D=PT-: 11.9
LONG: 89 12 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEP1H: 0.0(ME TERS )------- --...
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
-2----NAME--OF--t-AK E:-SOQUIR REL- I--- -C-OD E :-14 1021-
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 45 52 N AREA: 5.48 MAX DEPT-: 13.7
L--O r 54 -( ---8< SQ---KM -. MEAN DEP 1H:- 0*0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR JES: 0
Z'JU. NAME Ul- LAKL; IUMAHAWIR AU LUL-; i4I31
STATE/PROV: WIS
--A -'-_5_._N_._ AREA: 140 MAX DEPTI-: 24.0 
__LONG: 89 40 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP-H: - 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
231. NAME OF LAKE: THUNDER ID CODE: 141041
- STAT E/PRV-:---- I---------
LAT: 45 47 N AREA: 7.16 MAX DEPT : 2.7LONG: 89 13 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPI H: 0.C




LAT: 45 28 N AREA: 8.31 MAX DEPT H: 11.3LONG: 92 26 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP IH:- -,O
(METERS)






233. NAME OF LAKE: BIG ROUND ID rn.-n=: iaItn
-- STATL/PKUV: 
--.. I-S .- -
__ ____
LAT: 45 32 N AREA: 4.11 MAX DEPT h: 5.2LONG: 92 19 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0(--------ME TE RS )--








___5 13 N AREA: 4.45 MAX DEPTH: 9.8LONG: 92 35 W (o KM) MEAN DEP iH: 0.0
(M-TERS)




235. NAME OF LAKE: WAPOGASSET ID CODE: 141081
-------- STATE/PRO V:--- .W I S.- _
LAT: 45 20 N AREA: 4.80 MAX DEPTH: 9.8LONG: 92 26 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 0.0
-- -METER S ) .
------ 
--




LAT: 45 54 N AREA: 2.99 MAX DEPTH: 7.6
LONG: 90 4 W (SQ KM-) MEANDEP H 0.-0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES:
iJ Ir NAMt Ur LAI. ; ISLAN u U CUD=; I1lI1"
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 45 19 N AREA: 2.14 MAX DEPT#-: 16.5
LONG: 91 23 W (SO KM) MEAN DzP1-iH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
238. NAME OF LAKE: REDSTONE ID CODE: 141131
S$ ATE/PROV :- _w-IS ......... .......
LAT: 43 37 N AREA: 2.43 MAX DEPT : 12.2
LONG: 90 6 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP 1H: 0.
t4E-TE RS-)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
23 • iA --- A--- ------ --- TO------------- ------------- --
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 45 56 N AREA: 12.60 MAX DEPT : 18.0
LONG: 91 25 W (-S -- .M) MEAN DEP 1H: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
-------------- -- -- ----- - --------------------------
240. NAME OF LAKE: LAC COURT OREILL ID CODE: 141151
STATE/PROV: wIS . .
LAT: 45 54 N AREA: 20.40 MAX DEPT: 27..
LONG: 91 26 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
----------------- ---------- ---- ---- -----------
S241 NAm ;rF L AK C f- TEC- ID C-) E------4---1--6-1--- ---
STATE/PROV: IS
LAT: 45 42 N AREA: 7*78 MAX DEPTH: 8.5
L NG ---- - 3 0 (-S---KM) . .MEAN DE P TH : . 0 ...
(METERS)






242. NAME OF LAKE: CHIPPEwA ID CODE: 141171
S TA T E/P~RO.V- .. 1IS
LAT: 43 56 N AREA: 62.00 MAX DEPTIF: 25.0
LONG: 91 10 W (SO KM) MEAN EP TH: 0.0
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
23 NAE F . .L -A :Eo LOST LAND t_--- - - -
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 46 6 N AREA: 5.29 MAX DEPTI-: 6.4
L ON:- 1 -W (S-OKM-) MEAN D-EP l0.--.. 00
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
2"44. NAMt UI LAKt; MUUbt l.) LUJE; 14i9
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 46_ 1 N AREA: 6.76 MAX_ DEPT : 6.4 4
LONG: 91 2 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEP TH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
245. NAME OF LAKE: NELSON ID CODE: 141201
-- S-TATE/PROV :- -- w IS - - ---------------------------
LAT: 46 5 N AREA: 10.15 MAX DEPT1: 10.1
LONG: 91 23 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP1H: 0.0( ,4E-T E S)- .. . ... . .. . . .
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
26 A N AM--FA--FKROtOUND - I--C -:----14.-1- 1
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: __ 46 1 N AREA: 11.30 MAX OEPT : 21. ,
LONG: 91 19 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP1IH: 0.^
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
27 NE DF LAKE: SPID.n
-ST-AT-E/PROV-: -- -W I-S--- .-...-------- .......
LAT: 46 6 N AREA: 5.89 MAX DPTl: 19.5
LONG: 91 14 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(--TERS-)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF EA~TRIES: 0
. NMI1AE OU LAMN. TL v .- J-2------------1
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 46 5 N AREA: 4.25 MAX DEPTI: 9.5
LONG: 91 7 (SO KM) MEAN D-P H: 0.
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
249. NAME OF LAKE: SHAWANO ID CODE: 141241
sTATZEPRV OV - 1S I S
LAT: 44 48 N AREA: 25.00 MAX DEPT-: 12.8
LONG: 88 32 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - ---
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 45 56 N AREA: 5.93 MAX DEPTh: 10.7
LONG: 89 31 W (SO KM) MEAN DP 1H: -0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
251* NAM UO LAt. i MUSKGLLUNE t C03--- 1-41261
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 46 1 N ' AREA: 3.74 MAX DEPTI : 19.8
LONG: 89 37 W (SQ KM) MEAN D.PlH: - 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
252. NAME OF LAKE: BIG SAND ID CODE: 141271 .
------- STATE/PROV: w IS - - -
LAT: 46 4 N AREA: 5.70 MAX D=PTt: 10.7
LONG: 8e 59 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
(-ME T E RS ) . ..... ... .. ...... ..
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
3. H-w-E 3F LAiKE-.-- -- R4-wL-ING T----NE- ID-0: ------- -----
STATE/PROV: vtIS
LAT: 46 56 N AREA: 5.94 MAX DEPrI-: 2,4.
LONG: 8 3 W. (-SQ KM) MEAN ,;P IH: 0.0
( M-TERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
254. NAME OF LAKE: FENCE ID C3-E: 1.1301
CeTAT /-DDfn \• .. T C
LAT: 45 57 N AREA: 13.52 MAX D=PTI-: 25.3
LONG: 89 51 W (SQ KM) MEAN JEP1H: 0.0
(-M-TERS ) -
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRI-S: 0
--I - -V------ ------------- - --- ----255. WIl AL-IO-F--L--AK-_-L ---I K; WA N: 1 1-
STATE/PROV: wIS
LAT: 46 2 N AREA: 5.77 MAX DEPT : 19.2
LONG: 89 48 W( SQ KM-) MEAN DEE P 1H- 0. 0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
256. NAME OF LAKE: LAC VIEUX DESERT ID CODE: 141331
___... .STATE/PROV: _..WIS . .. ... -
LAT: 46 8 N AREA: 17.40 MAX DEPTI-: 11.5
LONG: 89 7 W (SO KM) MEAN DEPIH: 0.0
(-MET-F S)
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
--- ?,--------OF--t-AK'---PRE- SU--I-St- --- COD = -- I e-13 5 I-.....
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 46 13 N AREA: 5.le MAX DEPTi: 24.*
LO NG'.: 8947 w SQ KM) - MEAN DEP 1H: 0.0
(ME TERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
STATE/PROV: WIS
L_A; 42__._N EA __ 3J. 83 .M A XDE P T : 2 * 4
LONG: 88 30 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.0
( METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
---------------------------- 
----- --------
259. NAME OF LAKE: NANCY ID CODE: 141401
- -- STATF/PROV: --- --- -- -------- - ---- ---
LAT: 46 6 N AREA: 3.12 MAX DEPT-: 11.9
LONG: 92 0 W (SQ KM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.C
FREEZE/ThAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTk I-S: 0
----------- -------------------------------- 
-----------------
eove NAMN. LJ LAMto PAHTR-I< 10 ±-CO E. - -t4-2t
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 4 - 17 N AREA: 4.01 MAX DEPT.: . 1.-. .
LON5WG: 88 (SO KM) MEAN. DEPH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/T-Aw HISTORY NUMBER OF EA:TR IS: 0
STA-TE/PRO-: --- - --- - -- -- - -- -------------
LAT: 44 22 N AREA: 4.60 MAX DEPTI: 3.4
LONG: 88 56 W (SQ KM) MEAN .DPTH: 0.C
FREEZE/TIAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
--- 26 25-m~ n~---------------------- - -------tL~3
2, NAME OF LAKE. -rTT-'S-IPPl u UJ. 1t14
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 43 22 N AREA: 11.58 MAX DEPTH: 2.
LONG 8 37W (so KM) MEAN DEP lH: 0 .C
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: .
253. NAME OF LAKE: PUCKAWAY 10 CODE: 141451
ST ATE/PROV: - WIS -...
LAT: (.3 45 N AREA: 22.00 MAX DPT F: 1.5
LONG: 89 12 W (SO KM) MEAN DEP I: 0.C
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
------------------------------- -- -------------- ------ -----
N--- AME -OFA E.YG AIN I -~LO~-~c- -+
STATE/PFOV: WIS
LAT: 44 9 N AREA: 44.50 MAX DEPTI: 3.4
LONG: e8 5-0- -C KMT--- MEAN D-P IH: 0.0
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
--------M -A-. tU U I.------U ,.J .
STATE/PROV: wlS
LAT: 43 56 N AREA: 12.43 MAX DEPTI: 1.5
LONG: 88 48 W (SQ KM) -MEAN-D P -I: 00---
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES: 0
----------------------- - ---- - --------- ----
266. NAME OF LAKE: POTATO ID CODE: 141481
-- SIAT-E/-PRO-V:... -- s-IS
LAT: 45 19 N AREA: 2.16 MAX DEPT-: 12.2
LONG: 91 26 W (SQ KM) MEAN Z)PiH: 0.C
-tM -TERS- . . .. . .




LAT: 45 32 N AREA: 8.73 MAX DEPTh: 22.6
LONG: 88 55 W (SQ KM) MEAN DIEP TH: 0.0
(METERS)




268. NAME OF LAKE: A!LLOW RESERVOIR ID CODE: 141501
..S._TATE/PROV: ._...IS
LAT: 45 43 N AREA: 20.80 MAX DEPTI-: 6.7
LONG: 89 54 w (Su kM) MEAN DEPTH: 0.C
-tU~d P RS t------ ----
FREEZE/THAW HISTORY NUMBER OF ENTR IES: 0
-----------------'-  -------------------------------- i--- -:--- • 1-5-- -------------
STATE/PROV: WIS
LAT: 46 3 N AREA: 11.27 MAX DEPTh-: 13.7
LONG: G.:e9---8 W .- (SO KM) MEAN DEP 1H: 0o.
(METERS)
FREEZE/THAw HISTORY NUMBER OF E.'JTR IES: C
.. e END_.STA.T.ISTICAL ANALYSIS -**
APPENDIX C
ERTS-1 SWATH COVERAGE
FOR THE 1972 ICE YEAR*
* Solid lines represent imagery received for analysis; heavy























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE. MAY 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 6 .17 18 19 20
C-9
.' 7 ! rI- -Ir 3.i'i
..18 .
s li.









- - - .-
.11,
ERTS 1 GROUND TRACKS
S-C-10
". -~ . .l ' 6 .'%
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